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Data tables 
 
Q1: We want to ensure anyone can contribute towards this consultation. However, as 
residents who have a parking permit will be most affected by these proposals, we will 
give more weight to the responses by residents who have a current permit as they will be 
most affected by the proposal. 
  
Option Total Percent 

Car registration provided 4475 97% 

Car registration not 
provided 

147 3% 

 
Q2: Do you support the permanent adoption of the virtual (paperless) parking permits? 
 

Option Total Percent 

Yes 4054 88% 

No 414 9% 

Don't know 113 2% 

Not Answered 43 1% 

 
Q3: As part of the proposal, we want to ensure that permit holders who want to place a 
permit in their vehicle are still able to do so if they wish. Do you think we should: 
 

Option Total Percent 

Send a PDF of the permit to everyone who obtains a 
permit 

2202 48% 

Send a PDF of the permit only to those who request it 2025 44% 

Don't know 100 2% 

Other 235 5% 

Not Answered 62 1% 

 
 
Q4: Do you support the Council in making Resident Permit Services easier to access 
online in future? 
 

Option Total Percent 

Yes 4434 96% 

No 86 2% 

Don't know 68 1% 

Not Answered 36 1% 
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About your child/young person – Demographics 
 
Q6: What is your sex? 
 

Option Total Percent 

Male 2478 54% 

Female 1888 41% 

Prefer to self-describe 4 0.09% 

Prefer not to state 157 3% 

Not Answered 97 2% 

 
 
Q7: Which age group do you belong to? 
 

Option Total Percent 

Under 18 1 0.02% 

18 to 24 39 1% 

25 to 34 396 9% 

35 to 44 602 13% 

45 to 54 905 20% 

55 to 64 1130 24% 

65 to 74 820 18% 

75 plus 439 9% 

Prefer not to state 214 5% 

Not Answered 78 2% 

 
 
Q8: How do you describe your ethnic origin? 
 

Option Total Percent 

White - English/Welsh/Scottish/Northern Irish/British 2325 50% 

White - Irish 74 2% 

White - Gypsy or Irish Traveller 1 0.02% 

White - Other European 823 18% 

Any other White background - please specify below 148 3% 

Black or Black British - African 80 2% 

Black or Black British - Somali 10 0.22% 

Black or Black British - Caribbean 50 1% 

Any other Black background - please specify below 4 0.09% 

Asian or Asian British - Indian 105 2% 

Asian or Asian British - Pakistani 30 1% 

Asian or Asian British - Bangladeshi 11 0.24% 

Asian or Asian British - Chinese 58 1% 
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Any other Asian background - please specify below 56 1% 

Mixed/multiple ethnic groups - White and Black 
Caribbean 

19 0.41% 

Mixed/multiple ethnic groups - White and Black 
African 

22 0.48% 

Mixed/multiple ethnic groups - White and Asian 37 1% 

Any other mixed background - please specify below 28 1% 

Other ethnic group - Moroccan Arab 22 0.48% 

Other ethnic group - Other Arab 87 2% 

Other ethnic group - Filipino 10 0.22% 

Any other ethnic group - please specify below 40 1% 

Prefer not to state 447 10% 

Not Answered 137 3% 

 
Q9: What is your religion or belief? 
 

Option Total Percent 

Christian 2253 49% 

Muslim 259 6% 

Jewish 94 2% 

Buddhist 37 1% 

Hindu 45 1% 

Sikh 9 0.19% 

No religion or belief 916 20% 

Other religion (specify below) 31 1% 

Prefer not to state 799 17% 

Not Answered 181 4% 

 
 
Q10: Do you have a long-term illness, health problem or disability which limits your daily 
activities? 
 

Option Total Percent 

Yes 248 5% 

No 3965 86% 

Prefer not to state 292 6% 

Not Answered 119 3% 
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Q11: If yes, what is the nature of your health problem or disability? (Select all that apply) 
 

Option Total Percent 

Not Answered 38 15% 

Prefer not to say 18 7% 

I have a learning difficulty 2 1% 

I use medical equipment requiring an 
electricity supply 

3 1% 

I have a visual impairment 4 2% 

I am a wheelchair user 8 3% 

Prefer to self-describe 13 5% 

I have a hearing impairment 24 10% 

I have a mental health condition 40 16% 

I have a physical impairment 48 19% 

I have another illness or disability e.g. hidden 
impairment 

65 26% 

I have a mobility impairment 73 29% 

 
 
 
Comments  
This section of the report contains comments made by respondents. Comments have been 
‘themed’ and therefore may appear more than once against multiple themes. 
 
Q3a: As part of the proposal, we want to ensure that permit holders who want to place a 
permit in their vehicle are still able to do so if they wish. Do you think we should – Other 
Comments 
 

Theme Comments 

Keep the permits virtual only 122 

Vehicles should have to display a permit 113 

Supports an option to have a paper permit for those who want it 106 

PDF provides reassurance 56 

Can't tell who is allowed to park and who isn't 20 

Remind permit holders of expiry date 16 

Concerns over fraudulent PDFs 11 
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Co-ordinate better with Westminster 10 

Concerns of digital exclusion 8 

Whatever keeps costs low 4 

Easier for parking attendant to see paper permit 1 

Do not mind 1 

Thanks 1 

 
Comments 
 
Keep the permits virtual only 

• A confirmation email when payment is made and received would enough for me 

• A PDF shouldn't be necessary as long as the Council is able to respond quickly and 
accurately to any query that may result from the absence of hard copy. 

• All over email. Post is unacceptable. If you don’t have an email address you are probably 
too old to be driving. 

• An actual physical permit may not be needed as a virtul permit only may save a lot of 
time and effort for the council. 

• As long as your operating system works efficiently then there is no need to offer any form 
of permit? Worst case scenario is RBKC must cancel any PCNs if issued to a permitted 
vehicle. 

• Automating this at the point of issue will save a lot of management and time for both 
residents and council team later. 

• by email 

• Cant see the point of putting a permit in the window, why would anyone want to do that 
when it isnt at all necessary in order  to park? 

• Dear Madam, Sir 
I agree with paperless because the renewal is always sent via emails. We managed to 
renew without too many difficulties. 
I also note that the paper option is available when needed. Personally I trust the renewal 
time, as it has in the past,  been enough to ensure I renew on time: I too have doubt of 
my Parking Resident’s dates thus rely on such reminders. 
Would thank you for your efforts and agree for paperless Permits. 
Best regards <name removed> 

• Do not send pdf out to anyone. The whole point is to go paperless. 

• Do whatever streamlines the process - don’t waste the cost advantage by encouraging 
ad hoc requests which cost disproportionately more. If residents are being diy efficient 
don’t let the minority waste the collective saving 

• Don’t allow as it will take up too many resources to have 2 separate systems. Everyone 
can adopt the new, more efficient and environmentally friendly proposal. 

• Don’t allow paper permits. 

• Don’t bother. They don’t need it. 

• Don’t much care, they can print off the acceptance email?!? 
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• Don’t send any hard copies. Now the road tax is virtual there is no reason. Let people 
buy one! 

• Don’t think a paper permit is necessary at all. 

• Don’t Waste money on this ! Virtual works for all 

• Don’t waste paper save the environment and keep it paperless 

• Don't allow it.  The whole of RBKC needs to move to the digital age and quickly 

• don't deem it necessary really 

• Don't have any PDFs.  Printing is a waste of paper and bad for the environment. 

• Dont have paper ones 

• Don't offer this option. 

• Don't send a PDF - just make a screen grab available. 

• Don't send anything via the post that includes paperwork. We should be doing away with 
as much of this as possible. 

• Don't waist money on this. Virtual permit is OK. 

• Easier for you to automatically send to everyone no? 

• For me, a pdf is not necessary 

• Go paperless or not. There seems no reasonable justification for wanting to display a 
permit and the efficiencies for RBKC are diminished if having to accommodate both 
methods. 

• Having a pdf won’t make any difference unless we are forced to display it. Then the point 
of paperless is lost. It is either paperless or it is not. 

• I consider that parking should go fully paperless. Given the focus on sustainability it 
seems pointless to have a paper system concurrently. 

• I do not see any added value in having a pdf version of the permit! It is a waste of paper, 
resource and time. What is important is that those who pay for permits have their info in 
the Council's system.  
I see no point . I am in a favour of virtual all the way. 

• I do not want a PDF of the permit, thank you! 

• I don’t know why a physical permit would be needed in any situation if not needed, we’ve 
had 18 months without it 

• I don’t think it is necessary to have a paper permit at all. I think a conformation email is 
sufficient 

• I don’t think paper permits should be an option at all. What a waste and detriment to our 
environment. 

• I don't know why someone would want to place a paper version in the car. 

• I don't think you should send a printed permit to anyone for all the reasons you have 
stopped doing so in the last 18 months 

• I have had no need for a PDF of the permit 

• I think it s usell to have a physical permit and no one should have it - why would 
someone rather go to a physical place to renew their permit when you can quickly call a 
number and pay over the phone or even better would be to just renew it online - so you 
can do it from abroad - as atm its kinda difficult renewing from abroad. 

• I think paperless permit are great and save a great deal of time to renew or obtain 

• I think that would confuse things and I would be against it. 

• I think we should all have the same Virtual Permits because some have and some don't 
have will cause conflict so we should all have the same once it's been decided. 

• I think you should go paperless 100% 

• I think you should keep it as  virtual we are saving paper & plastic 

• I totally agree with the council it saves paper .and going up the council waiting around for 
hours .and better for the staff I've been up there and seen for myself your staff getting 
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verbally abused and they don't get up in the morning to go to work to be spoken to like 
that . 

• I would prefer you to NOT send paper copies at all 

• I would say, it's a great idea  to just permanently go  digital.  Good for the environment, 
and the car looks great without and display in mirror. 

• I’m happy like this thank you is excellent 

• If people wants to print and put in their car a copy of their payments and permit they can 
or on their phones - digital is great! efficient and saves lots. 

• if you are going to do it for one, you may as well do it for all..online of course 

• If you send a PDF you will be inundated with people asking if they HAVE to display it and 
it will confuse people.  
I park on the Westminster borders sometimes and have never had a ticket, so pleased 
dont do PDF for printing at all. 

• If you send to everyone who obtains a permit then no need of doing extra work afterword 
by people who works for the department. This will cut unnecessary time loss for the stuff 

• If you want to save on paper and help the Enviroment then once you go paperless it 
would make no sense to issue some people with paper parking permits. 

• In this day and age why waste paper???? By all means send a PDF to everyone as a 
receipt but Westminster needs to get in board! 

• It is more cost effective and better for the environment to make the process entirely 
paperless, I would recommend not to provide an option (paperless only). 

• It should stop 

• It would be wasteful to send PDF versions to everybody, as there are lots of drivers (like 
myself) who are perfectly happy with just the virtual permit. 

• It’s not necessary. Save the paper. 

• Just an eMail to say OK Permit agreed 

• Just educate Traffic Enforcement Officers who patrol boundary roads, and give them the 
means to assess whether RBKC residents have a valid paperless permit! It's absolutely 
bizarre to put the onus on service users/residents. 

• Just keep it virtual 

• Just say no hard copies.. Like no road tax disks. 

• Just to have a pdf online would be good to make us feel more secure - people could 
keep this inside their car, as some are still worried they may get a ticket (iv seen hand 
written notes on some cars)  
also it acts as a reminder of expiry date 

• Keep totally virtual for all! 

• MAJORITY RULES 

• Make it all on line and paperless 

• Maybe it can be a download from the application website? I don't understand how data is 
shared between local authorities but I assume WCC wardens have access to DVLA eg 
EV concessions. 
No more window stickers please, expensive waste of paper in a digital age and they fall 
off in strong sunlight/heat. 

• Mixing virtual permit with paper seems superfluous. Perhaps as proof of purchase or 
receipt. 

• Much easier if everyone on the same basis 

• No - you need to keep it consistent and I think it would be confusing for us as people 
might think they still need to have a permit if a PDF is sent. 

• No , just think it’s not need 
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• No clue why they need it.  Maybe if your wardens are fining those who are allowed to 
park 

• No if you go paperless it should be for all or none 

• No it defeats the objective of paperless permits. An online receipt should be sufficient. 

• No it must all be paperless it’s good for the environment. 

• No need for paper 

• No need for sending pdf etc. Thanks 

• No need for this. 
We moved to RBKC from Camden where paperless permits have been used 
successfully for years 

• No need of PDF. Maybe explain better how the virtual permits work, 

• No need to have a physical permit 

• No need to send PDF 

• No need to send them. All should be virtual. cant think of any reason why? 

• No PDF please at all. What would be the reason that you think someone should have a 
display if it’s not required by the council. That is just adding to council cost. If you never 
had display permits in the past, no one would ask for a PDF. Let’s just move to the 21st 
century. 

• No physical permits 

• No you should not provide paper or PDF permits 

• No, as you clearly stated, this new way is good for the environment and cheaper all 
round! 

• No, I don't see what need anyone would have for having a putting the permit in the car. 
Seems only logical to go paperless now and just means one less thing for the council to 
need spend money on. 

• No, it should not be needed. Regarding the boundary roads, if drivers are parked on the 
RBKC side, then Westminster should not be involving themselves.  Are there parking 
spaces that are both RBKC and also Westminster? 

• No, This has benefits for the environment and for customers, so move permanently to 
issuing virtual parking permits. 

• No.  Do not go backwards please. 

• Not needed at all- why would people want it? 

• Not send anything - this would help the environment by not even allowing people to print 
their own permits. Digital only is definitely the only way to go. 

• Once we get paper less permits I don't think its neccessary. 

• Or even just simply removing the paper system, seems rather unnecessary to me 

• Paperless is better 

• pdf files are a waste of time and money - keep it simple 

• Please do not REQUIRE a PDF to be displayed - which would rather defeat the whole 
purpose of not having to wait for the post or collect it. 

• Preferably don't send if possible 

• Remove this facility, it’s a waste of resources. 

• Save paper and help the environment and not do this.  People can show a receipt if 
really required 

• Save the paper and consumption emissions and do exclusively virtual permits. 

• Send by email only 

• Send it electronically not in the post 

• Send the PDF by Email 

• Send via email not in post (unreliable) 
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• Should be sent by email. 

• Suggest an electronic permit to be kept in the holders smart phone wallet 

• Theoretically, all to use virtual permit will simplify the operations, moving ahead to solve 
the issues like parking at roads near Westminster boundary… 

• There is no need to send any PDF.  It would be better to switch to wholly electronic and 
send email renewal reminders and provide more online access to query validity etc 

• This is an absolute no-brainer. Please never go back to paper. This is more modern, 
convenient, and gets rid of those ugly little stickers that sit on the window and impede 
field of vision while driving. 

• This reversion to paper should be discouraged.  It will only cause confusion. 

• to keep the virtual system easy and clear for the parking attendants its best to either 
have all virual or all paper. I prefer the virtual as alot of the times my permit has come off 
the window or dropped down into the air vent of my car. 

• Via email-paper less 

• Waste of paper why anyone would want a PDF when they’re virtual 

• We should minimise use of paper and postage 

• Why bother? Car tax doesn't require something to display in the windscreen. 

• Why would anyone need to have a paper copy if it’s electronic? 

• Why would anyone want a permit stuck on their window? It is a hassle to put on and a 
greater hassle to take off.I am totally in favour of the present  procedure. Thank you all 
for a brilliant concept. 

• Why would anyone want to display a permit? Seems like a waste of time to me to even 
allow it. 

• Why would anyone want to display the parking permit when not necessary? I think it’s 
pointless and we should stick to one rule 

 
Vehicle should have to display a permit 

• A HARD COPY.  WE CANNOT PRINT ANYTHING. 

• A mandatory display of Resident Parking Permit on windscreens. 

• A paper permit for every qualified resident is still essential. At the moment we can’t ask 
people to move on if they are occupying residents’ spaces while waiting or answering 
their phone as we cannot tell if they have a permit or not. In Warwick Gardens we are 
plagued with people stopping about halfway down in residents’ bays. At least with a 
paper permit system we could see who was entitled to park there and who wasn’t. A 
universal display of a paper permit is absolutely necessary. 

• A physical permit should not be changed and there is no justification for a digital system 
which is a complete invasion of privacy and I can only see that a traditional physical 
residents parking permit is the only acceptable way forward.  
i do not consent to a paperless service.  I require a physical permit for my security and 
assurances. 

• All permit holders should display the permit 

• All vehicles should display a permit if they are entitled to park. 
Everyone should be able to know if a vehicle has a valid permit. 

• As I believe the Borough should revert to hard copy permits, I do not think there should 
be a choice, as that does not resolve the current problems with the virtual permits. With 
windscreen mounted permits both residents and RBKC policing staff can see 
immediately if a vehicle is permitted to park in a residents bay.  Having spoken to a 
number of your staff who police this at street level, they say a hard copy permit makes 
their job easier and more effective,  Currently, they have told me, they check one in ten 
registration numbers (which in itself, takes much more time than glancing at a permit 
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placed on the windscreen).  If some vehicles have permits on their windscreens and 
some virtual permits, this is not a solution to the problems of virtual permits as I and my 
fellow residents see it.  Why can't the Borough revert to the former system in its entirety?  
if there is an additional cost, I am sure car owners will pay it. 

• As with paper tax disc licences you will find “just because you can doesn’t mean you 
should”  stop sending them.  People need existing permits as easy reminders so please 
continue to send them. 

• Better that a parked car shows a permit. Easier for wardens to check 

• Bot everyone has a smart phone or computer to download, or a printer. 

• Bring back the old permits. Too many people park in residents bays who do not have a 
permit. 

• Continue with the physical permits as has been the case for decades and does not need 
changing! 

• Do not want the system 

• DONT UNDERSTAND WHY A STICKER CANNOT BE SENT AS BEFORE... OR 
FAILING THAT- A STICKER SIZE PDF WITH QR  WHICH CAN BE DISPLAYED AS BE 
FOR ON WINDSCREEN OF CAR 

• Email a permit to every one 

• Everybody should display a permit as in <road name removed> get on daily basis mini 
cabs and vans who park and refuse to move as they ask me for proof that they don’t 
have a permit! At weekends it’s even worse!!!! 

• Everybody should place it.. there are many people that park on tbe road that have no 
permit but as nobody can check (just the occasional warden coming along) there is no 
way surrounding neighbours also can put notice up or complain the the person parking 
illegally because you can’t see if they have a permit or not .. 

• Everyone should have a paper permit.  If I need to chase a builder (for example) illegally 
parked in a resi bay, how do I know whether he is entitled to park there or not.  I live in 
<road name removed>.  Every day there are illegally parked cars taking up the very few 
resi spaces and I often have to park some way away before unloading heavy shopping 
etc.  
 The system has not been thought out properly. 

• Everyone who has a residents permit should be required to display that permit 

• Given that you freely penalise once permits have expired, one key to any system is that 
permit holders are protected against not knowing when they have expired. This places a 
responsibility on you to provide proper documentation. 

• Given the inability Westminster City Council to access the RBKC database it seems that 
a visible permit is required.  The PDF will be faked, so I would go back to the permit 
displayed in the windscreen.  Everyone will understand the permit and end of the 
problem!  Simple. 

• Go back to the old system 

• Go back to the old system. Send us a proper permit; not a DIY solution to save RBKC 
the hassle 

• I believe it is better to have permits clearly visible on all vehicles 

• I do feel that everyone should be obliged to display a permit 

• I do not like paperless Permits as I’d never know how long I have before it runs out. I 
might get a reminder from the Council once but if for whatever reason I can’t deal with 
that immediately it may well get forgotten. Whereas a paper Permit is a constant 
reminder. 

• I do not support the permanent adoption. Please see my answer to 2 above. Every 
vehicle must display the permit. If you want to save money you can ask ALL to print a pdf 
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and stipulate that it must be displayed. You cannot guarantee the abuse of the virtual 
permit system because I, as a resident will immediately know that a car is parked illegally 
and confront the driver and also let you know at the same time. 

• I don’t think it should be either. Just one or the other. 
Online is quicker and less faff BUT 
Paper is better because for example on <road name removed> we have a huge number 
of cars waiting for people in hospital and now people say they have a permit when you 
know they are just waiting. We can’t park anymore. It’s not fair.  
So I prefer the paper so I can call people out and ask them to move with out lots of verbal 
abuse and stress. One guy threatened to ‘stab the shit out of me’ because I asked I could 
have the residence space. He was an Uber driver without a permit.  
So, I’d prefer on balance the extra paper hassle over the lack of parking and aggression. 
Maybe we can order them online and they get posted out to stick on the car? Thus 
making it quicker and efficient but also in the car. We defo need something in the car. 

• I feel it is essential that everyone gets a physical copy of their parking permit 

• I like having a visual reminder of term of permit. 

• I like this idea, I want my permit 

• I prefer the ones that stick on that you send 

• I still want paper please. 

• I think all cars should have to display - we have a lot of illegal parking in our street as we 
are close to shops and < name removed> football ground but now it is impossible to tell 
the whom this is. 

• I think all cars should show the permit in the window because that way residents can 
easily report cars illegally parked otherwise we don’t know 

• I think everyone should display their permit 

• I think it is good to have a permit on show in ones vehicle. It also helps to identify 
vehicles that are parked illegally on my street. It also had the date of when the permit 
expired.  I and many other residents,  do not spend all day staring on our phones or 
computers. I found the process of obtaining the permit online extremely stressful, 
complicated and unnecessary. It was so simple before. 

• I think it is important to have the parking permit expiry date visible in the car window. 
Friends of mine have been fined for having no permit when their permit has expired 
without their knowledge.  They received no notice of impending expiry from RBKC, and 
there was no visual reminder in the car window (the old printed permits were very useful 
in that they clearly showed the permit expiry date). 

• I think it should be as easy as possible for residents to have a paper confirmation of their 
permit, and in PARTICULAR a permanent record of the expiry date. 

• I want a proper permit sent, so as to avoid the risk of something being "photo shopped" 
as a .pdf can be - also a permit which sticks properly as the final few years were inferior 
quality and the permit fell off - we were far better off 10 years ago than we are today 
Parking attendants can still use number plate recognition, but I want a proper permit in all 
RBKC registered cars 

• I want the old fashion sticker back. 

• I want to see a return to displaying a physical permit. 

• I would like a disc as before. No need for you to send pdfs or reminders - I know instantly 
when I must renew and can see instantly if non-residents are parked in residents slots. 
Printed pdfs are easy to lose. A disc on the windscreen is easy. Also scanning masses of 
paperwork into the computer is not easy for older people. To renew my permit I had to 
scan a bank statement (new address), my driving licence, the V5C etc. I went up to 
Hornton Street in the end and a really helpful person helped me do the lot. It is not that 
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easy to do on line even if you try to simplify things because scanning documents and 
uploading them is not easy except for young people. 

• I would like to see the old blue or grey paper permit reinstated to put in the window of my 
car a,d all cars having a RKBC permit; 

• I would prefer a permit posted as I do not have an email address. My daughters would be 
able to receive an email but neither of them live nearby. 

• I would rather display a permit as we did before COVID 

• I would rather have a proper physical  permit. I was one one of the residents who ended 
up with a parking ticket. No reminder got to me and no one emailed. In over 20 years it 
was the first time I ever received a ticket. On the plus side when I appealed the ticket 
was rescinded. However the whole situation was stressful and until my permit came 
through I had to find and pay for parking. 

• I would rather like the old issuing system 

• I would still like a permit to display but a one time permit with perhaps just the RBKC 
logo. 

• I would still make it mandatory to display but you could go online and send pdf. 
There will be too many non permit holders using bays if there is no need to display. It 
would place a higher burden on wardens. 

• If the PDF is on an A4 sheet of paper it will not be workable as it will be difficult to 
display. The issue is that we experience a lot of vehicles who do not have parking permit, 
park in K&C resident bays, when we had to display the permit, we could see if a car or 
van did not have it and would report it to the council. Now it is impossible to do with no 
one having to display the permit. Displaying a large PDF (e.g. A4) is also impractical and 
PDFs are much more easily susceptible to fraudulent use than special parking permit 
cards that everyone had to display. The fraud could be particularly high near border lines 
with WCC as WCC traffic Wardens do not have access to RBKC permits database to 
check someone PDF permit. Please bring back the display card system we had which 
was working fine. 

• If you are going to send a pdf you may as well issue a paper permit 

• If you are sending a PDF, you might as well just send the actual permit itself! 

• Important that residents can see who has a permit, ensuring wardens do their job. 

• Insist that everyone displays their paper permit even if issued digitally. Presently I am not 
able to challenge people who casually park in <road name removed> and take up a lot of 
space while they phone or use their laptop. With paper permits one could always point 
out that they weren’t residents and would they kindly move along.  
This is a regular problem on this A road. 

• issue a permit to all vehicle owners - which must be displayed 

• Issue a proper permit please, as pre covid. 

• It is always better to have a visual print of the permit as a reminder 

• It is important to have a visual reminder 

• I've got a ticket and had to appeal; even though I had an online permit.   I have also not 
received reminders by email.   I would much prefer a physical permit. 

• Just need to back to what is was! 

• Keep paper permits 

• Neither of these examples identify those who have legitimately PAID for a Residents 
parking . Impossible to be either or examples . MUST continue with the original tokens 
visible for EVERYONE to prove they have already paid otherwise the temptation for 
ANYONE to park in RESIDENTS ONLY parking will be possible. ALL PERMITS MUST 
BE VISIBLE TO EVERYONE 

• old style permit 
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• One method for all is best practise 

• Only if the PDF can be cut to the same size as the original permits - we would then need 
to "sellotape" to the car which would look scruffy but better than nothing 

• PDF should still be displayed. Currently WFH and I see that all cars are not checked 
when the guy comes to the street. 

• Permanent Parking Permit discourages non-residents to park and occupy the residents 
parking permit space in the area. City of Westminster Paper Parking Permits in place and 
do not agree with RBKC. Saving paper and printing cost could be added to the Paper 
Permit as RBKC residents are not POOR. 

• Physical permits should be mandatory. 

• Please bring back the beautiful K&C Permits which I was always so proud to display.   
The big problem with digital is that we, as residents, cannot challenge those with out 
permits who are "taking a chance" that a warden won't come by.  The Uber drivers are 
always pulling over and waiting in Residents Bays which is absolutely not fair. 

• PLEASE bring back the mandatory display of the Residents  Parking permit. 
 
We have no idea who is entitled to park without a physical permit on the windscreen. 
Since it has been scrapped we have had experienced several incidents of threats   from 
being told to 'F... off its none of your business ' to my inoffensive 78year old husband 
being followed to our front door by a driving screaming abuse at him because he had 
politely asked him if he had a residence permit. 
We pay a lot to be able to park nearby and would like the  return of mandatory display of 
permits to identify those who have paid and those who are not entitled to park. 

• Please reinstate self adhesive paper permits. They give assurance that cars parked near 
our homes have parked legitimately, not illegally taking up spaces required by our 
neighbours, many with engines running causing pollution. I understand also that traffic 
wardens have to spend considerably longer checking whether cars have virtual permits 
or not.  This must surely result in a loss of revenue to the Council as wardens have less 
time to illegal parking.  It is interesting that the background to the survey did not cover 
any aspects of revenue since virtual permits were introduced. No doubt there will be 
requests for such information should the Council decide to continue with virtual permits. 

• Please stick to the original permit system. 

• Post the permit with its usual lovely picture of part of the Borough 

• Prefer the original car window permit 

• Provision of a pdf would allay a number of my concerns with the present paperless 
system 

• Reinstate on windscreen display of permit 

• Reinstate the old permit system. Too many people feel free to park in our street (Uber 
drivers sleeping etc) and definitely don’t have permits. Some even obviously have other 
permits and no traffic wardens to move them on so I have to park many streets away 
from my home. At night. 

• Reinstate the old system. 

• Retain the normal permit - much easier to control abuse and illegal parking 

• Revert to previous system of the mandatory display of a parking permit in every vehicle. 

• Same as before - Council provide a sticky backed permit helps your wardens not give 
inaccurate tickets 

• Self adhesive paper permits should be re-instated, exactly as before, for the following 
reasons: 
* I am advised by the Council that the Parking Customer Service Centre at the Town Hall 
will be closed and it will therefore be impossible in person to apply for a new permit. This 
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was always particularly helpful on a change of vehicle 
* Traffic Wardens state that the manual checks they now have to do on their hand held 
computers take between two and four times longer than with a permit in place. This no 
doubt results in a loss of income for the Council and increases the chances of vehicles 
being parked illegally hoping that they will not get caught 
* In an area of acute parking pressure it is helpful to know whether a vehicle is parked 
legally or not. This particularly applies to cars waiting to pick up passengers who do sit 
for some time in residents’ parking bays thus causing residents to look elsewhere for 
somewhere to park resulting in increased pollution and possible risk to personal safety 
* The Police are strongly in favour or the use or paper residents permits as thieves are 
less likely to break into cars, with a parking permit, as they are less likely to have items of 
value than visitors with no permits 

• Send a paper permit 

• Send a paper permit to all 

• Send a parking permit as used in previous years to show the right to park, including self 
adhesive function, but one that does not leave a horrible sticky mess 

• Send a parking permit to stick on the windshield 

• send a physical disc as before 

• Send a physical permit 

• Send a proper permit to everyone 

• Send a properly printed permit as a PDF can be easily altered. 

• Send a real permit not only a PDF for those who request it. 

• SEND A STICKER AS PREVIOUSLY 

• Send an official sticker to whoever obtains a permit (and a pdf, which should be sent to 
all resident parkers). This makes it easier to see at a glance if someone has parked at a 
slot with permission - without use of special ALPR equipment. 

• Send out a proper parking permit! 

• Send paper permits as before covid 

• Send permit to all as before 

• send the original permit from RBKC 

• Send the real permit in the post for residents to apply to their windscreens 

• SEND THE SAME KIND WE HAVE HAD, THAT STICK TO THE WINDSCREEN.  
Affixed Window Permits - should be produced by RBKC to all residents who pay for 
resident for parking. Please DO NOT SHIFT the printing burden to residents - as was 
done during covid. Residents’ car should be visually identifiable from non-residents cars. 
Having a GOVERNMENT certified sticker gives Meter checkers and local residents an 
easy visual means to quickly assess if a car is legally parked. Government generated 
stickers also prevent those who might cheat by doctoring the sticker. RBKC has this 
technology, and should continue to use it. 

• Send via post (as previously done). 
It is very hard to keep track of when the permit expires, but if it is visually available. It 
would be much better. 

• Should provide the usual permits for display on windscreens 

• Sticker on the window 

• The paper permit should be displayed in every car. 

• The PDF is not wanted by permit holders as: 
* They are not self adhesive and would just lie loose on the dashboard serving little 
purpose 
* By outsourcing the printing of the PDF onto the permit  holder you are merely passing 
the environmental cost from the Council on to the permit holder 
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* It is possible to amend and photocopy the PDF thus increasing the risk of fraud. The 
self adhesive parking permits had security features within them 
* There is overwhelming desire amongst permit holders to have the self adhesive permits 
brought back. Westminster City Council still issues self adhesive permits to all permit 
users and will continue to do so.  
* All the benefits you state of virtual permits are fine - just issue self adhesive permits as 
well. Were they not sent out before when people renewed electronically? 

• The re-introduction of physical permits is most important to ensure that residents can see 
which cars are parked legitimately and those that are parking illegally.  Without a permit 
only enforcement officers will know who is parked legally.  I have often advised people 
without  a permit of the parking restrictions.  Without the requirement to display we 
cannot advise drivers without potentially causing offence and potential aggravation.  The 
pdf display proposal is not as clean and recognisable as the traditional permit - we would 
just be sticking a bit of paper in the window.  The paper will suffer from condensation in 
the car and degradation pretty quickly and is unsightly.  The traditional permit with the 
adhesive is far cleaner and sturdier. 

• There are many excellent benefits in the scheme for permit holders. But, surely when  
attendants cannot see valid  permits on the windscreens, they have always to check their 
hand-held machines. This must slow them down and means they can check less vehicles 
in any given time, which must lead, one way or another, to higher costs to the Borough. 
Keeping the recent benefits to residents and returning the immediate visual benefits to 
the attendants, of PDF copies which could be/must be displayed,  could/should be a 
benefit to all, in my opinion. 

• They should not be virtual permits. The amount of people parking near shops without 
permits has increased enormously. When you ask if they are a resident (as they don’t 
have a permit on show) they now say they are when they aren’t. So visible permits 
should be there for all. 

• This "robotic world" is truly exhausting, it has nothing to do with real human beings. I 
agree with all the complaints made in the introductory statement. I have kept my old 
permit and have written VIRTUAL over the date. Parking Wardens are invisible when you 
need them so we have no way of checking when non-residents park in our paid for 
spaces...safe in the knowledge they'll not be caught. 

• this is to make sure that the car has a permit as people tend to lose or frget to renew 
theri permits. with a physical permit, the owner is sure of his resident permit validity. 

• Would prefer the original permits as these are easy to affix to the window unlike a PDF. 

• Yes, but I'd rather return to the previous system 

• Yes, it is the waste of resources on paper printing, however, it is the evidence that 
permits on the car is essential to save employees looking every car is extremely difficult 
to be accurate it can be negligence of working hard to all cars who have who not permit. 
My viewpoint to back to the normal system in order all the financial capacity of every will 
prefer without any miss-out.  As we are highly technological innovation development but 
on the ground leaving without a permit. It is required for selection each car effective and 
efficient human motivation employee is needed. 
Mary Christmas and a happy new year for the year 2022 to all members of staff. 
<personal details removed> 

 
Supports an option to have a paper permit for those who want it 

• A assume you mean an online pdf people can then print themselves? 

• Allow home printing 

• Allow to request paper permit a the same time that the permit is renewed and send the 
actual paper permit like used to be not a pdf. 
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Senior citizens should have automatically a copy as they might not have access to email 
to get a reminder. 

• Allow us to print off 

• Also by post 

• An email to all stating that (for those without printers ) they can request a posted copy - 
thereby giving everyone the access they need while reducing costs and paperwork. 

• And facilitate printed copy letter of PDF sent to those who do not have access to printer 
please 

• As long as you don't NEED to display the PDF, just optional for those who want it upon 
request 

• Both 
- online permit verification  
& 
- visual display (windscreen) 

• but i think it needs to be clear that this is optional for those who also want to put a 
physical copy in the car 

• By sending to each, we have the ability to print it during the year without bothering the 
council to send a PDF. 

• Could you email a PDF of the permit to everyone and then anyone who wants to print it 
for whatever reason will be able to when the need arises? 

• Don't introduce the extra step of needing to 'request' a PDF. Permit holders who do not 
wish to use the PDF copy can always ignore/delete the email (or even save it for later). 

• Download to keep green theme or pickup from council office 

• Email a link so people can print it if they want 

• Enable all permit holders to print PDF if they wish. Do not send in post, it is costly and 
not environment friendly. 

• Enable the download of a PDF from RBKC website, as well as having the facility to send 
a copy PDF to those who request it. 

• Even though I think you should send a PDF to each person I think you could then leave it 
them to decide if they do actually wish to display the PDF. 

• EVERYONE SHOULD RECEIVE IT AS A CONFIRMATION. OTHERWISE I WAS 
WONDERING WHAT IS MY PROOF THAT I ACTUALLY HAVE THE THE PERMIT 
ISSUED FOR THAT VEHICLE, GIVEN THAT IN THE EMAIL WHERE THERE IS A LINK 
FOR THE PAYMENT, THERE IS NO MENTIONING OF THE LICENSE PLATE. SO I 
WOULD SEND A PDF TO EVERYONE SO THAT ONE CAN CHOOSE WHETHER TO 
DISPLAY IT OR NOT. OR JUST HAVE IT AS A PROOF FOR PERSONAL FILES. 
SORRY FOR CAPS (I AM NOT YELLING, I ONLY REALISED NOW THOSE WERE 
ON). 

• Give people the choice to renew permit over phone, in-person if they wish to. Online 
application should NOT be only option 

• Give the choice of receiving the original permit by post for the one who does not support 
paperless 

• Giving it automatically gives you the option to keep it on file or close to hand 

• great idea to have both options 

• Have an online way to check and ge notified by email for renewal. But a PDF also would 
help 

• Have both on-line and in-person applications but send paper permits, with security 
features, by post. PDFs can be be photocopied, altered, etc and could potentially be 
abused. 
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• Have the option to be emailed a pdf. A mini verdion of the permit as a sticker for scooters 
snd motorbikes 

• I don’t mind. I do not have a printer so will remain using paperless if that option continues 
(and I hope it will). 

• I don't mind if you send a PDF upon request but I cannot think of circumstances for which 
providing a PDF is necessary. Maybe I am missing exceptional circumstances. For 
example, I would imagine that you send an email confirmation identifying that the permit 
has been renewed. That would certainly satisfy me and provide evidence and comfort 
that a valid parking permit is in place. 

• I don't need it but if others do, give it to them 

• I feel this could be automated and the process very simple. It then gives everyone the 
option to print it should they wish. But I think having a virtual permit has for more benefits 
than not. 

• I guess if some people want to stick something in their car windows they should be 
allowed to do so. However, I certainly appreciate not having to have something stuck 
inside my windscreen. I would definitely not send them as a matter of course to everyone 
but I don't see the harm in sending them out if requested, but I would do that as an 
emailed PDF only so that the Council doesn't incur printing and postage costs. 

• I think it is important that you don't just rely on electronic communications but provide a 
physical delivered permit to those who have issues with electronic communications. 

• I think it should be sent via email with the receipt of payment to everyone.    Then it is up 
to the individual to print it if they feel they need it or if we want to double check the 
expiration or information we have it readily available. 

• I think people should have the option to choose if they want a digital or paper permit. 

• I think sending a PDF is fine for those that want it however, it should not be mandatory to 
display it. 

• i think the option to have the pdf printed and sent should also be available when applying 
for / renewing the permit, as having to subsequently contact customer services to ask for 
that is a lengthy process and will take more time for council workers. 

• I think those who wish to have a traditional paper permit should be able to request one 
and have it sent to them by post. Relying on a PDF assumes all permit holders have 
access to a functioning printer. Moreover, printers often struggle to properly print out 
graphics or images, and relying on permit holders to have a print out that won't be 
rejected by the parking attendants is not reasonable. Therefore I think permit holders 
should always have the option of requesting an official paper copy to be sent by post, to 
prevent problems and in turn, reduce anxiety about getting parking tickets should the 
printed permit not be acceptable. 

• I would do this via email together with the receipt for payment - only print if someone 
asks for it 

• I would like the option to print off a pdf of my permit and keep it in the car. 

• I would like to be able to display a pdf confirmation of a permit. 

• I would like to have a copy at home. 

• I would only support virtual permits if all were issued with a pdf. It is up to resident to 
decide whether to print. 

• i would send it out virtually so people can print it and put it in the car if they want to. 
reduces costs and better for the environment. virtual also better for my motorcycle as the 
permit can't get stolen 

• If it is easy and does not cost you time and money i would send a PDF of the permit to 
everyone who obtains a permit so that people don't complain, otherwise i would minimize 
costs and send it only to those who require it.  an alternative would be to have only virtual 
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permits, and then you send a reminder for renewal by text and email like the insurance 
companies do. 

• If this is sent by email then we can choose to print it out or just keep it archived on the 
computer. Maybe there could be an option to have the pdf sent by post to those who 
would prefer a hard copy. 

• It is good to have the option to print the permit if needed. 

• it is helpful to have a written record - even if only for our own personal records 

• It should all be virtual from your end, and if people want to print it out, they can do so 

• It should not be necessary but if it helps with one's own personal records then fine but 
otherwise not as it's a waste of RBKC's resources. 

• It would be great if people could obtain a permit (which by default is virtual), but still 
receive a physical permit (as before with adhesive etc.) so they can display, if they so 
wish. I would liken it to paper billing. It is fine if that is the default, but some people, 
myself included, would like the option to receive a physical permit to display in my car. 

• Like you have mentioned. To save on paper the permits should only be sent to who 
requires them. 

• Make a PDF available to print on the website - or download to your phone.. 

• My preference would be to receive a virtual/soft copy pdf for my files for quick reference 
(to settle those moments when you think you have forgotten to pay something). Less 
paper the better. 

• No harm in sending a permit but please make it clear that it isn’t necessary to put in the 
window of your car 

• Online and digital exclude the elderly or those without strong IT skills. Not everyone has 
an email address, or checks their inbox on a regular basis. Some emails can get lost. I 
would like the option to have a choice on whether I take a hardcopy or virtual permit. I 
don't think it should be about PDFs only. They are useless if lost, filed incorrectly on a 
computer or mislaid within a vehicle. 

• Only to those who request it, as they are likely to be the ones confused by the new 
system. Sending it to all will make everyone think they have to print it out. 

• or provide the facility for anyone who wishes to do so, to print off the pdf themselves 

• PDF to those who request it. 
Paper permit, as in times gone by, for those who request it. 

• Perhaps you could issue a window sticker that needs to be placed on the car windscreen  
with the car registration and RBKC emblem ( no date) so that residents know that this car 
can park in the permit area. Now we have had more taxi drivers and non residents 
parking for short periods as they grab a coffee or wait for passengers. You can’t say 
anything to them because there is currently no requirement to have a physical permit on 
the vehicle. 

• Plus please provide on request a method of sticking the PDF to the windscreen 

• Preferably by email to self print. 

• Provide an option for residents to request, or not, a PDF copy of the permit when 
renewing. Possibly in question format. 

• Residents should have the benefit of using both. They should be required to use both. 
Clearly the virtual system does speed up the application and and renewals approval 
process but in my opinion residents vehicles should also definitely be legally required to 
show a printed proof of entitlement in their windscreens so that residents can report 
those that ignore the rules.  Both should be used together because the printed version 
allows residents to instantly see when somebody is parking in a residents bay illegally 
and they can then report it instantly. Without a printed parking badge being shown in a 
vehicle window residents are left totally in the dark about someones entitlement. Parking 
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has reached nightmarish levels in recent years and more should be done to prevent 
unlawful parking in residents bays. One of the reasons I had to move from my last 
address (<road name removed>) was due to the volume of unmarked vehicles that 
started hogging all the residents parking spaces. It was maddening to not know who was 
entitled to park and whom wasn't.  It was allowed to go unchecked because wardens 
rarely came around to even check.  There were days when I had to sit in my car for 
literally 90 minutes waiting for a residents space to open up. I even reported it to RBKC 
on a number of occasions. 

• Send a pdf but have the option to display it or not, personally, I am happy not to display a 
pdf. I was happy to display your official permit, but I don't want to display a pdf. 

• Send a PDF but let them know about the virtual benefits and that it isn't necessarily 
required 

• Send a PDF copy via email on approval/renewal and allow residents the ability to print on 
demand should they require. 

• Send a PDF of the permit only to those who request it 
Default is Yes 

• Send a PDF of the permit to everyone who obtains a permit - Digitally  
BUT Option to have by post too. 

• Send a PDF to everyone, but make it clear displaying the PDF is optional. 

• Send a pdf to everyone, so people who wish to print it can. But don’t have it as a 
mandatory that you have to display the printed pdf in the car. 

• Send a pff to everyone and a laminated card of the printed pdf to those who request it 

• Send a physical paper copy to those who want it via the post 

• Send a printed copy to the residence address to me if I request it during the permit 
renewal form. As I do not have access to a printer so freely available to me. 

• Send a printed copy to those who request it as they may not  be good with technology or 
have access to a printer 

• Send a proper permit to anyone who is allowed one 

• Send or give possibility to print at home instead 

• Send permit but charge to cover cost if any 

• Send printed hard copy to those who request it. 

• Send sticker for those who request it. 

• Send the actual permit on request 

• Send them a traditional one at their own cost. 

• Send to those who request it. Also make a downloadable copy available via the website. 

• Sending a permit to those who request it is a good idea. As well as introducing a small 
sticker that car owners can place on their windscreen (if wanted) 

• Some people will need  a paper permit, but   Sending a PDF to everyone would probably 
cancel out some of the time and cost saving benefits? 

• That does not make any sense - other councils, countries and cities have successfully 
adapted paperless systems and it is the only way to become sustainable anyhow. There 
is benefit to maintaining paper licenses as an option. 

• The display of it should be optional however 

• The request for a PDF permit should be a standing request not needing renewal each 
year unless terminated by the holder. This would avoid the risk of forgetting to order one 
in time. 

• Then if they need it later they can always print it…I didn’t know it would be handy till I got 
a Westminster parking ticket first time I parked on the boundary. 
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• There has been issues where I have been challenged by Residents , when parking in a 
parking bay .. 
I would suggest a tick box  to request a pdf permit , when renewing the permit. 

• this is as easy an option to send to everyone; receiver can decide to download or not.  
Will avoid inevitable individual who refuses and then requests a new one.  To keep costs 
down, increase self-serve and keep individual calls to minimum. 

• This makes it equal for everyone 

• This makes me think having a paper permit in car is necessary? If its not, I am not sure 
why the hesitation to send only to those who request it? 

• This way everyone has an option if they wish to display a permit or not. 

• This would save on administration as could be an automated programme. Then people 
could display if they wanted to 

• Use the post. Not everyone has a printer. But you do. 

• Via email to make it environment friendly. Anyone wanting to print it off can do so. 

• Virtual for all with a pdf backup to keep in the glove compartment to use on the outer 
boundary roads or for those who like the physical piece of paper in their window. 

• Visual version of a permit will be helpful for mental health of drivers that may be resistant 
to changes. 

• We should get an email and then the person should print it himself 

• What is the difference?? Seriously? Have it available as an option if they so wish to 
display for some personal reason. 

• When people get approved for their permit, make them aware that it is possible to send 
them a PDF of their permit if they would like it. Make this process easy (i.e. just an email 
response/a tick box in the application form) rather than another long form if possible. 

• When you receive confirmation on the on line system, if you could print out your permit 
(pdf) then or later if you decided you needed to, then you could also email it to yourself? 
send pdf via email? 

• Why waste paper on everyone. Just send a pdf to those who request it. 

• You can issue a sticker if anyone wants with extra cost(very minimal) 

• you either go virtual or not. if someone wants a proof of permit - maybe a pdf can be sent 
(free or marginal fee) 

• You should have the option of both sending a PDF and a paper version (not everyone 
has access to a printer or even a computer for that matter). Sending only a PDF (via 
email I presume) could be viewed as perhaps discriminatory in light of the above. 

 
PDF provides reassurance 

• A PDF by email is useful and acts as a reminder to refer back to and customers can 
choose to print it at home if they want 

• A pdf document is proof with affirmation ones right to park on a resident bay. Relying on 
a virtual exchange is only helpful to the parties that can actually see this end to end on 
digital devices. 

• A PDF would be a good reminder to everyone to renew and should be easy to 
implement. 

• As much as I would prefer and it would seem the increasing norm to go paperless, 
having been a victimn of the dreaded 'shared bays' and the 1 hour on meters at the start 
and end of the day for parking permit holders, I think it is prudent to send a PDF to all 
permit holders. And in the long run will incur less time wasting for you! 

• As this is a new scheme, it would make sense to send the PDF of the permit to everyone 
for now, until the scheme has been running for 3 years at least. You can advise people 
applying for permits of the cut-off date and that the PDF file will only be sent out to 
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people on demand (on request) after this date. This way you can avoid confusion and 
people should be aware of the cut-off date. This provides sufficent notice to all new or 
existing permit holders once they apply for the permit withing the next 18 months. 

• at least to send a PDF of the permit to every registered disabled (Blue Badge/Purple 
Badge) holders. 

• At the start of the program, I was given a ticket even though I had the virtual permit. It 
would have been handy to have a PDF to attach to my email to RBKC as evidence of my 
permit. 

• Could keep it in car to prove validity of permit if challenged 

• Easier for permit holders to produce if there are any issues with verifying paperless 
parking permits 

• Email a PDF which can be printed cut out and placed in the window is best solution. 

• Everyone should have a hard copy. Anything can go wrong virtually and it can be 
manipulated easily by those working on it ( permit application staff). Paper copy ensures 
any changes cannot be made once sent out. 

• Give a link in your confirmation email to enable resident to download pdf 

• Grateful for the offer for Customer Services Team to print the PDF,as I do not have a 
printer. 

• Having email records of documents should be standard rather than having to seek out 
documentation from specific sites etc. Just like receipts/invoices/POs/etc it makes sense 
to provide an email copy with the attached PDF of any processed document. 

• Helpful to have a pdf you can search for to check things like expiry date 

• I assume that the pdf will be sent by email allowing it to be printed out at home. If it were 
to be sent by post, then I would not support the pdf proposal. 

• I do not support paperless permits unless we also receive a PDF 

• i HAVE NOT HAD DIFFICULTY IN PARKING IN WESTMINSTER BAYS ON THE 
BORDER WITH RBKC BUT AS I FREQUENTLY DO I THINK IT WOULD BE HELPFUL 
TO AUTOMATICALLY HAVE A PDF FORMAT RATHER THAN HAVE TO FIND THE 
WAY TO GET IT. 

• I think some sort of receipt is needed.  I don't care whether it's a PDF or just an email 
confirming that the permit has indeed been renewed.  I have never received confirmation 
and it can lead you to wonder whether it has actually been done! 

• I would agree tht it has been easier renewing my permit but I would still like to display a 
permit on my car and sending a PDF of the permit is what I want. 

• If they don’t want to display it they won’t print it but comes a time they may need that for 
any reason they should have it in their mailbox and save the time of requesting and your 
staff save the time spent on reviving the request and sending it out. 

• If you build an automated pdf generation capability then it will be free to send it to 
everyone not just those who request it. 

• I'm in favour of having a PDF permit as last year I received 2 tickets in the space of a day 
or two because I parked in a area whereby to local councils meet and they did not have 
the ability to check for non paperless permit holders 

• Important due to the boundary road issue. Handy to keep in glovebox to use as needed 

• It doesn’t hurt to have a copy in your email. 

• It is helpful for everyone to have a record 

• It is really important to have a pdf as proof of purchase and reassurance that you have a 
valid permit. 

• It would be most efficient if a PDF is sent, rather than the council waisting resources 
responding to requests. 

• It would be nice to have some paper confirmation. Or a PDF to print as you suggest. 
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• It’s good for everyone to receive a PDF to keep as a proof. 

• It’s probably easier for an IT system to automatically send everyone a pdf, rather than 
need manual intervention to send to those who request it. 

• Its a useful step and seems helpful so why not give everyone a pdf to everyone? 

• Its good to have a digital confirmation of the permit just in case, proof of payment too. 
Thank you. 

• Just for peace of mind that the permit is in order. 

• One could initially think one doesn't need a PDF and then discover in a later date that 
one want's it after all. Better send it by default and if one doesn't want to print it it can be 
saved for a later eventual use 

• PDF permit must be of a quality to avoid fraud 

• PDF to everyone and digital certification downloadable on devices 

• Pdf to everyone but with a QR so th parking officers can check for fraudulent alterations 
of the document? 

• Pdf via email not physical 

• people need to get on with it. PDF if absolutely necessary only for 1 or 2 years. 

• Please send a PDF on email. 

• Pretty low effort to just send a PDF to anyone who pays for a permit 

• Probably easiest to set the system to send PDFs to everyone rather than handle 
requests even if those are electronic. Some residents will otherwise forget to ask or get 
frustrated by the process and could resort to calling the council. 

• Send a pdf of a small size so when printed 

• Send by email 

• Send by email a pdf of the permit. 

• send it via post like last 

• Send just the confirmation!! 

• Send PDF as confirmation, which may be needed for any representation. 
Also, I think there should be a generic sticker we can put in the car which does not have 
any expiry but key details such as car Reg, residential permit registration number and 
indicate Part of RBKC Residential Parking Permit for quick visibility check and continue 
with electronic check for actual validation of permit expiry. 

• Sending the PDF is good - the resident can just file the email if they wish 

• So they can have it from the start with their email confirmation might also help reminding 
them of dates 

• Sometimes the badges gets unclear for unforeseen reasons, so they can have the pdf 
handy that time, and they actually don't need it that much as the vehicle details is already 
with the enforcement team anyway. 

• The PDF could simply be attached to a confirmation email, sized to be printed out and 
placed in the windscreen 

• The PDF should be provided automatically, electronically. 

• YES 
This costs nothing, and covers people 'mentally'. 
Maybe in 3-5 years you can stop, if their is a Cost 

• Yes, definitely automatically send a PDF to everone who obtains a permit, and also give 
online access to each PDF so it can be re-downloaded at any time (access control via a 
login would be required, of course! ). 

 
 
 
Can't tell who is allowed to park and who isn't 
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• As mentioned in the views to date the convenience of paperless permits are many , 
however the ability to challenge illegal parking is gone to us as we could and did 
challenge illegal parkers particularly at busy times. Our Mansion Block has retail at the 
ground level so it is very tempting for non RBKC residents to  use it . Some  attachable 
PDF version that can be displayed would not help unless there is an obligation to display 
it. \otherwise  you are going to need to greatly increase the number of parking attendant's 
which appears to have diminished. 

• Before paperless it was possible to identify whether a car parked in a residents bay had a 
valid permit. Without physical presence of a permit, a resident would not be able to judge 
whether a car parked in a residents bay for weeks has a right to be there or has been 
abandoned etc. RBKC do not give out information about such cars and they can take up 
scarce residents spaces, especially if they are badly parked. This is an issue of concern 
in streets where parking suspensions are infrequent which seem to be popular with 
people from other areas in the Borough and from outside the Borough. A voluntary hard 
copy permit scheme would not address this issue. 

• I do not like the virtual permit as I cannot tell if someone is legally parked in a resident's 
bay. 

• I don't know if people parking in my street have a permit. We have been inundated with 
works vans parking in our street and they never get a ticket. If I could see they have no 
permit I could ask them to move and without the permit this is not possible. I think that it 
is also difficult for parking attendants to check each car and is much simpler if there is 
evidence of a valid permit. 

• I support virtual parking permits but at the same time feel that a permit on the windscreen 
is needed.  Many people sit and wait in cars in residents' bay.  Previously you could 
easily see if they were parked illegally and ask them to move.  Now you don't know and 
this can be frustrating if you are struggling to find a park. 

• I’m still for a permit. As lots of people near me park in areas they should not. And I now 
can’t ask if someone has a residents permit 

• If a PDF is issued to place in vehicles then it should be attached to all residents 
windscreens so visible to all and would discourage illegal parking which has increased a 
lot. 

• It’s either all or non. Reason to have it is to see if a non resident permit holders are 
parking in your area 

• Not displaying permits on the windscreen has cased me and members of our household 
a great deal of stress.  
On many occasions cars almost constantly with no residents permit wait in the space 
provided for residents only . If asked they normally say that they are residents which we 
know they are clearly not but not having the visible evidence we cannot say anything . 
On many occasions we have been very rudely asked to mind our own business 
sometimes sweared at . I often come home with lots of heavy bags I have to park two 
roads down.  Also we have an issue with the black taxi cabs, Uber drivers and random 
cars waiting In residents permit spaces to pick up customers from outside <place and 
road name removed>. 
Our main issue is cars without residents permit are always waiting in the spaces provided 
for us residents. If they had permits showing on their windscreen I don’t think they will be 
so free to park as they wish anywhere they like. 

• Residents are better able to assist the wardens if the cars have permits in their windows. 
Quite often I have seen chauffeurs for the <name removed> Hotel using Residents 
parking and was able to see they had no permit and ask them to kindly move. This must 
be off assistance to your wardens? 
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• Since we had no permit visible on our cars - more people without permits take the risk to 
park in Residents parking as SO rarely checked. 

• That doesn’t help to distinguish between legal and illegal people parking, especially Uber 
and the like. 

• The only way to determine if parked vehicle is a resident or not, unless you are a traffic 
warden.  
On many occasions, non permitt holders wait in the resident bay which is unfair to permit 
holders.  
Non permit holders can wait in pay and displays or any other place. 

• The permit should be displayed to avoid arguments between drivers as lots of Uber/  
private drivers do use of residential space and claim that they are resident , traffic 
wardens are not present at all times  and in same cases some drives park theirs  cars 
without looking at the restrictions . 

• The problem I have is that my road is now full of mini cabs in the past because I could tell 
them to move on if they didn't have a permit now I cannot do so. 

• The reason i prefer you to send my my car and Send a PDF of the permit to everyone 
who obtains a permit  
 
Because their are so many other cars/ vans work man who just dont live in K& C And 
westinister but when i ask they say we do have a permit i and so many residents nearby 
cannot seem to park more so without a visual permit  
 
One other reason thier not engough ticket attendants so always on <road name 
removed> and sorounding is packed with peple who dont bother parking on meter 
beacause they know no ine around to give aa ticket 
 
i defiantly belive everyone should have a permit sent out and displayed on thier vehicle  
 
 
thanks 

• The reason is that after the change in procedure there were a bunch of new cars turning 
up and fewer wardens . 

• This will allow residents with permits to identify cars that are illegally parked in permit 
bays and have the opportunity to report them to a near by Council parking attendant. It 
will also allow them to ask " politely" the drivers sitting in illegally parked vehicles in 
residents bays to move them in order to allow permit holders to park. 

• While there is a value to this on boundary roads which are ones that I park on fairly 
frequently, it does not remove the problem of enforcement becoming more problematic 
when not all vehicles display a permit. 

• will reduce the number of illegal parkers as Wardens only check once a day 
 
Remind permit holders of expiry date 

• A visual reminder of the expiration is very helpful 

• Advise residents when their Parking Permit expiry date is approaching and, if not 
renewed, advise that the Parking Permit has expired. 

• allow to check online about the expiration date of permit. Similarly to DVLA system for 
tax 

• I did not received the reminder letter twice and I had penalties I had to discuss: it was a 
big stress!! 

• I think you should send reminders to renew their permit via email or post or text 
depending on the preference. I think visual permits on cars provide no use. 
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• i would definitely prefer a permit and also it is a reminder to me of when it expires. I also 
want to be sent a reminder that my permit is due for renewal.  It did not happen last year 
and as a result I got a fine. 

• I WOULD LIKE A DIGITAL REMINDER THAT THE LICENCE  IS DUE FOR RENEWAL 

• I'm all for paperless and ease of renewing digitally - so long as there are reminders prior 
to the renew date.  However, the view of a resident in the area who posted on 
Neighbourhood.com that there is a need to prove one has the right to a residents' space 
to those who don't but are parking in a residents' bay, has a point. 

• Just because one doesn't always remember when the permit expires and a useful aide-
mémoire 

• Not everyone has to print the pdf but it is also helpful as a reminder as to when the 
permit expires etc. 

• Please do send one. But also a reminder - for the last 2 years I have received no 
reminder. Disastrous. 

• Providing we get a reminder via email or text then I’m happy 

• Send advanced warning of expiry by email 

• The only problem about virtual permits is that you forget the date when they need to be 
renewed. If you can solve this problem I am all for them. 

• This would be as a reminder , I was in a panic as I thought I have not renew my resident 
permit and I have been parking ilegal . 

• You should automate the process, so that when a permit is issued, a PDF is emailed at 
the same time. That will save administrative costs for the council 

 
 
Concerns over fraudulent PDFs 

• A pdf is easy to forge. If it is forge proof I have no objections. 

• A PDF would be easy to fake 

• Honestly, pitiful that you do not supply a permit AND ALSO A HOLDER for the charge. 
Regarding the authenticity of displayed permits, the issue of an embossed holder (as the 
did for years in Westminster Council) helps immediately establish authenticity. Many 
people can scan and 'forge' a paper permit not many own a factory for making embossed 
holders. 

• I don’t see any need for paper permits  
It just confuses things and is open to forgery 

• I think PDF's would give the opportunity for fraud. 

• I think this would be open for fraud 

• Permits should have a barcode / QR code which is specific to that vehicle and would give 
details such as registration and expiry date - this would reduce forgery and also save 
time when verifying vehicles as the parking attendant would just need to scan the 
barcode / QR code - they could then do this on every vehicle as they pass - absence of 
permit = fine. Expired permit = fine. Fraudulent permit = fine 

• Printed PDFs might have the same alteration/theft problem as paper permits.  Security 
implications would need to be thought through carefully.  Would be better if neighbouring 
authorities respected the paperless RBKC and didn't ticket vehicles for revenue raising 
purposes.  Why are <name removed> sabotaging this & is it legal they can do that 
without checking for paperless permits. 

• Send a permit printed on paper with security features that prevent against counterfeiting 
and fraud. 

• Send to everyone unless it is more of a security risk with forgery 
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• We won’t be able to attach neatly the PDF to the windshield and you don’t want a flying 
paper on the board. Moreover. with PDF it will be easy to forge. 

 
Co-ordinate better with Westminster 

• I think you should attempt to coordinate this with the neighbouring boroughs 

• I’m not sure how much it will help. If the issue is something to do with streets which 
border with Westminster city council then having to send a PDF after the event if one is 
ticketed is pretty much the same as sending the receipt for payment surely? 

• If the issue is WCC not being able to recognise RBKC registered cars then surely that 
ought to be addressed 

• It should only be sent out to those affected by the issue with WCC, who should really be 
training their traffic wardens. 

• limit it to only be used in adjoining Westminster streets to avoid abuse. 

• My reason for the last question is I have received 2 pcn from Westminster Council  
Whilst parking in shared bay on <road name removed> I'm fighting one of these 
Westminster pcn tickets at present time it's extremely annoying 

• Only problem I have had is I live near a rd that borders westminster. Their scan machine 
did not detect my parking for Kand C and I got a ticket. Eventually I didn't  have to pay 
but it was a problem 

• This seems a bit bonkers. Either have the permit or don't! If it's not working without, you 
need to bring them back, at least until things have moved on somehow. 
 
I've definitely seen the system being abused, with Westminster permitted cars MILES 
from a boundary road. 

• This seems to be all that is needed, but only relevant when parking in the boundary 
streets. If when challenging the PCN in that scenario, the PDF can be used to get the 
PCN waived, then that is a good use for it. Or, the traffic wardens who give tickets, 
should have access to both counsel data bases and avoid the extra work generated by 
giving a PCN when it isn't warranted 

• When you park in dual resident area you will be fine from other council spatially 
Westminster they don’t invstagte only fine you . 

 
Concerns of digital exclusion 

• Assuming all permit holders have access to the internet,otherwise post is the alternative. 

• Consideration should be given to those without easy access to computers / printers and 
also the elderly or infirm who may not be familiar and comfortable in using digital 
technology to apply online in the first instance. 

• for the older car owners 

• I am not computer literate and I don't have anyone to help me. 

• My worry about the virtual parking permit is the future at the moment I’m able to work my 
computer which is of limited ability I’m not that great with IT so for somebody like me it’s 
important to know that there is somewhere I could go i.e. the town hall to be helped with 
getting my parking permit imagine I couldn’t or didn’t have a computer Will be able to see 
properly with the iPhone I’m thinking ahead for me personally and I’m sure there be a lot 
of other people like me many thanks 

• Send in the post.  Not everyone has a printer 

• Some residents do not use a computer or a printer, so a physical permit is required. A 
physical permit is easy for traffic wardens to check, and is therefore a better option than 
a PDF. 
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• There may be some elderly people who should still have the possibility to get a NON 
digital permit 

 
Whatever keeps costs low 

• Chose this option but if it involves much more work/cost for the Council do not feel very 
strongly about this 

• Keep costs as low as possible! 

• The cheapest 

• Whichever is least expensive.  If a paper permit is unnecessary, it is unnecessary to 
expend money to supply one.  If a resident needs one because they are not computer-
comfortable or because they need reassurance or because they are of a sensitive 
disposition, then they should be sent a permit.  Otherwise, it seems a waste of money 
and resources. 

 
Easier for parking attendant to see paper permit 

• It would probably be easier for parking attendant to see that the car has valid permit. 
 
Do not mind 

• dont care 
 
Thanks 

• Thanks 
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Q5: If you have any further comments about the introduction of virtual (paperless) 
parking permits, or anything else related to parking permits, then please explain in the 
comment box below. - Please explain below. 
 

Theme Comments 

Supports the scheme 667 

Remind permit holders before permit is due to expire (post/email) 311 

Could allow illegal parking due to no visual permit 201 

Provide residents with a choice of paper or virtual permits (help digitally excluded, 
prefer in-person contact at the town hall) 

101 

Preferred previous system 70 

Agrees with provision of PDF 48 

Improve the existing application/renewal process 41 

Concerns of parking in shared Westminster bays 40 

Easier than paper permits 30 

Paper permits easier for parking attendant to visually check 29 

Good for the environment 23 

Have multiple permits per household/guest permits for visitors 17 

Ensure IT systems are secure 15 

System to check parking permit status 13 

Develop a policy for electric vehicles (e.g. discounts, charging points) 12 

Improve effectiveness/provision of parking wardens 11 

Warning system for parking in suspension area 10 

Stop price increases 10 

Develop an app to pay for the permit 9 

See previous comments 7 

Negative staff experience 7 

Costs savings for virtual permits applied to discounts for permits 6 

Positive staff experience 6 

Good that no longer has to visit RBKC offices 6 

Extend residents permits days/times/duration 6 

Increase cost of parking permits for larger vehicles 5 

Reduces clutter in windscreen 5 

Consider a Direct Debit option for permits 5 

Would like a grace period of expiration and receiving a PCN 4 

Improve provision for disabled parking permits 3 

Concerns about negatives of the scheme 3 

Limit the number of permits issued 3 

Dedicated support/phoneline for residents who experience problems with the 
system 

3 

Lack of parking permit bays 2 

Offer an option for low-income households 2 
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Comments  
 
Supports the scheme 

• ...anything that reduces waste can only be a good thing! 

• This should be mandatory - we are in 2022 not 1995!  
No one needs a physical copy or a PDF -  
The guys who do the fines just needs to scan the number plate and their lil machine 
should show if you have a permit for that area… that simple! Stop wasting paper and 
stop wasting people s time renewing by going in person to that prehistoric place in High 
Street Ken that looks like a Hospital. 

• An official hologrammed sticker  with the permit expiry details should still be sent to the 
resident parkers. It makes it easier to know at a glance whether a car is parked there with 
permission or someone's just left it overnight. 
2. The online renewal process is efficient and should be encouraged 
3. For some cars that are imported, the DVLA doesn't provide exact co2 numbers, and 
for those, RBKC doesn't let us use the quick extension of parking and rather has us send 
over all the vehicle details, resident details etc. as if it's a new application. The amount of 
parking space utilized is independent of the co2 numbers in any case and this shouldn't 
be a cause for greater inconvenience to the paying residents who have been here for 
many years. This issue was noted the last time I renewed, but I'd hope it's addressed by 
the next renewal. 
4. I'd like to commend the council for adopting new and modern ways to get such 
processes done quickly and efficiently. 

• A good idea - cost saving and more environmentally sustainable 

• A great service, well done. If you haven't done so already, I would encourage some 
assessment of security or fraud over the online application and use of virtual permits. 

• A great step forward 

• A much better system 

• A physical permit is better. 

• A very good idea 

• A very good idea.  Car windscreens are less cluttered, savings on paper and plastic, 
environmentally sound.  Pity this wasn't done a long time ago. 

• A visible permit was reassuring to confirm that a vehicle on your favourite spot - such as 
opposite your house in a mews/dead end - actually had a permit*, but vastly offset by the 
increase in efficiency/convenience.*Also interested to see the difference charges 
according to emissions! 

• Absolutely love it! 

• Absolutely support paperless permits providing reminders to renew are sent out in good 
time. 

• Absolutely support the paperless route, but the enforcement team needs to be always up 
to date to get you off from angry p holders. 

• All an excellent service on line. 

• All done very well in my opinion 

• all good 

• All is well thanks 

• Although I applaud this move, you are currently way behind the curve with your 
technology. Seek help. It should be far easier to do than the current system. 

• Amazing service, as a new resident in Kensington i really appreciate. 
My only feeback would be about beign notified from parking restrictions in my area as i'm 
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traveling too much this is increasing the risk of PCN :( 
Many thanks for asking this, proud of this council 

• An excellent initiative. Bravo! to all concerned. 

• Anything paperless is good for me.  
For people that have trouble with online procedures they should still be able to have the 
paper option. 

• Anything to reduce costs & increase efficiency is a good idea. Going digital shows the 
council are keeping up with the times 

• Anything to reduce the administrative burden of issuing permits should be fully supported 
- great use of technology 

• As a working parent I have found the online system invaluable as it is more efficient and 
means I do not have to book time out to physically renew my permit. 
With Covid this also protects both staff and customers. Also, from an environmental point 
this also reduces on countless paper usage. For all these reasons I support the virtual 
permit process. 

• As always, I feel the council has been exceptionally smart in dealing with this, staff 
supper professional and friendly a d the program, a success. Please keep it! 

• As my car is old [50 yrs next yr], it used to be prone to damp - though cured now after 
significant restoration. Because of the damp, the paper permit would occasionally peel 
from the windscreen. The car's unique in my and most RBKC areas; it would have been 
impossible for the wardens not to know the car & that it had a permit. This didn't stop my 
getting a ticket. At least the paperless version avoids that potential issue. I did a lot of 
unpaid charity work in Africa causing me to be away for extended periods. It's totally 
impractical for me or anyone else to rely on neighbours [this is central London, not a tiny 
village in the country!!!] to keep an eye on temp parking prohibitions. Then gain access to 
my flat [how?] to find my car keys, move the car - without incident! - return keys. Re-
secure my flat. It would be a very simple matter to email people [you have these] when 
the car is parked in a space about to be subject to a temp parking prohibition. I pay top 
whack for my permit; how about getting some, even modest, service in return? 

• BETTER LATE THAN NEVR!!!! 

• Better to enable check online status of permit especially check expiry date. 

• Better virtually as it doesn't create a sticky mess on the windscreen. 

• Both 
- online permit verification  
& 
- visual display (windscreen) 

• Brilliant idea and it is working well                 

• Brilliant initiative. much better than the old paper and post system 

• Brilliant scheme -keep it going   Well done to RBKC !! 

• Brilliant! The paperless scheme is a BIG improvement and success. Keep up the good 
work ***** (5 stars) 

• Brilliant. Easy. Thanks for giving us do much support this past year 

• Broadly support the measure. RBKC should begin limiting the number of permits issued 
per household via hard caps, not just by making them more expensive (as the rich can 
just pay). This will improve the availability of the existing on-street parking, as well as 
make additional space for rental bike & scooter schemes. 

• Congratulate council for a constructive policy 

• Congratulations on the paperless parking permits. 

• Convenience hugely beneficial as long as there is no abuse 
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• Couldn’t think of any reason or anyone should against this brilliant idea. All councils 
should have this! Save time, money and paper please! 

• Covid has allowed us to reconsider all activities to make them more efficient.  
Please keep digitising !!!! 

• Current Covid system has worked very well so why change. I fully support digital 

• Current set up is great - it can be done easily online and it’s easy to call if you want to 
check anything. Furthermore, the staff are always very friendly and helpful. 

• Customers should be able to view the status of their permits online. 
Providing paper permits to those that want them should not be accommodated - his 
defeats the purpose and complicates the process. 

• Definitely keep the 'virtual' permits. To return to the previous system would be a 
retrograde step. 

• Definitely keep them paperless if possible, helps for the environment as well 

• Definitely the right move 

• Delighted to see our borough moving forward making virtual permit possible! 

• Easy and convenient  to access  on line for working people working or those who have 
health issues ,no time consuming vista to town hall with long waiting times. 

• Everything done in the last 18 months has been good and should be permanently 
adopted. As for the PDF's to be able to print a physical permit, that should only be made 
available to those request it and who are most likely facing issues at borders of the 
borough. WCC should really be training their traffic wardens better. 

• Everything is moving to a virtual system and permits have been far easier to handle 
online! 

• Everything should be paperless 

• Everything virtual is helpful these days so yes, also the parking permits..and good 
advance notice also...easy and helpful 

• Everything you have highlighted as a positive for paperless makes perfect logical  sense 

• Excellent idea 

• Excellent idea to go virtual (paperless) 

• Excellent idea      

• Excellent idea! 

• Excellent idea. 

• Excellent initiative.  Saves time and money for both RBKC and the user.  Less fiddly 
admin than the paper system so much easier for everybody - even elderly residents once 
they get used to it. 

• Excellent initiative. Efficient & green. Fully support it 

• Excellent initiative. Faster and cheaper which is great but having something with an 
expiry date to hand via a pdf would be helpful. 

• Excellent initiative. Thank you 

• Excellent innovation and especially being able to get permit online without visiting the 
town hall. Much simpler. 

• Excellent move! 

• Excellent move, makes it so much easier to obtain and renew permit 

• Excellent scheme 

• Excellent scheme - thank you for developing it. 

• Excellent scheme... 

• Excellent service 

• Excellent service and fast turn-around. 

• EXCELLENT SERVICE.  WORKS VERY WELL.  WELL DONE 
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• Excellent system - should be made permanent. 

• Excellent thank you 

• Excellent works well 

• Excellently run by this council. Thank you everyone. 

• Fantastic initiative - keep it ! 

• FASTER AND BETTER! BRILLIANT SERVICE 

• Fine by me and thank you. I think you should send 2 reminders, one six weeks in 
advance and a 'Panic Reminder' two weeks in advance please. 

• Full support for paperless permits 

• Full support for virtual permits, but better confirmation/reminders in the future! Indeed, 
the first time I renewed (from a physical to virtual permit) I never received a confirmation 
that the payment went through, nor a reminder when I needed to renew again, so happy I 
didn't get a ticket. 

• Fully support virtual permits and as long as there is a mechanism to keep Westminster 
ticket wardens at bay, I am happy! 

• Future is digital. 

• Getting an annual permit has been one of the biggest pains in ass in my 40 years in 
borough. Why is this even a debate? 

• Go ahead 

• Go ahead with the virtual permits, it makes sense. 

• Go Permit-less, we are in the 21st Century. It works. and going back to physical permits 
is an expensive waste of time, money and resources 

• Going paperless has had the additional advantage that there is no longer an offence of 
failing to exhibit the permit (which I unwittingly committed more than once, when the 
adhesive gave out, in the summer sun). 

• Going virtual was an excellent choice for a world heading into an efficient and nature-
friendly future. Good job! 

• Good for the environment and for customers. 

• good idea 

• Good idea that has already proved it works. What’s not to like? 

• Good idea to modernise into a paperless system. Good for residents and good for the 
council who will save on administration. 

• Good idea! 

• GOOD IDEA, THANKS 

• Good idea. 

• Good initiative to moving forward into digital and modern times... 
Well done RBKC! 

• Good policy 

• Good service now. Works well 

• Good work! 

• Good work. Paperless is the way to go, with an option to have an electronic PDF record 
to prove that permit was issued, if need be. 

• Great and seamless system. Keep up the good work! 

• Great idea 

• Great idea - just do it! Works perfectly for me - well done team, great initiative. 

• Great idea - saves me time as I don’t have to queue up at the town hall to get the permit. 

• Great idea all for it and hopefully it saves money too for the Council 

• Great idea and hopefully it stays. 

• Great idea paperless permits 
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• Great idea to simplify process using existing and cheap technology 

• Great idea to take them virtual! A much more efficient and effective process. 

• Great idea! 

• Great idea!! 

• Great idea, but do need a reminder. 

• Great idea, much easier, maybe send more than one reminder email and an sms 

• Great idea, my old permit used to keep falling off the window. Much prefer paperless 
permits. 

• Great idea. 

• Great idea.   
Not related, but i do think there should be some restriction at EV charging points - 
nothing restrictive maybe just hatching to draw peoples' attention.  Otherwise, vehicles 
(often non-electric) are parked there for long periods. 
Thank you. 

• Great idea.  Environmentally friendly and avoids horrible sticky holders on windscreen. 

• Great idea. Thanks 

• Great Idea. You need to ensure your wardens have the correct equipment to easily 
check valid parking. I have seen one painstakingly having to enter Registration details. 
These should be read automatically. 

• Great idea. 
Hope the process will include a reminder that the parking permit is due for renewal 

• Great idea. 
Thank you. 

• Great improvements are proposed 

• Great initiative 

• Great initiative thank you! 

• Great initiative that should definitely be kept. Simpler and so much better for the 
environment which is a huge concern for me. 

• Great initiative to go paperless 

• Great initiative, great idea. Just do it. 

• Great initiative, let's make it permanent to make thing easier for residents and better for 
our planet! 

• GREAT METHOD   WELL DONE 

• Great service. Thank you. 

• Great system, a superb improvement. 

• Great way to move us into the future. Thanks for taking this action during the pandemic 
and keeping it going! 

• Great      

• Happy not to have a paper parking permit so long as adequate warning of renewal time 
is given. 

• Has saved me hours of time overall. Very smooth process, in contrast to most 
government services. I genuinely would not change anything about the current way of 
operating. 

• Have been delighted by the switch. Embrace the technology! 

• Having a virtual permit has been so much easier and doesn’t clog up the car windscreen 
with unsightly stickers 

• Having changed my vehicle recently I was amazingly surprised how effortless and 
positive was the changeover experience. I had previously changed vehicle information 
some years back and I do not remember it being so easy then. 
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We need permits to try and control the unregistered amount of moped vehicles that are 
currently invading our parking spaces and endangering our roads. 

• Having the paperless permits and renewing permits online is the best thing the council 
has ever done. It saves so much time 

• I absolutely love the paperless permit. Save the environment by reducing paper use ! 
Great initiative RBKC 

• I agree that a reminder to renew the parking permit is very helpful. Generally, I have 
been happy with how the scheme has worked so far, although I would feel more 
confident if I had a PDF permit to put in my windscreen! 

• I agree to virtual parking permits providing we are always sent reminders of renewal 
dates 

• I agree with your view on paperless. 

• I always wondered why it wasn't paperless. It saves so much time and effort for both 
sides! 

• I am a great supporter of paperless scheme. One thing I miss is the ability to tell people 
off who park in resident bays and I don't know if they have one or not. This will 
encourage people to park as no one other than parking attendants are able to know 

• I am all for this development. The last time I renewed my permit it was a simple exercise, 
which is exactly as it should be! 

• I am completely supportive of paperless permit. I support an additional pdf as it can be 
saved on the phone / pc to save as additional proof in case of an eventual system failure 
and as a reminder of its validity, with no need for it to be printed 

• I am computer literate so I think that this is a great idea.  However provision must be 
made for people without computers or who have limited ability to obtain these easily as 
well.  In addition to the service in the town hall, would it benefit people to be able to go to 
their local library to be helped too? 

• I am happy with the virtual scheme as proposed 

• I am in favour 

• I am in full support of virtual permits. I have a problem with the single permit per person 
rule. If I’m in a situation where I own more than one vehicle, why can I not have a permit 
for each? I am a resident and taxpayer so should not be hampered by such a rule. 

• I am in full support.  
I am impressed and grateful for the service I received from your team this year. Thank 
you for the work that you do. Kind regards  
<name removed> 

• I am strongly supportive of the permit continuing to be usable in all parts of the Borough. 

• I am very happy with how the council has moved with the parking permits. 

• I am very happy with the proposal and the way in which you have approached it 

• I am very happy with things as they are 

• I am very much in agreement with this scheme - in fact anything that has environmental 
benefits 

• I appreciate the opportunity to give my views and support this very good initiative. 
Thank you 

• I believe it’s great. The paper permit’s glue from the back of it, would heat up against the 
sun, leaving brown burnt glue against the windshield. 
 
Virtual permits are seamless and much more convenient, without the hassle of paper 
permits. 

• I believe this virtual approach is the way forward, both for RBK&C and the residents. It 
saves time and money for RBK&C and saves time for us. 
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• I believe virtual parking permits are a great step forward and I would not want to go back 
to previous method. 

• I changed cars this year and it was so much easier online; please continue with this 
approach 

• I did this already 

• I do think the online service should be available but I feel that you should not forget the 
residents that cannot access the internet or download/ print permits etc. We also need a 
way to renew our parking permits without online services. 

• I don't own a car but lease one from time to time on short or medium term leases as an 
alternative to using Zipcars. The virtual permit has proved incredibly helpful in saving 
frequent visits to the council office for short term  permits. I hope the system is made 
permanent and would encourage other measures to increase flexibility to cover short 
term lease arrangements of different periods. 

• I feel paperless parking permits are a great idea. It does away with windscreen stickers 
and the extra expense of producing these, and as long as they are managed in an 
efficient way, then I have no objections whatsoever. 

• I found it very easy to use and saved me a lot of time compared to renewing my permit in 
person 

• I fully support and agree to go paperless, for the environment and also I prefer not to 
have something stuck to my car. 

• I fully support paperless permits predominantly as it dose not permit traffic wardens to 
assert the permit was not visible. Also I strongly recommend that the council should send 
more than on reminder email and reminder SMS to permit holders one month and one 
week before expiry of their permit. 

• I fully support paperless permits provided the council ensures plenty of notice is given 
prior to the renewal date. 

• I fully support RBKC’s proposals in their entirety. 

• I fully support the permanent move to virtual permits. Recent paper permits have had a 
new glue and kept falling off, especially during hot weather. I got a parking ticket for this 
reason, and although it was overturned I was advised it would stand the next time and 
that it was my responsibility to ensure the permit was properly displayed. This meant 
regular trips to visit my car which I try to use as little as possible and which is not always 
able to be parked very nearby.  If I was away for a while I was worried it might fall off 
again.  For this reason as well as the time and cost reasons it is a very good idea. 

• I fully support virtual parking permits as from my experience of obtaining one, they make 
the parking permit system more efficient. As an owner of an electric vehicle, I am also 
supportive of environmentally friendly measures. With that in mind and in the interests of 
transparency, can the Council publish the reduction in scope 1 and scope 2 emissions 
resulting from the suspension of issuing physical permits? 

• I genuinely believe that this is a great opportunity for RBKC to show strong commitment 
in providing efficient service to residents with such environment friendly measure. I look 
forward to seeing it adopted. 

• I had a hire car recently whilst mine was being fixed. Being paperless meant the whole 
process was v quick and efficient and that would not have been possible with papers in 
the post. 

• I happy with the virtual permit. 

• I hate modern technology but on this occasion i triumphed 
So please continue 
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• I have enjoyed the paperless parking permit service and am completely happy for it to 
continue into the future.  I do not have the need for the PDF file, but since it is electronic I 
see no reason not to send it to everyone to be printed or just ignored. 

• I have found the changes a huge improvement 

• I have found the introduction of virtual permits has helped me immensely.  I am usually 
away in the summer months, but my permit expires in July, so Ia couple of times I had to 
make extraordinary arrangements to renew the permit and get the physical copy into my 
car whilst abroad.  It was quite stressful.  The virtual ones are much better. 

• I have had the permit fly out of the car during the summer month while the window was 
down. No chance of loosing the permit this way with the virtual permit. 

• I have lived in Marylebone before and Westminster council switched to virtual permits 
already before Covid, it’s an excellent system and works very well.  Fully support the 
switch 

• I have only known virtual permits, but I can't understand why anybody would want to go 
backwards. The virtual permit process is straightforward, quick, easy and preferred to 
having to stick something on my window that obscures my line of sight while driving. 

• I have the virtual permit, and it hasn’t been a problem. Much more eco friendly. 

• I have watched and been impressed by the continuous digitalisation of the RBKC 
processes. I definitely think that this should continue as it is more efficient, cheaper and 
environmentally friendly. Keep going! 

• I haven't received nor been able to check or verify duting these past 18 months the 
parking permit after the renewal, so a PDF, confirmation email or access online would be 
very good in order to know the permit number and expiration date. As for the rest, the 
paperless parking permit is fantastic. 

• I hugely support the virtual permits. It's a great development that make every aspect of 
applying and having a residents parking permit easier. Great service form the council. 
Thank you. 

• I just support your new ideas. 
It just save timing plus saving envarmental  wast. 

• I know that Camden and Brent Borough’s have adopted paperless/electronic permits for 
a while. It seems the most logical step to save paper and the environment. I think that the 
RBKC & WCC should work from the same database to ensure PCN’s aren’t issued 
incorrectly. 

• I like being able to renew online. 

• I like the changes. I really appreciated recently getting a text warning me my car was 
parked near proposed tree works … very helpful 

• I like the new system. It is very efficient.  Thanks 

• I like the paperless permit, but a PDF of the permit would be very helpful to those who 
need it especially as a reminder as to when the permit may expire. 

• I like the virtual permits because it keeps my residing borough private. 

• I like this new system, its worked well for me, well done! 

• I liked the paperless parking permits it's so easy and hassle free without coming to the 
town hall especially when you have to wait along time in the waiting area. 

• I love it! When I purchased my car, I could hardly walk and was worried I would not be 
able to get down my many stairs to put pay and display but the virtual permit was sorted 
out super-quick. Much better than having to go to a Council building, wait 3 hours behind 
people who should not be there before getting my permit in 2 minutes ☺ 

• I love the new system but do not like the costs. I love the ease of the paperless system 
and process well done 
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• I love the online system and people from customer's service are really polite. However, I 
would suggest the improvement of the system itself as it allows for only 1 file to be 
attached and I needed to attach more than one document. I collated those into one doc, 
but then my application was refused due to paperwork missing and I had to repeat the 
process and write a special note about it. A bit confusing so perhaps just allow for more 
than 1 attachment? Other then that it works great. Thank you 

• I love the virtual parking permit! It’s so much easier to apply or renew. You can do it from 
anywhere! Hopefully, gone are the days when it used to take the whole morning. Now it 
takes about 10 minutes! Please keep the process virtual! 

• I love them and paying on line  
Totally supportive of this initiative 

• I moved into the area this year.  It has worked very well for me and is convenient. 

• I moved to Kensington from Camden recently. In Camden we had had paperless permits 
for several years without any problems. 

• I much prefer the paperless online system - its easier and more time efficient to renew. 

• I pprove all the above unless it meanst that you are going to make anyone redundant as 
a result. This includes Parking Attendants. 

• I really like the paperless permits 

• I recently had to change my parking permit to a hire care temporarily. I was thrilled with 
the new online system to transfer my permit to the hire car. Even better, that when I 
wanted to transfer back to my permanent car, all I had to do was email my request to 
parking permit department. Huge improvement. 

• I see it as an opportunity taken by RBKC to apply technology to achieve an efficiency 
improvement.  Wartime traditionally drives innovation : in this case it took a pandemic. 

• I see this move as a no brainer. The digitalisation of the way processes are completed 
across all lines of industry is a must and it creates a far simpler and more manageable 
scenario for all parties. I am very much for this permanent movement. 

• I strongly agree with all the advantages of virtual permits that are stated, and believe they 
far outweigh the negatives. 

• I strongly support the introduction of virtual parking permits. 

• I strongly support the use of virtual permits, as this has made it much easier to renew my 
permit and make sure that I can continue to park my vehicle legally in the borough. 

• I support it fully but i would like to press the face that the permit holder should be notified 
when their parking permit will expire. I have recently renewed it after i got a ticket for 
letting it expire accidentally which i would never do would i know the expiry date more 
clearly. Best <name emoved> 

• I support paper less 
Thanks for the good work 

• I support paperless parking permits 

• I support paperless parking permits, however, without displaying them, it is hard for 
residents to know if cars might be parked illegally.  
Also, might increase the chance of getting a ticket. 

• I support paperless permit 

• I support the initiative but request reminders to be sent by email/post/text message at 
regular intervals from 4 weeks prior to expiry - suggest 1 text per week 

• I think change to paperless parking permits and easier procedures through online 
processes is a great initiative and should be permanently kept in place from now on. 

• I think introduction of paperless permits is an excellent move for the environmental and 
convenience benefits 

• I think it has been a very positive move 
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• I think it has been an incredibly efficient service 

• I think it has worked so much easier virtually. It also saves time so i no longer need to go 
to the Townhall. 

• I think it is a good idea to keep virtual permits. 

• I think it is a great innovation. 

• I think it is a necessity 

• I think it is a step in the right direction to reduce complexity in an environmentally friendly 
way. 

• I think it is an obvious and excellent idea. The above registration is in my husband’s 
name (and he won’t fill out surveys); our prior car <registration removed> was in my 
name. The pilot worked well, it cuts your costs, I assume; I assume also that you had an 
efficient way to spot those parking without a virtual permit. By having an online 
application process you had already saved us a lot of time plus the cost of postage etc. 

• I think it is one of the few positive results from Covid. The staff have given a super 
service to all my requests and i'd like to thank them and keep the virtual system 
<name removed> 

• I think it is really great. Very fast and efficient way to top of permits as well without the 
stress of waiting for paperwork. 

• I think it it great and convenient 

• I think it was a positive thing, everything should be online and paperless if you have the 
technology. 

• I think it was brilliant to bring it in. At least something positive has come out of COVID ! 

• I think it’s a good idea and it will ease the impact of the work for issuing parking permit  
Well done 

• I think it’s a great idea to go virtual with the permits, no printing, paper, plastic or glue. 

• I think it’s fantastic and long overdue. Welcome to the 21st century ;-) 

• I think it’s great, so easy quick and efficient I’m very happy with this process  but maybe it 
can be a challenge for people who are not confident with using online or the elderly. 

• I think it’s much better to go paperless and just have a virtual permit, it cut costs, is more 
environmentally friendly and also hassle free for the end user. 

• I think its a great idea. It saves a lot of time for the residents 

• I think its a great initiative and we should keep it in place perpetually. 

• I think it's a great service, and should continue, 

• I think its a very good initiative and must continue 

• I think its been a great step forward to do the permits on line.  Well done! 

• I think it's good for the customer and plus your staff your staff do work really hard and 
take alot of verbal abuse of people when they don't bring there right document . 

• I think making anything paperless is always positive 
However as an actual permit reminds people of when to renew the council should ensure 
that people do know (not just via email but by post) that it is renewable time. 

• I think paperless parking permits have been a great success and very forward thinking. 

• I think the council should continue with virtual (paperless) parking permits only. 

• I think the introduction of paperless parking permits has been a very positive move and 
hope that they will continue. 

• I think the paperless parking permit system works very well and is easier for most 
residents.  I do not understand the WCC borderline situation (problem). 

• I think the paperless permits are excellent. The speed at which permits can be activated 
is really excellent. I hope it will continue. 

• I think the paperless system makes perfect sense and presumably is cheaper to operate 
which means savings for the council. 
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• I think the paperless, virtual parking permit is a great idea and I would like to to see this 
being carried forward in the future. 

• I think the present arrangement for paperless parking permits if both efficient and 
economic.  I am all for it. 

• I think the system has worked surprisingly well so far 

• I think the system is now working very well. 

• I think the vertual (paperless) parking permits is a great idea, However displaying the 
permit on the wind screen should deter dishonest people from parking, in parking permit 
holders only bays, who have not obtained residence parking permit. 

• I think the virtual paperless parking permits are a brilliant idea and far less trouble all 
around. I hope it continues. 

• I think the virtual permits are appropriate in the current technological age.  Going back to 
paper permits in my view would be a step back. 

• I think the virtual permits have been fantastic- easier and better for the environment! 

• I think this has been a great change in terms of convenience. From a green perspective 
I'm very happy to not have paper used in the production of my parking permit. 

• I think this has been a great step forward 

• I think this is a brilliant idea and I am all in favour of your proposals, which are intelligent 
and well thought out. As regards non-residents parking in bays illegally, I have always 
found the parking wardens to be extremely efficient & rapid in dealing with vehicles 
parked in the wrong place, so I don’t feel this is an important enough issue to stop you 
swapping over to virtual permits. 

• I think this is a far more efficient way of issuing permits and also a lot easier I think it’s 
definitely the way forward 

• I think this is a sensible process .I feel it is also a safer way for the owner as details are 
not visible .Obviously car owners who do not have computers will still have to go to 
Horton Street to get their permit. 

• I think this is brilliant, as well as sending email notifications of when the permit is set to 
expire. 

• I think this system has helped enormously by being virtual given the ease of digital. 

• I think virtual parking permit is a good idea. Also, an alliance with the Westminster City 
Council (WCC) where they can look up the RBKC current permit holders database would 
be an added benefit to the scheme. Then there would be no need for residents who park 
on boundary roads in WCC parking bays to print out pdf permit to display. This would 
ensure full realisation of the benefits of the paperless approach. 

• I think virtual permits are a positive move, good for the environment. 

• I think virtual permits are the only way forward. The whole process of going physically 
every year was super time consuming and wasteful. This has made it super easy. Please 
digitise as many services as possible. It’s the future 

• I think we should all do our part for the environment.. and this is a good step. 
I really hate the paper permits because it makes the car look ugly and its also kind of 
distracting for me to have anything on my window all my family and friends agree. Please 
keep it  virtual. Thank you 

• I think we’ve reached a time where the technology is simple and cheap enough to 
warrant unnecessary printing! Very much welcome it 

• I think you should keep it online as every house house inter net access now it saves us 
from sitting up the council office for hours and it will safe your members of staff from 
getting abuse cause I've been there and seen people taken there frustration out on your 
members of staff before . 

• I think your proposals are well reasoned and helpful. 
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• I thought it was went very well and smoothly but is it being checked? I have a car parked 
outside my house who is there (not moving) since more than a YEAR ? 

• I thought the. Development was one of the few positives from covid although I was 
initially nervous about having nothing to display 

• I thought this was a permanent change not just for covid .  I personally found it efficient 
with no concerns . 

• I thought this was the new system and I approve: so long as the council do send 
reminders to renew as I won’t know when it’s due otherwise. Why on earth go backwards 
to paper? I highly applaud the move online. 

• I used to live in Islington which adopted virtual permits around 10 years ago and we had 
no issues at all there, it is a no brainer 

• I very much like a virtual permit - no windscreen mess and clutter.  The last paper one I 
had wouldn't stay stuck on the screen. From a personal security perspective, it is also 
good not to have one's place of residence on display wherever you drive and park. A 
PDF copy is occasionally useful - SOURCE EV charging have just introduced a 
resident's discount, for which they require a copy of the Resident's Parking Permit. 

• I was apprehensive at first - but feel confident the scheme works. 

• I was happy with the new virtual permit. I travel a lot and in the past it has been a bit of a 
nightmare to receive it and pay on time. Virtual instead has facilitated the progress. 

• I was not sent a reminder when my virtual permit expired. I only found out when I was 
issued with a parking ticket which I had to pay. I would be in favour of virtual permits but 
with email reminder to renew 

• I was pleasantly surprised by how quick, easy and straightforward it was to set all this up 
online. 
I've never had a paper parking permit before and can't imagine why anyone would want 
one in this day and age, let alone to go to the hassle of going to a customer service 
centre to queue with a driving licence and evidence of residency, or filling out paper 
forms and all that faff. Keep doing what you're doing, it worked great and hopefully saves 
council tax money as well. Exactly the sort of digital integration that should be emulated 
across the country! Well done and thanks. 

• I was thrilled to see the move to virtual permits - it would be a huge step backwards to go 
back to issuing paper.  This is the direction so many sectors are moving.  It simplifies the 
application process and reduced the need to display a permit which at times detached 
from the windscreen and needs to be re-fixed.  Please retain the digital approach!  Thank 
you. 

• I welcome and support all of these initiatives as long as this doesn’t cause the cost of 
permits to increase due to additional resource required or other costs incurred by the 
parking department. 

• I would dered why it didn't go virtual years ago . There were issues with the stickiness of 
the permit. Always falling off.  On one occasion this happened with my husband. The 
parking officer was about to and did write a ticket outside our home. I went out and 
showed him the the ticket which had fallen off i to the floor. He didn't care . I asked why 
he couldn't check online or by phone that the car was registered.  He didn't answer. It 
seemed it was all about quotas. In the end after a great deal of stress my husband didn't 
have to pay the fine.  
In the past the lines though efficient most of the time were still arduous.  Having the 
ability to pay and activate immediately online is a good option . For those that perhaps 
prefer face to face it is good to still have this option to show documents / ask questions 
etc 

• I would prefer everything to be paperless. 
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• I would say this is much easier for renewing, my permit used to always get lost in the 
post, this way as soon as you’ve paid you’re up and running. I would just say please 
email (as opposed to posting) renewal reminders - much better for environment and 
speedy! 

• I’m happy to keep mine to paperless 

• I’m hugely supportive of this. Am 100% in agreement that a reminder should be sent to 
all permit holders via email when renewal is due. 

• I’m so glad we are using a virtual permit scheme and not wasting money on printing and 
postage and also the benefits to the planet!  
Thank you 

• I’m surprised this wasn’t done sooner. Stops me taking time off work to sort my permit 
out every year. 

• If there have been no changes to the vehicle, address or anything else, this is ideal. 

• If you can find a way to upload any document safely and for the user to have access to it 
I think will be a very good initiative. In fact, you could put the pdf version of the permit on 
the same place and you wont need to mail it to anyone. 

• I'm  happy with the virtual parking permits go ahead 

• I'm all for making life simpler. I think this is a very good idea. 

• I'm fully supportive of what is being proposed 

• Important that we go paperless as much as we can.  Car Tax is now paperless and it 
makes life so much easier. My only concern is about some residents who are not able to 
access online renewals. 

• In favour for all the reasons in your recent communications. 

• in recent years the adhesive on the badges stopped working and badges came unstuck. 
so it's a positive move to have virtual badges! 

• It clearly has worked well in <road name removed> during the past few months of the 
temporary trial period. i hope it will be adopted as a permanent by the Royal Borough. 

• It has been a brilliant idea and should be continued with email reminders for those 
providing an email address to save postage and paper. 

• It has greatly improved access to permits as attending the main centre in High Street 
Kensington was particularly difficult for me due to my working times. I hope this continues 
as a permanent measure. 
Being able to pay online rather than having to wait on hold on the phone for up to 1 hour 
is also a welcome step. 

• It has made obtaining a resident permit so much quicker and easier. 

• It has worked so well over lockdown. The old permits were not recycle friendly 

• It has worked very smoothly. No issues so far. 

• It has worked well for the past 18 months and whilst COVID is not a good thing, a lot of 
improved ways of living and working have evolved and paperless parking permits is a 
small example. 

• It is 100% obvious, in an increasingly digital and carbon conscious world, the council 
should move to digital permits. It should also do everything it can to support active 
modes of transport including walking and bicycling - and bring back the bike lane on High 
St Kensington which it so ridiculously, and illegally, removed without proper consultation. 

• It is a brilliant solution - keep it going! 

• It is a fabulous initiative, and the REMINDER is imperative; just wish TFL did the same 
with Congestion Charging !! 

• It is a good idea and will save time. 

• It is a great and easy service. I wish more things worked this well. 

• It is a great improvement. 
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• It is a much better service which I would thoroughly support. Having to attend the town 
hall costs lost work time and also now creates a Covid risk point for residents and RBKC 
staff. I would also assume that it is more efficient for RBKC staff since they can work on 
applications at anytime rather than being overloaded or under utilised by the physical 
attendance method. 

• It is an excellent move. 

• It is better. Saves messing up the windscreen and trying to make the thing stick. 

• It is brilliant and I imagine so much easier to manage also. 

• It is easy and in line with reducing the need to print out documents. I do not see the need 
of getting a paper permit. 

• It is easy for people like me who is not good handling IT system. It is convenient for me 
to use paperless virtual parking permit.That is why I fully support  the introduction of 
virtual parking permit  permanently. 

• It is essential that the Council is able to continue with its excellent work to make services 
efficient to save costs .This is a straightforward way of making it better for the Council 
and residents 

• It is working brilliantly and is a great idea. 
Well done! 

• It saves time and and cuts out un necessary worry, I.e I had to take a day off work to get 
the permit. I totally welcome the online paperless permit! Thank you. 

• iT SEEMS A BETTER SYSTEM ,SO LONG AS IT DOESN'T FACILITATE FRAUD  IN 
ANY WAY 

• It seems a sensible and forward way of issuing permits. 
Perhaps a badge or sticker stating tha the vehicle is registered with RBKC could ba an 
idea to let other residents know that the vehicle is likely to have a permit. 

• It seems an eminently suitable way of embracing the future. 

• It seems to be very easy and sensible - 

• It seems to work well already without PDFs 

• It was a great innovation, especially because the previous year the actual sticky tape 
around the paper permit had a terrible adhesive and fell off the window of most cars we 
looked into. 

• It was a very good initiative to move to paperless permits snd i hope it will be continued. I 
think that the Council should be congratulated on this innovation. 

• It was best think you have done about parking permit, it clean and clear to see every 
corner of outside, thanks 

• It was such a relief to apply virtually and not lose hours applying and waiting for a permit. 

• It was the best idea that the council introduced the virtual permit. It was much easier to 
renew it. Again it would be ever better to issue the printable permit as well just in case 
that I need to show. 

• It works fine for me 

• It works well for me. Thank you! 

• It would be a crazy to go back to windscreen stickers after the success of the virtual 
system which is convenient, modern and sustainable 

• It would be good to go entirely paperless if possible, including for reminder letters ahead 
of renewal.  Paper letters are more at risk of getting lost.   Email is much better for 
keeping accurate records. 

• It would be useful to have a webpage to be able to quickly check my car’s permit expiry 
date. It would also be very helpful to be able to, subject to reasonable limitations, 
temporarily register a hire/courtesy car in lieu. 

• It’s a brilliant improvement! 
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• It’s a great idea and I fully support it. Having the pdf is also an excellent idea 

• It’s a great improvement in efficiency as things can all be done online. Highly support the 
continuation of it. 

• It’s a great service you are offering 

• It’s a much better system than before. So much easier 

• It’s all working well at the moment  
Keep it up with your good work  
Thanks you 

• It’s amazing 

• It’s been a great shift for the permit renewal process and also much less hassle to 
replace an old permit. I have had an issue showing proof of resident permit when trying 
to apply for a resident discount for electric charging facilities in the borough. 

• It’s been a great success  
Let’s no go backwards 

• It’s been great. Thanks. 

• It’s brilliant well done 

• It’s good and straightforward. Would be helpful to have an easy way to check when the 
permit expires AND to get an email reminder before it renews. 

• It’s great 

• It’s great to have this process done virtual and online. So much easier and efficient 

• It’s great, however when you have to renew and don’t have a pin nor a printer to print the 
form that’s when it becomes difficult. 

• It’s long overdue. Tax went online years ago. Saves on paper and postage - and your 
glue is terrible so it often falls off .  I got a ticket once because it had.   
 
You will look back and scratch your heads why you didn’t do it years ago. 

• It’s much better if they issue the paper parking permits to everyone,because there so 
many people park their car  in the residence parking without parking permit or not even 
paying on the parking meter. 

• It’s perfect 

• It's a good idea. The information provided shows that the matter has been considered 
with care. 

• It's a great idea 

• It's a great idea - I would be supportive of this being adopted.  
 
Thank you. 

• It's a great initiative to be paperless. Congrats.. 

• Its a no-brainer! 

• It's been a great innovation, along with allowing people to change their vehicle more 
easily. I support all such measures to make parking possible whilst controlling parking 
capacity and congestion. Thank you. 

• Its been a positive development and well executed; makes it much easier - thank you 

• It's both an environmental and convenience benefit to allow the permanent use of virtual 
permits. A win-win! Please keep them! 

• It's brilliant progress to ditch the physical permits! 

• It's great , may be in some areas like Sloan square, Harrods, Hyde Park allow more 
flexibility  for Parking permit holders to park atleast on Holidays in paid bays 

• It's great to move to the virtual (paperless) parking permits.. much easier to apply and 
manage... 

• Its obviously much better 
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• It's one good thing that's come out of the pandemic 

• It's quick & easy... 

• Its so much easier 

• Its the only way forward 

• Its the right way to go - paperless is key also the sticker makes a mess of ones 
widescreen 

• its very helpful to be able to do it virtually thanks 

• Its worked well and is a great idea 

• Just do it 

• Just do it! 

• Just do it. 

• Just to say I am always impressed by the speed and efficacy of the parking permit 
process at K&C.  The permit itself is a huge benefit to residents. 

• Just want to reiterate that the virtual (paperless) parking permit prove to be excellent idea 
and should be continued. Thank you for this initiative. 

• Keep it simple and paperless 

• Keep it simple. 

• Keep it virtual - it helps to improve efficiencies and cut down cost. The service provided 
to date has been superb 

• Keep on good work 

• Keep up the changes v good 10/10 

• Keep up the good work. 

• KEEP VIRTUAL PERMITS - it’s laughable you didn’t have them before covid 

• Less paperwork and makes sense not worrying about having the correct documents 
when applying in person 

• Life has been so much easier and simpler since the introduction of the virtual parking 
permit. Virtual appliance is quick and saves so much time specially for those of us who 
have busy schedules. Please make the virtual permit PERMANENT. 

• Long overdue! 

• Love it.  Always made a mess sticking the permit in.  Although I did like to show off I had 
a K and C permit! 

• Love the system : quick, efficient and (mostly) easy to use. Thank you RBKC! 

• Love the virtual process! 

• Make electronic renewal of parking permits the standard process 

• Makes absolute sense 

• Makes sense and will save the Council money so a good idea! 

• Making things easier and faster is best. That is called intelligence! 

• Many of us have requested magazine's, letters etc from RBKC online as well as other 
printed letters but surprise surprise it has not happened so ends up in recycle bin. Hope 
you keep your word to make this at least paperless. 

• mine was always coming off the windscreen over the summer so paperless is fantastic 
for me ! 

• Most other London Councils are going paperless, and RBKC should follow suit. There 
are numerous benefits as you have detailed and to revert to paper and additional 
bureaucracy would be frustrating for residents. 

• Moving the entire council to digital has huge benefits, this is a great step in simplification 
and cost reduction. 

• Much better and easier than paper permits; better for the environment and less hassle. 
The paper ones always fall off the windscreen and they’re unnecessary. 
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• Much better outcome. Strong supporter. 

• Much better than paper, post, sticky things that fall off and mess up your windscreen 

• much better. it's the modern way 

• Much easier and time efficient, no need to waste time of council staff or myself. Also if a 
permit becomes unstuck from windscreen-the risk of a fine and chasing it up is worrying. 
so altogether a great idea. 

• Much easier than having to change over the permit at the right time - the pastic holder 
also wilted over time meaning the permit could easily fall out and then get lost. 

• Much easier. And Less Time. Comsuming process 

• much easier, keep going 

• Much easy to use 

• Much Easy way and quick away virtual paperless it’s great 

• Much more convenient and better for the environment 

• Much much better than the old system 

• Much simpler process and better service efficiency! 

• Much simpler, faster, environmentally-friendly, tech-forward way to do permits.  
Supporting this change all the way. 

• My car recently broke down badly and had to go away to be fixed.  I was lent a courtesy 
car for the interim period.  Doing a virtual permit and getting that swapped over 
temporarily saved my bacon and I think they're a great idea and very straight forward to 
do.  Thanks. 

• MY experience renewing my permit started not good as there was a 440 error on the 
webpage . 
in end had to go from main rbkc.gov,uk webpage and followed the menu. 
great and eaay system paper saving and fast service 

• My experience was very good. Speedy and helpful service! Keep it up! 

• My only issue with the virtual permit is not knowing its due again until a short time before 
it expires. I would like to have the option to maybe check online when it expires, how 
much the next permit would be, by popping in my car reg details. I much prefer the 
paperless option, but this is the only negative point I have with regards to it. 

• Never Never go back to paper permits. Much safer to have virtual permits 

• New scheme has worked tremendously well with very efficient and friendly telephone 
support, Thank you 

• No comments but i think Virtual Permits is very important and it's a part of future 
applications. Simple no waste of paper. 

• No further comment - it is an excellent service 

• no further comments...v happy with the way this change has been executed 

• No I Think they are useful. 

• No more window stickers please, expensive waste of paper and mail charges in a digital 
age and they fall off in strong sunlight/heat. 

• No, just to reaffirm my absolute delight in having paperless permits, keep up the good 
work! 

• None      

• None, this is a no brainer to do. It's less costly, and makes the whole process a lot 
easier. 

• Not really.  The virtual parking permit has worked for me since its introduction and I have 
not noticed anything wrong with it (as yet). 

• Nothing to add. Happy with the service. 

• Nothing to say , it’s perfect the way it is 

• Now the system is bedded-in I think it's great. Well done to the whole team. Thanks. 
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• One of the very few good things to come out of Covid. The RBKC staff, presumably 
many working from home, updated, renewed my permits by return. Please keep the 
virtual system. <name removed> 

• One problem is that non-registered vehicles are being parked in residents' bays and you 
have no way of knowing whether that have the right until the wardens arrive. I still 
support paperless permits but would make the fine for wrongful parking in a resident's 
bay double the normal parking fine and with no rebate for speedy payment. 

• Online applications yes. Compulsory display in window yes 

• Online is a super idea !!! 

• Online is much easier and streamlined saving us time and you money.  The pdf backup 
would be helpful as will the reminders. 
Thank you. 

• Online is the best 

• Online is the future!!! 

• Online process has been efficient. A pdf confirmation via email would be great. 
Supportive of this continuing. 

• Online renewal worked very well - good job. 

• Online submission of documentation for new permits and online renewals as well as 
paperless permits would surely be the way to go. 

• Originally I missed the reassurance of having something to stick in the windscreen but 
with familiarity, and reflecting on it, I don’t think that’s necessary and it did impose costs 
and inflexibilities that as you note, you and we can now avoid. 

• Our RBKC permit system has always been seamless and easy to use. Updating to the 
new system appears to be a natural “next step” in the evolution of the system, works well 
and was very easy to use. Whilst it’s always a pleasurable privilege to stick our permits 
onto the windscreen, savings on paper and postage all appear to be the right way to go. 

• Paperless all the way! 

• Paperless and access on line 

• Paperless fast and great for everyone 
I recommend to go with peaperless. Thank you 

• Paperless is also more secure for the vehicle owner, who does not signal that he is away 
from home with a visible permit in his car window when he has driven out of London. 

• Paperless is better. No bother with sticking the thing in the windscreen 

• Paperless is easy, fastest and covid free. I support it 

• Paperless is great and I can’t see any downsides 

• Paperless is great, and should be continued 

• Paperless is much better .  The paper permits would curl up in the sun and fall off the 
windshield, leading to discussions with officers who assumed there was no permit 

• Paperless is much better! The old ones could drop off and/or make a sticky mess on the 
windscreen. 

• Paperless is the best option 

• Paperless is the best option. 

• Paperless is the future !! 

• Paperless is the only way I have known, and it is brilliant. Easy, efficient, does not require 
showing something on the windscreen. Please do keep this, it is a great benefit, and I 
like the additions you propose in response to others' feedback. This just might have been 
the easiest and most effective service I've received from London. Thank you! 

• Paperless is the perfect approach, please do not change this! 

• Paperless is the way to go, if the traffic personnel on the streets understand and 
checking a vehicle doesn’t take up too much time. 
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• Paperless is very convenient. No muss and no fuss. Of course, the council should make 
accommodations for the elderly or those without easy digital access, like providing 
computer terminals and assistance to those who want to come in to a physical location. 
But overall also good costs savings. 

• Paperless parking permits are excellent! 

• Paperless parking so much better, first of all for environmental reasons.Paper permits 
was leaving sticky marks on the windscreen and not necessary. 

• Paperless permit is way better. Easier l, efficient and helpful for the environment 

• Paperless permits are the obvious way to go 

• Paperless permits much better, easier & less hassle. 
I support an option online to auto-renew each year, making the process easier still, and 
in line with other companies/organisations. 

• Paperless works well 

• Paperless, reduced admin, no visits to council, automation etc - let's do it all and make 
everyone's lives easier and the planet cleaner! 

• parking paper permit is better 

• Perhaps something not important to most residents with cars but relevant to me is the 
need for a car cover. If Resident permits are required to be shown this presents a 
practical problem so virtual permits are far more preferable. 

• Please digitise RBKC more quickly, dealing with the Council is like going back to the 
1970's, it's awful, time consuming, slow, bureaucratic and old fashioned. 

• Please do _not_ go back to the previous paper system. Thanks. 

• Please do it! 

• Please do virtual, surely it helps ease pressure on town hall colleagues who can 
focus more on issues for visitors that cannot be done online. 

• Please don’t go back. Virtual is so much easier and faster. 

• Please keep it the way it is. It is seemless and quick 

• Please keep the online and in person service together. 

• Please keep the paperless permits as this should be the way moving forward - not only is 
it easier to apply online without having to take time off work to be there in person,  it is 
also better not having to stick this permit on my windscreen and worry about it falling off if 
the car is parked in direct sunlight. It is also better for the environment by gojng 
paperless and electronic like any parking bay. 

• Please keep this service.   Visiting offices is a thing of the past. 

• Please keep this system 

• please please just do this 

• Please stick to paperless for permit and renewal. It is a big improvement. Thank you 

• provided digital renewal reminders are sent out well in advance I think it's a good idea. 

• RBK&C is a tremendous Council and you do everything so well. We have lived in the 
borough for thirty years and appreciate all your help. This is a thank you to the whole 
team 

• RBKC should always continue to explore options that are more economical to the local 
authority to implement and easier for residents to access.  As with anything else, there 
will always be a number of residents that for one reason or another prefer to do the 
transaction offline or display the permit.  Whilst this may not be the norm, they should be 
accommodated whilst making life simpler for everyone else. 

• Really useful having paperless permits - so much easier. No need to have paper permits 
any more! 

• Renewing my parking permit online was fab.  I was able to get a response in minutes.  I 
love not having to sit around in the Town Hall for ages waiting and often when I have 
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gone there there have been issues with card machines or not having exactly the right 
documentation.  Being able to upload paperwork and pay easily was a joy.  Keep this 
system. 

• Saves a lot of time 

• Saving paper should be  a priority for us all so I'm all in favour of making them only 
virtual. Those who don't want to go down this route should apply for permits in person at 
the city hall.  No paperwork. 

• Seems a very sensible way to deal with permits. 
The post is not always reliable. 

• Seems to work well 

• Should have moved to paperless ages ago 

• Simpler the better 

• since the introduction of the virtual permit, the procedure to obtain one is so much more 
effective. 

• Smart move to paperless - you should also emphasise the environmental aspects of the 
initiative 

• So convenient very happy with this method. 

• So fast, easy and accessible to everyone. Great thing to add 

• So much better online - sometimes the post can be unreliable. 

• Solves the problem of permits becoming unstuck with the moisture in side the car ......... 

• Sorry don’t know vehicle registration of by heart my address is <number and road name 
removed>, I found it easier and more convenient doing it online. 

• Strong supporter of virtual parking permits 

• Strongly support this - it's a good efficiency measure for both residents and the Council. 

• such a good idea, yes please! 

• Suppport the Council to make final decision. 
Clearly, if paperless system is easy to administer then this seems the way ahead. 

• Switching to virtual permits for those who want them is a great idea.  The paper ones 
would fall off because the changes in temperature affected the windscreen glass, so the 
adhesive would dry out.   
I had to cover the back of the paper permit with tape to make it stick, and that left a 
residue on the windscreen that I still haven't been able to remove. 

• system works brilliantly. I was particularly impressed by how it worked when I had to 
change cars 

• Thank you for asking about our opinion and this change which l am very much pro 

• Thank you for enabling the last year to do the permit remotely! 

• Thank you for making the process easier during a challenging time. 

• Thank you for this proposal it is very good. 

• Thank you! 

• Thank you. the virtual resident permit is definitely an improvement you should keep! 

• Thanks - I love the paperless route, so an emailed pdf to have on file would be brilliant. 

• That's one of the very few good ideas about resident parking that the Council has had. 
However, there's FAR too much suspension of resident bays. When that HAS to happen, 
there should be temporary replacement bays added...ESPECIALLY when a whole street 
is suspended! 

• The changes are great, so much easier 

• the electonic application process is so much better than having to fill in a paper form and 
send masses of documentation to the Town Hall. 

• The last design of physical parking permits were not fit for purpose as they did not 
remain stuck to the windscreen.  
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The existence of a permit in the window blocks in part driver's view. 
The epoxy used is impossible to remove. 

• The less paper the better provided the online service is easy and quick to use 

• The new parking permit system is brilliant - works well, instant permit on the car, I no 
longer need to visit RBKC and pay a fortune to park the car in the underground car-park - 
i entirely support the paperless digital parking permit! 

• The online permitting is great saves time and allows you to get it done when the office is 
closed. Especially when you are changing vehicles. 

• the online service is excellent! 

• The paperless parking permit is really a great idea. 

• The paperless scheme appears to be working well so far and it is more convenient all 
round. 

• The paperless system works very well and is a big improvement on the previous process. 
I support it strongly. 

• the process is clear an succinct. i would ask though that two reminders are sent about 
renewing your permit, as I did not see the first one (I must have done, but it was not 
obvious) in this last year. 

• The renewal certificate should be posted so that people don't miss the renewel.  I prefer 
the paperless, it is better for the environment, safer for me to drive without my borough 
displayed, doesn't mess up the windshield or block vision. 

• The renewal process was quick and simple. I also like not having something stuck to my 
windscreen! 

• The scheme is amazing, it is easy and quick and no stickers are required in the windows 
too.  Perfect. 

• The scheme is fantastic, simple and sustainable. 

• The scheme seems excellent to me  Much better than the old one. 

• The system should go wholly electronic.  For accessibility matters, perhaps exceptional 
access could be provided at council offices for anyone who has a valid driving licence 
(thus has passed the relevant tests to be able to access DVLA online etc) but still has a 
struggle with an online permit access (but it's hard to think why accessibility should be a 
problem in such case), 

• The virtual (paperless) parking permits are a prime example of innovation in the face of 
adversity. 
The Council handled this change in a manner that is most commendable. 

• The virtual parking is  more convenient for the council and residents.  
Having a PDF copy  as a proof is an excellent  idea in case the council network system 
had an error  or went down for any reasons. 
Thank you 

• The virtual parking permit avoids :  
previous issue with permit, which got unstuck from windscreen, delay 
delays in receiving the actual permit. 
Process is better and quicker 

• The virtual parking permit has been a real success and I would like to commend RBKC 
for adopting it so quickly during the lockdowns. 

• The virtual parking permit is the way to go. So easy and hassle free. I want it to continue. 

• The virtual parking permits are great! 

• The virtual permits are a great improvement - makes life a lot easier. 

• The virtual permits has made an already efficient process even more efficient. hard copy 
permits should not be needed, assuming parking enforcement wardens have access to 
check if a vehicle has the relevant permit 
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• The virtual permits have been really helpful 

• The virtual system now in place and proposed is very good and I fully support 

• The virtual system seems to work well and even Westminster after painful initial teething 
problems seem to have got their heads round how to check if a parked car on a 
boundary road has an RBK&C permit 

• The Virtual System works very efficiently … 
We think it and most services provided by RBKC should be Virtual…. 

• The visual parking permit is the best application I have seen in London in the past 20 
years. This has showed how advanced and forward looking our RBKC is compared to 

other councils. Please Keep it as it is！ 

• The way you manage this now, compared to, say, 10 years ago is FANTASTIC. You are 
fast, responsive, a lot of unnecessary paperwork has disappeared. You are great! 

• The whole process is so much more streamlined and efficient - the changes have been 
very beneficial. Thank you. 

• There seems to be little argument against virtual parking permits as a parking warden 
would need to check any paper permit in the window of a car he does not recognise, this 
being as time consuming as checking your database through his handheld device. As 
more cars become electric and require street-side power sources in resident's bays, 
technology should  be able to tell you if a charging car has a permit. Less paper, more 
tech! 

• These plans seem entirely logical and, if they save the Council and therefore the 
residents money, they can be nothing but advantageous. 

• They have made a big and positive change for us. Thank you so far. 

• They have worked very well in my area 

• They have worked well and are better for environment and reduce clutter on windscreen. 

• They work well so far. Keep them ! 

• They work well. 

• They’re a great idea. Saves on messing about with sticky bits of paper, and in the last 
year of use the glue didn’t work so I had to sellotape my permit to my windscreen! 

• Think it is fantastic.  No more waiting at the Town Hall for your number to be called! 

• Think virtual permits are a great idea 

• This has been a game changer. Keep virtual permits, in my opinion. 

• This has been a great convenience to me, as my renewal date clashes with my annual 
trip to visit my family in the US. You would send the notice to re-apply shortly after I’d left 
on my trip, and I’d have to make sure that I got back before the renewal date. Since you 
can handle this online, I think most people would be very happy to handle it online. One 
suggestion is to find a way to handle the transfer of permits when you change cars. If you 
needed your permit for the old car this morning, and need the permit for your new car 
later on today, the transfer should be almost automatic. Handling it online seems to be 
the easiest way to go. 

• This has been a saviour and so much easy to deal with for everyone involved. Not only it 
saves the environment but it is also a very easy way of managing parking. 

• This has been an excellent move. 
The only issue for me has been that in "shared roads" (eg <road name removed>) the 
officers from other councils cannot reference the RBKC database. 
A PDF will solve this. 

• This has made my life so much easier as I can do it at work on my computer or at my 
own convenience instead of taking half a day off work to go to town hall the paper less is 
the best thing ever 

• This has worked well for me since lockdown and I have not had any problems. 
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• This is a forward thinking move.  
I’d also like to see discount pay parking rates for residents who have to use a pay bay 
when there aren’t resident spots available. 

• This is a great idea because in the last few years of physical permits the glue holding the 
permits to the window did not work very well meaning the permit ended up in the footwell 
without my noticing and tickets ensued. 

• This is a great initiative. It should be also linked to an online way of notifying permit users 
about suspensions - it's partly working already but it needs to become much smoother 
(some suspensions are short notice when you are already parked, for example). Great to 
see RBKC moving more services online - thank you! 

• This is a much improved service particularly when a temporary replacement vehicle is 
used and the permit can be temporarily switched over ( example car in for repairs and 
get temp car) 

• This is a really great system and is so much easier than handling bits of paper on car 
windscreens. 

• This is a very good initiative 

• this is a wonderful innovation and I welcome the ease of using the online system - so 
much paper reduced.  Well done 

• This is absolutely the right thing to do. 

• This is an excellent initiative, and should certainly be made permanent. 

• This is an excellent scheme and online should be the model for other services as well 

• This is an excellent service - please don’t change. 

• This is an excellent service and the decision to go virtual was absolutely correct. It has 
the added advantage that when the vehicle is parked anywhere outside RBKC it is not 
immediately identifiable as being based in Kensington and becoming a target. I see no 
additional cost to sending a PDF to all permit holders. The PDF could be clearly 
identifiable as for use on the Westminster boundary only. 

• This is definitely a step in the right direction so has my full support. 

• This is not a question. Less paper is always better! 

• This is the only way to move forward if we want to be environmentally friendly, it is also 
much more efficient 

• This is the simplest way to manage the whole parking permit process and being 
paperless is environmentally friendly hence benefiting the council on cost and the 
environment. This will also make life easier for residents wanting a car permit. 

• This is the way forward. It is easy, simple and efficient. I strongly support the current 
arrangements of virtual permit. 

• This is the way of the future and we must resist from clinging on to age old systems and 
methods 

• This new system is essential for the current and future developments. The Pandemic 
might have been the reason but it would defy logic if reversed! 

• This should have been changed years ago, before pandemic, so much simpler, straight 
forward and saves all that paperwork. 

• This system has worked surprisingly well over the last eighteen months and anything to 
make life easier for the council and residents has my support. 

• This system is a lot better! Don’t go back. Just send our pdfs to those who want it 

• This was a great idea, we shouldn't go back to only paper parking permits 

• This was a solid idea and glad to see it implemented. Investing in web-based service is 
the future of all businesses and government. Makes sense for the council to invest in it 
too. 

• Thorough agree with your new procedure - bravo RBK&C 
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• totally support paperless permits - system has worked really well - except that it is good 
to see if cars who do not have permits are parked in the residential bays - this is an 
ongoing problem in my area 

• Trial seems to have gone well. Congratulations on the digitisation of this service. 

• Very easier now, thanks       

• Very easy system and very quick. Thank you. 

• Very efficient and easy to renew et 

• Very good 

• Very good initiative 

• Very good move. I fully support the move to virtual permit. 

• Very good services 

• Very happy with this idea of switching to virtual permit going forward! Thank you. 

• Very much support the permanent virtual permit plans! :) 

• Virtual = MUCH BETTER 

• Virtual car tax works, so virtual licence should too.  Just persuade Westminster to do the 
same, to avoid any confusion at the boundary. 

• virtual is excellent......if nothing changes then it should be basically pay and receive 

• Virtual is much better than paper permits - it works. Fully support emailing residents a pdf 
is they request one for them to print. RBKC should not be printing or mailing anything 
that can be paperless. 

• virtual is the future! well done. 

• Virtual Paperless Permits have many advantages and few if any disadvantages. 

• Virtual parking permit has been working perfectly for me this last 2years. 

• Virtual parking permit is great. 

• Virtual parking permits are a huge improvement on the paper versions. Please keep 
doing them going forward. 

• Virtual parking permits are a very good idea. 

• Virtual parking permits are great to refuce extra paper work 

• Virtual parking permits are so much easier and very hassle-free; I'm very much in favour 
of that change. 

• Virtual permit has been great, please continue 

• Virtual permit has to be the way forward regardless of COVID or not, 

• Virtual permit process is significantly quicker and easier to deal with . 

• Virtual permits are a fantastic idea for all the reasons you identified in this email 

• Virtual permits are a good idea 

• Virtual permits are a great step forward. I support and congratulate the Council on 
making this change and also on seeking ways to be more responsive to residents and 
making the whole process easier. I was recently impressed by how easy it was when I 
changed my car to have the parking permit swapped to the new car. 

• Virtual permits are a no brainer. I cannot think of a reason why you would change it bavk 

• Virtual permits are amazing as they do not clutter the windscreen. Please just don't forget 
to remind permit holders before their permit is due to expire 

• Virtual permits are efficient, green and make sense in a post COVID world 

• Virtual permits are extremely convenient for those who work full time. It's a real 
improvement to my RBKC permit experience. 

• virtual permits are far easier to manage from the Councils side 

• Virtual permits are massively more useful and modern, particularly for those of us who 
travel a lot 
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• Virtual permits are much better - more environmentally friendly and are issued 
immediately. I had to park my car on an unregulated road in Battersea in previous years 
when I first moved to Fulham as there was a big wait to get my H&F permit processed. 
This is the modern way so well done for adopting. 

• Virtual permits are perfect! Used to live in a different borough before moving to Chelsea 
and they adopted virtual permits long before Covid and it was great. 100% support 

• Virtual Permits are the way forward and should save time and money for all as far as I 
can ascertain. 

• Virtual permits are the way forward, a lot easier and cheaper for the borough 

• Virtual permits great, easy to apply online & the reminder system exemplary. 

• Virtual permits have been much easier than paper permits, in my experience. Quicker. 

• Virtual permits without having to visit the council are far superior and easier to manage. 

• Virtual permits work wonderful 

• Way better than paper permits - please keep virtual! 

• Way more efficient and constructive as a procesd 

• We are all trying to save on our carbon footprint. The same way we have road tax 
reminders, we have permit reminders - it’s simple 

• We are currently in the digital age where everything is going digital. Currently the council 
is lagging behind. This temporary adoption was a step in the right direction. We need 
more of these. 

• We found the process easier online than in the town hall. And the fact that we didn't ha e 
to wait for it to arrive e was even better. 

• We need to evolve and use technology to help us. Avoiding double work for everyone is 
imperative. Well done 

• We should be moving to digital. It’s easier, faster and more efficient. For those digitally 
less savvy there should also be the option to have the physical permit and application, 
but this should be an added option vs the norm. 

• welcome to the 21st century! 

• Well done - a good move 

• Well done. The benefits of virtual permits are very much appreciated. 

• When applying permits on line would it be posible to handle any request with a fast 
response . 
Also for changing cars or made any update on a vehicle parking be mor straight forward, 
it takes a lot of time to get a response. 
Thank you 

• When looking for a temp transfer of permit (ie replacement vehicle due to accident repair 
of usual permitted vehicle) much easier, quicker and environmentally friendly to transfer 
and reinstate online rather than attend council offices in person. 

• When this was first introduced, I welcomed it wholeheartedly and thought that it was to 
be permanent! 
 
I strongly support this innovation, and think that to abolish it would be thoroughly 
retrograde. 

• While we support the further development of online permits, we also believe it’s important 
to continue paper support for those who need or prefer it 

• Wholly support the move to paperless - the DVLA does it with road tax, saves time and 
cost for everyone 

• Why regress when you have the online system in place. Provide benefits for online 
orders due to paperless like when renewing passports etc. 
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• Wonderful that parking permits are virtual, but how do I transfer the parking permit when I 
sell my current car and buy a new one? 

• worked well, less paperwork, well done! 

• Working excellently and when I have had to switch mine to a temporary it was so fast! 

• Works very well; sensible; efficient all round. Will you keep face to face for first 
application to counter fraud? 

• Works well for me 

• Yes easier to access online but also be sympathetic to the residents who are not online 
or not easily so. It should not be all of one one none of the other. Having the online 
capability will 
Significantly reduce the strain on the in person staff and experience. It just makes sense 
to do it.  Thanks for listening. 

• You have basically summed up my thoughts on the benefits and I applaud the handful of 
small, sensible changes you are proposing to make the paperless system yet better. 

• You should be aiming to go completely paperless so I would support no pdf at all. Make it 
uniform. 

• Your proposal is practical and meets the demands of a paperless society, business and 
private. 

• Your systems are very impressive. Keep up the good work! 
 
Remind permit holders before permit is due to expire (post/email) 

• It would be really helpful to receive and email and text with the renewal pin to warn when 
the permit is expiring.  
- Is there any way of being notified about parking restrictions in the area other than going 
to the street and visually check for no yellow parking restriction signs? If we could sign up 
to a weekly email that is sent detailing which streets will have restrictions (like TfL do for 
road closures/tube works etc) this would be so helpful. 

• Will be important to email Permit holders of when they need renewing   
2  Virtual Stopping and starting needs to be effectively built in to the process_ Particularly 
stopping : eg sale of car and no repurchase.; notification by Executors of death of Permit 
holder . 3 Provision of paper disc for residents who own a car but are not on the internet 
? 

• I needed to change my permit from one car to another.  The whole process took over 
four days as an initial mistake apparently  took that long to correct.  Had I been sitting on 
the opposite side of a desk in the Civic Centre, the matter would have been sorted out at 
once. 2.  At least with a paper permit in the car it is easy to see when it needs to be 
renewed.  We are assured that we will be alerted when our permits are coming to the 
end of their lives.  The DVLA gave us the same assurance.  They don't. 

• A couple of email/ text reminders about expiry date of permit would be great 

• A few automated reminders about the parking permit expiring would be helpful.  
6 weeks, 4 weeks, 2 weeks and 2 days prior.  
I received the notice by mail, but I missed it as I was travelling on business. Is there any 
way to pay online by card without having to call in to the office to make the permit 
renewal payment? 

• A paper permit is a reminder of when it is due to expire, should an email or paper mail 
get lost and not be delivered. 

• A paper reminder to renew is very helpful 

• A receipt of payment for a permit, similar to that generated for standard financial 
transactions, is required by permit holders for various purposes. This is not currently 
issued by RBKC and it is a lot of bother for residents to be contacting the Town Hall to 
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ask for one.  
Please can you address this? 

• A Reminder 6-8 weeks ahead of expiry date to be notified very a email or post 

• A reminder by email when the permit is approaching the expiry date would be much 
appreciated. The reminder letter for renewal was lost in the transit and I never received it. 
I missed the renewal deadline as I didn't have the expiry date of the permit noted down 
elsewhere. 

• A reminder in a timely fashion is vital. I see this is already anticipated. 

• A reminder of expiry date would be sensible 

• A reminder to everyone that their parking permit is running out would be essential. 

• A reminder when it expires would be fantastic please. Thank you 

• a reminder will be the most useful thing 

• A reminder would be good when the permit is coming to an end. 

• A system of reminders when the permit is close to expiry should be adopted 

• Advise residents when their Parking Permit expiry date is approaching 

• All corresponds will be done by email. 

• Allow residents to choose email communication method 

• Also agree with the proposed policy of being sent a renewal reminder six weeks in 
advance of expiry 

• Also strongly believe the Council must send email (or otherwise)  reminders when these 
paperless virtual parking permits are up for renewal.  This is very important because 
without seeing the paper permit with expiration date on windshield, the majority of people 
will not remember when they need to renew. 

• Always useful to get a reminder email before new permit is due. 

• an automated reminder to renew our parking permits near to expiry would be much 
appreciated 

• An electronic reminder that the permit needs to be renewed should be in place as its 
easy to forget when the permit expires 

• An email reminder before the expiry of an existing permit is essential. 

• An e-mail renewal reminder would be helpful. 

• Another reminder to renew, eg via email or SMS, would be very helpful. This year I 
received the letter a month or two before, thought I would do it nearer the time, and then 
forgot about it until I received a ticket. 

• Apart from sending reminders to renew my parking permit via the post, it would be good 
if reminders were sent via email. 

• As far you notify us when permit expires 

• As long as a reminder is sent of the expiry date in good time, I support this scheme.  
However in areas where there is commercial traffic it is very annoying when you are 
unable to ascertain whether the vehicle parked is a resident or not, especially when 
searching for a place oneself as a resident. 

• AS long as an email reminder to renew is sent out  -  I am so up for it 

• As long as recent renewal is acknowledged by post and email and advance notice is 
given for next renewal with a pdf able to be fixed onto my windscreen when paid then all 
is well. 

• As long as you send us adequate reminders to renew I think this is a great idea and have 
enjoyed having a clear windshield and extra anonymity when outside of the borough. 

• As suggested a reminder before expiry would be helpful and a direct debit auto renewal 
in a similar way to the road tax by DVLA would simply renewals as well. 

• As the permits were not issued electronically or on paper and we received no reminder 
when the permit was due to run out last summer, we missed the deadline and had to 
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completely re-apply as if a new resident which was very frustrating process.   Your staff 
are however always helpful. 

• Aside from a reminder, could you create a virtual appointment eg. 2 weeks before the 
expiry which residents could accept if they so wish, as an additional reminder.  
Sometimes email reminders .... get lost in the mass of emails? 

• At the end of the permission expire date please send a reminder by email and post. 

• Automatic Email confirmation of purchase would be good. 

• Automatic renewal reminders 

• Because of the issue of shared roads, documentation has to be provided.  And now that 
we are through the brunt of the Covid pandemic, it is hard to know who is parked legally 
or not. 

• Before any changes how do I know when my permit will expire? 

• Being told when the permits run out is my main concern 

• Can the. Borough ensure to send. 2 reminder by email and. post to avoid. missing a. 
renewal as it happens to me - and got a ticket... 

• Can you ensure you communicate via both post and email when sending reminders, it 
seems odd that residents ae requested to provide an email address as part of the 
application process, but then it is never used. 

• Care must be taken when going paperless that  a renewal is not missed because the 
renewal reminder from RPS goes into the recipient's spam an is not seen by the resident 
before Spam is cleared.  To mitigate against this risk, more than one electronic reminder 
should be sent until renewal is due. 

• Concerned that if email only notifications are issued, those can be easily missed by 
permit holders -e.g. end up in junk mail folder, and any other reason including technical 
failure. In any event, I consider that a postal notification should be issued if no renewal 
occurs after an email reminder is issued.  There are a host of reasons why an email 
might not reach the recipient or be opened by them.  It would be unreasonable to fine or 
even tow a resident vehicle, relying solely on the basis an email reminder was issued at 
some point. 

• Concerns about renewal of permit 

• Confirmation by email or by post is crucial 

• Dear Sir/Madam, 
As a resident of RBKC with residential parking permit, I’d like to ask if it would be 
possible to implement an automated system with text message notifications to give the 
residents who park their vehicles outside their home registered on their permit, to be 
notified of any upcoming planned roadwork/closure to avoid unnecessary penalty 
charges. Especially when their vehicles are parked outside their registered home 
address.  
Many thanks, and there’s always room for improvement. 

• Definitely send an email to everyone when expiry date is approaching. It should not be 
‘and/or’. 

• Definitely would like notice of expiration 

• Easier online access is hugely desirable, in my opinion... 

• Email notification for renewal 

• Email notification when due for renewal VIP 

• Email reminder when due for renewal. 

• email reminders ahead of renewal 

• Email renewal reminders are imperative. 

• Email, mail, or text reminder of expiration will be very useful and even essential. 

• ensure email reminders are sent ahead of the renewal 
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• Ensure residence are given plenty of notice of phase in 

• Ensure that reminders to renew the permits are sent out - as previously (or not, in my 
case!) in a timely fashion to enable residents to renew their permit. 

• Ensure that residents are in fact notified of their permit renewal with a letter or email. 

• Ensure that the notice to residents via mail or e-mail that their parking permit will soon be 
expiring should be done with a reasonable amount of time to allow for people being on 
holiday or away on a business trip etc.  This cannot be done with just 14 days notice or 
something similar. 

• Ensure you send a reminder near the date of renewal by email and text 

• Essential to remind me well in advance when it expires 

• First reminder as email is fine but a last postal reminder would be helpful. In the email 
subject line include the renewal date. Also include a calendar entry file along with the 
PDF attached to the email. 

• Good idea but does need the reminder a number of weeks before expiry 

• Good to have a reminder before renewal 

• Great idea. 
Just hope the reminders when they do expire come in time. 

• Happy with paperless permits. However more needs to be done to remind permit-holders 
to renew as the post is unreliable - post often goes to the wrong flat or building. 
Reminder by email and / or text could be better options. If that's not possible then more 
than one reminder in the post would be needed, or some process of putting a reminder 
on the car warning that the permit has expired and enabling a short period of time for the 
permit to be renewed before the ticket/fine for illegal parking is put on the car. 
A printed PDF could fade in the sun if displayed in the car. 

• I agree that a reminder (postal or email) should be sent in advance to customers about 
their permit expiry. 

• I agree that a reminder is really important - both by email and post ideally.  Otherwise I'm 
happy for it to be paperless. 

• i also welcome teh proposal for timely reminder ahead of expiry. i would encourage this 
to be repeated reminders. as emails can often go into spam 

• I always pay my permit right on time since I know well the consequences for not paying. 
This year I did not receive the letter with the reminder since Royal Mail is absolutely 
useless and unreliable. As a result, since there was no visual permit to remind me, I did 
not remembered the date of the renewal and got a  ticket. The council was kind enough 
to cancel this ticket but it created a lot of unnecessary stress and waste of time. The 
council should not rely on mail reminders . Emails are a very efficient way to 
communicate. I strongly suggest that an email should be sent as reminder to renew our 
permit. Many thanks for your survey 

• I am happy to keep paperless in the same time I like to be inform when my virtual permit 
is near to the end. 

• I am happy with having no permit as long as the system is efficient. i received no 
reminder  one year ,and had a fine as had no way of remembering when it is due - we 
are not all super efficient or young enough to remember.  
Generally K&C parking system works extremely efficiently but like everything reliant on 
systems  in place . Anything that saves waste and money has to be encouraged 

• I am very concerned that a reminder will not be sent, as happened last year (Covid). I 
then received 2 parking fines (Covid). No record of my having had a parking permit, 
(have lived in the borough since 2006 with parking permit and same car). A physical 
permit is easily the best option until the infrastructure to support a virtual permit is in 
place. We will wait and see. 
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• I am worried if I select paperless virtual option. I will experience the same issue I had 
when I renewed my parking permit. I did not received reminder or notification to renew 
my parking permit, as a result I paid penalty charge, which was not right even though I 
informed the officers that i have not been notified. Therefore I am not sure if the virtual or 
paperless option is effective system for me and others, who had the same experience. 

• I beg you to send an e mail reminder to everyone. I received nothing for the last two 
years and was mystified when I got a parking fine on my own area (in this case <road 
name removed>). Also when I panicked and went to get a new permit - end 
September/early October your system was down, which confounded me and as a result I 
messed up loading on my driving licence. I was saved by one of your staff <name 
removed> who a day or so later spotted I was in a mess and phoned me and sorted me 
out. Eternally grateful to her. So please definitely send reminders to us all.  <personal 
details removed> 

• I bought a parking permit online last year and it was much quicker and easier than in 
2018 when I did it in person. I think it should be online permanently but also think there 
should still be a telephone or in person option for getting permits for residents who are 
not as comfortable with using the internet. In addition to the suggestions of having a pdf 
parking permit and having a reminder for when your permit will expire, it would also be 
helpful for the council to confirm that your paperless parking permit has gone through 
and its period of operation once it is bought. I did not get any such confirmation after 
buying my permit and had to get in touch with the council to ensure that the permit was 
live. 

• I completely support renewing online as much as possible. I have not had to visit the 
contact centre in years. If it’s to remain online one message is not enough residents 
should be reminded more frequently to ensure we do renew. Maybe a text message as 
well.  I do object to the lack of a professional permit as a physical reminder. Also more 
cars are on the street and residents have no idea whether they are there legally or not. 
One more comment I would make is that if bays are to be suspended and you have our 
email addresses/phone details it would be very simple to email/text the affected residents 
in the street in advance. 

• I did not received the reminder letter twice and I had penalties I had to discuss: it was a 
big stress!! 

• I do like a paper permit as it does remind me when to renew but think the idea of a e mail 
reminder would be helpful but doesn't get over the problem of non resident permit 
parking which previously I could report to the council  
Only your wardens can check that a car has a valid permit which we residents can’t with 
paperless and that is a useful help to the council  
Your wardens are very hardworking but will miss some non permit cars 

• I do support this move, but I had real difficulty when my permit expired and I hadn’t 
realized. I had not received the documents I was supposed to and had no way of 
checking when it was valid until, so was relying on being sent a reminder. This wasn’t 
sent (or was lost in the mail, either way I definitely didn’t receive it), so I received a 
parking ticket. Although this was eventually cancelled, I had a lot of stress and admin to 
sort and I had difficulty finding somewhere paid to park my car until the issue was 
resolved, as I was advised I had to do. I think when you log into your rbkc account online 
your parking permit information should be easily available to see there, or there should 
be a simple login process to check it elsewhere. I also think reminders should be sent 
two ways - perhaps an email and a text, or email and a letter. Or perhaps one is sent 6 
weeks before it expires and another 2 or 1 week in case that didn’t get through for any 
reason. Of course people who intentionally don’t pay for a permit should be fined, but 
those who genuinely did not realise their permit expired and hadn’t received a reminder 
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should not be penalized. So this should go ahead, but only if the council has improved 
systems to ensure that a) it’s easy to log on and find out all information about your permit 
and b) proper reminders are definitely sent. 

• I do think permit holders should still be sent a reminder of renewal date. 

• I found the renewal process very complicated and convoluted.   I am unsure if I will get a 
reminder this year or of the dates of my permit.  The emails received during the 
processing of my last permit were not clear or easy to understand what the process was.  
 Having a physical permit was a reminder of when it was to expire, so a physical letter 
rather than an email would be better too - it is easy to overlook emails and forget even 
receiving them. 

• I got parking tickets because I never got a reminder so it is essential that these get 
through in multiple ways (letter and emails), perhaps even reminders if a renewal hasnt 
happened. 

• I greatly welcome six weeks' notice of renewal 

• I have a concerned that I would forget to apply for permit if I do not get a reminder for 
permit. 

• I have a friend in the Borough who was not reminded to renew recently ( a bunch of 
emails went astray ) and although parking tickets were refunded it was stressful. 

• I have had a bad experience of this pilot virtual paring permit of the last year as follows: 
I had virtual parking permit for 1 year. I neither had a paper work stating the expiry date 
nor had a sticker label reminding me on the expiry date. I did not receive any letter 
warning me about the expiry date. I only knew/noticed my parking permit was expired 
after I received a PCN, today. I would certainly have renewed my parking permit on time, 
If only I knew about the expiry date on time.  This was a bad experience.   
I suggest the 'virtual parking permit' process/tool  to be modified such that  the 
aforementioned experience to be prevented from happening for me or any body else. 

• I just need to be notified when the Permit is nearing its end date, so that it can be 
renewed. 

• I never received my renewal reminder and I’m now in dispute over two parking tickets. I 
don’t mind it being virtual but we need to be able to access  a site so we can check and 
the council should send two reminders. One as they normally do 2 months ahead and the 
other a week before if it hasn’t been renewed 

• I note that you are already aware of the vital importance of a reliable renewal reminder 
process if permits are paperless. I would like to re-emphasise this  ... I did not receive a 
reminder last year and was issued with a ticket as a result. I was grateful that the ticket 
was eventually cancelled but it was a time-consuming nuisance to have to go through the 
appeal procedure. 

• I prefer paperless permits but we do need to receive not only an email reminder to renew 
our permits but also a text to make sure we have seen that reminder as with so many 
emails being sent it can easily be overlooked. 

• I rarely see wardens in our little road.  Would it be possible to enquire electronically if a 
vehicle is parking legally?  Some cars sit here for a long time without moving. Has the 
income from illegally parked vehicles been affected by the change? Vital importance that 
we receive a reminder when new permit needed. 

• I should like to know why I received a parking penalty charge on <date removed> when 
my car was parked correctly in a residents' parking bay, and I have a valid residents 
permit? 
How can I be reassured that this total  waste of my time and money will not occur again? 

• I STILL HAVE NOT RECEIVED A REMINDER TO RENEW MY PERMIT WHICH 
EXPIRES EARLY IN JANUARY.  I RECEIVED A PARKING FINE A YEAR AGO 
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BECAUSE I NEVER RECEIVED A REMINDER.  THIS WAS THE FIRST TIME IN ALL 
THE 50 YEARS I HAVE LIVED HERE.  THE FINE WAS NOT WITHDRAWN 

• I strongly support being sent a reminder before the permit expires otherwise it is 
impossible to know when to renew it 

• I support virtual permits but ONLY if a reminder is sent both by email and post. Last year 
we received no reminder and therefore did not know to renew 

• I think a reminder 6 weeks prior to renew is a great idea. Save the environment 

• I think a reminder of the end of validity would be quite useful for paperless permits.  It 
should consider that especially in the summer people may be away and therefore should 
be given in advance. 

• I think it is a good idea, although I worry that I shall not know when my permit expires, so 
I am pleased to know that I will be sent a letter with a pin etc.  Having a physical letter is 
important as less able to lose and avoids it going into "spam" etc, but I am sure both 
email and letter would be helpful!  thank you very much 

• I think it is essential that permit holders receive a on line reminder prior to permit expiring 

• I think it is important to send out reminders well before the permit expires. 

• I think it is very important to send reminders to alert us when our permit is due to expire. 

• I think it should be paperless but we should get a reminder email to remind us to renew it 

• I think it’s great in every aspect. Just ensure to please send reminders before parking 
permit runs out. Maybe 1 month or so in advance 

• I think it’s important to send a postal and email or text reminder when your permit is up 
as not everyone remembers/gets the letter 

• I think paperless parking permit is great. I hope they send reminder options on phone or 
email as well. Just in case we lost letter in our communal post. Thank you 

• I think that seeing how there is no physical reminder on the car that would remind permit 
holder of when their pass expires, I think that their should be more in place about 
warning the resident when it’s time to renew as now it’s just one letter a month before. I 
believe it would be beneficial to maybe have a couple letters sent out along with that one 
maybe closer to the date in case that one doesn’t arrive or gets lost or forgotten about as 
it comes a month before it’s due to expire. Or also give options as to how they would like 
to be informed such as Email, Phone call or Text seeing how then it’s in their face seeing 
how the majority of people had their phones on them at all time 

• I think the 6 week reminder should be by post, email & SMS wherever possible. The 
postal reminder is unreliable - this year's never arrived. Emails may end up in the junk 
folder so SMS is another method of reminding residents that their permits are expiring 
shortly. 

• I think the reminder is absolutely vital as we will no longer have the actual permit in the 
car. 

• I think the service is good. 
Just to polish it with visual permits and reminders when necessary 

• I thought the idea in the email sent to have a reminder was a good idea. which I support. 
It is very easy to forget or for an email to go into the spam.  
I would still like to receive a reminder by post. 

• I very much enjoy the paperless/virtual parking permit. It would be helpful to have a 
reminder a month or a few weeks before the permit is due to expire. Thank you 

• I was issued with a PCN few weeks ago because I did not have a permit. 
Your staff said that the reminder was posted, I never received it. 
Considering that I always had a permit for the past 3- years , then it is a bit strange. 
Few weeks later same thing happened with one of our neighbours, perhaps you should 
send a 2nd reminder a couple of weeks prior to expiry. perhaps you should 
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• I was issued with a virtual permit in October 2020 by e-mail. The e-mail (which I keep for 
reference) did not state the expiry date of the permit. I do not know how I could have 
discovered what it was, except by (as I was) being issued with a penalty notice and then 
having to pay for the Hornton Street car park whilst a new one was issued. That 
happened speedily (one day) but the process cost me £100 totally unnecessarily 

• I was towed because my permit had expired and the letter had not been received. I was 
told by the very helpful lady in the Council's office that this was a regular occurrence. I 
was also told that the council might get round to using my e-mail, which I had provided. I 
think the council is very poor in thinking these things through and needs to sharpen up its 
act. 

• I would also welcome the email reminder that a permit is due to expire. Thank you 

• I would appreciate a reminder of my expiration date of my permit as this year I got tickets 
because of lack of reminder. The council erased those tickets eventually but Id 
appreciate if i didn't have to go through the process originally 

• I would like a renewal reminder.  Do Westminster have access to the RbKC permit  
Holders car registrations? 

• I would like to receive both an email AND a postal reminder that my parking permit 
renewal date is approaching in case the email finds its way into my spam folder without 
my having read it 

• I would only support paperless if (a) a reminder is sent 6 weeks in advance and (b) there 
is a PDF to print out 

• I would very much appreciate if the reminder could be sent by email instead of by post. 

• Ideally if we could view when our permit expires as previously it was displayed with 
virtual permits we cannot really know the expiry date. I think there must be a kind of 
either pdf, email or text reminder of our permit and printing one even for our record.  I 
must say that previously I have contacted Rbkc regarding permit one of cars and I never 
had a reply and I sent a reminder and again no reply <registration removed> and other 
matters. I think communication is sometimes an issue. Thank you 

• If a person has not renewed 2 weeks before expiry, please send a physical reminder 
letter. I overlook emails sometimes. 

• If not already the case, Notifications should ideally be sent both by email and TEXT! 

• If permits are to be paperless, with no physical reminder on the car, I suggest that not 
only is a reminder sent by email 6 weeks before the renewal date (as is proposed) but 
another reminder is sent by email 7 or 14 days before the due date. This will reduce the 
risk of permit holders forgetting to renew. The process should be simple to implement. 

• In addition to PDF permit and reminder few weeks before expiry, please consider 
sending a reminder to people who have been approved for the permit, but didn’t make a 
payment within a week or so, of example because the payment didn’t go through 

• In favour of a reminder online 

• In the past I have not received the renewal reminder in the post and have incurred a 
hefty fine as I was on holiday. Please can we have both a postal and email reminder or if 
one only email would be my preference. 

• It is an excellent idea as long as electronic communications (email / text) reminders are 
sent in plenty of time. 

• It is critical that reminders for expiring virtual residents passes are sent several times. 
The lack of a physical document on one’s car windscreen makes it possible for people to 
miss deadlines. 

• It is crucial that we know when the current permit expires. 
Please tell me  
HOW I CAN DO THAT NOW? 
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• It is essential that that at least two reminder notices are sent by email 6 weeks and 2 
weeks before renewal date. It is easy to miss / forget a reminder that is some way away 
from the renewal date. 

• It is essential that you notify vehicle owners of the upcoming expiry of their permits as 
part of the new online procedure. 

• It is good way forward is <name removed> having to go to the town hall but the rollout of 
the permits  need to be very much for faster because some people do forget to re new 
and may need it straight away or before grace period 

• It is important that a reminder of the expiry of the permit is sent to the permit holder say 
14 days ahead of such expiry. 

• It is important that renewal reminders are sent. I did not receive one this year and was 
fined and no virtual permit to print was available as a reminder. 

• It is incredibly quick on line.  We are very impressed.  I would just like a couple of 
reminders when it runs out, one to the address and on on line or by phone so that there 
is less chance of being away and missing the reminder 

• It is really hard to remember when a new permit is needed so it is imperative that we get 
reminders 

• It was criminal to stop issuing reminders. I was fined and told to start the application 
process from square 1 - all ID stuff and all.  
I do not think that you employ enough wardens to go without an easily read paper permit 
in the car. people learn how to take advantage of predictable, irregular and lazy (bribes?) 
warden patrols. 

• It would be better to have 2 reminder emails rather than 1 for renewal. 6 weeks prior may 
not be sufficient for people who may be busy or away and miss the notification. 

• It would be good to be advised 6 weeks before expiry. 

• It would be good to make it clearer in emails regarding permits which car’s permit you are 
referring to. I live in a household with multiple cars and it can sometimes be confusing 
who’s car the correspondence is regarding! 

• It would be good to receive email notice of renewal. 

• It would be helpful if you still send a reminder that a permit is due to expire as I had an 
issue this year where I didn’t receive a reminder and was issued a PCN. Also when a 
reminder is sent, it has a pin which makes it easier to obtain your new permit 

• It would be helpful in the future: 
-to have a proof that my resident permit is active by for example sending a pdf (with the 
payment of the renewal) 
-send a text message or email to remind residents in advance that their permit is going to 
expire 

• It would be helpful to get the reminders by email i.e. everything can be done on line. 
Thank you. 

• It would be nice to get another reminder closer to the time like when there is a week to go 
or something, an email would be sufficient. 

• It would be very helpful if permit renewal notices could be sent by email in addition to (or 
in lieu of) paper.   This is especially useful for residents who are often out of town. 

• It’s easier to renew your permit my on criticism would be I had to call up to ensure it 
started hence why I feel a confirmation email is needed to confirm start date etc 

• it's a great idea  but 
1.  Must issue reminders - I would say  one by post and also by email as the renewal 
date approaches 
2.  A PDF permit emailed would be great ,   ideally everyone would add one into their 
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vehicle,  it's good to be able to see who is parking outside my flat, if they should be there.  
Of course not everyone will do this,  but still a good idea 

• Just one comment. A virtual permit means it is less obvious to know when it expires : you 
have to go online or find the email that was sent when the permit was issued/renewed. It 
would help if you could make sure that you send a reminder email when it expires (I did 
not get one last time and was only reminded of it when I got a PCN...). Thank you! 

• Last year I didn't receive a reminder that my permit was expiring and as I had no 
reminder in the car windscreen I failed to renew and received a parking ticket 

• Let residents know when there permits are expiring 

• Let us know when it is time to renew via email 

• Make it very clear, the duration of the permit, so residents do not accidentally miss their 
time to re-apply. In addition, improve the online changing vehicle process, so we can 
instead just complete the application online (using a program of course) where we can 
also upload verifying documents - which would only need to be approved on your end. 
Easy peasy. Very worrying when you have a new vehicle sat outside, waiting 3-4 days 
from a response from RBKC, to then wait another 3-4days for a response to yours, 
totalling 10-14days until you're sorted. 

• Make sure to send reminders by post and email. 

• Make sure you send an early reminder! I got two penalties last year because there were 
no reminders and I had no idea that my permit was due! 

• Most importantly, please send both hard copy renewal notice by post and also via email. 
Some people don’t have email, or it is unreliable, plus it is easy to miss an email or have 
it put in the spam folder. Nobody wants to miss a renewal notification!! 

• much better but please do issue email AND postal reminders in good time 
Many thanks 

• Must advise ingood time when permit will expire, either by email or what’s app. 

• Must receive paper renewal reminder by post in good time prior to renewal date. 

• My biggest concern is to miss the action to renew and receive a fine without the visual 
reminder in my car. However if I am reminded by the council be email, text, post for 
example then I don’t have the same concern. Inlioe the idea of reminders and a direct 
debit too so I can never miss the action. 

• My main concern is forgetting to renew it since I can’t see the date on the permit as a 
reminder. Multiple text reminders and letters to tell you it is expiring would be reassuring. 
One letter is not enough. 

• My only comment is to give residents reasonable warning to move their vehicle when 
bays are about to be suspended. Frequently this is not the case and very unfair. Just a 
simple text to the registered mobile number would suffice . 
 
Thanks very much 

• My only concern is on remembering when the renewal date is.  Auto renew should 
always be available and a sufficient number of reminders about when payment is due 
and fo how much.  I think three email reminders at 6 weeks, 3 weeks and one week prior 
to renewal would be welcome. 

• My only concern would be missing the renewal notice or being missed off the reminder 
list 

• My renewal letter was lost in the post and virtual permit meant that I did not realise it had 
expired and renew it on time. As a result I got a penalty and had no way of checking if I 
had an active permit until I stopped an enforcement officer on the street and asked him to 
check. The whole thing is a fiasco, please bring back paper permit. 

• Need a reminder for expiry 
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• Need reassurance we will be given warning of expiry as always relied on the paper 
permit displayed in my vehicle. Would like paper stick on as well as online 

• Need to remind us 1 week before as you send us to early for the renew application I miss 
the application renew as I forgot about it and didn’t have the old one to remind me the 
date 

• Non residents may be confused that no permits appear in residents' vehicles. Perhaps 
the signage needs to be updated? 

• Not all residents get the reminder as happens regularly 

• Not only should it be made easier, it should not take up to 10 days for renewal.  Also a 
reminder email should be sent out to everyone prior to their permit running out. 

• Notice of permit expiration I feel should be in writing by post.  Emails are very easily 
mislaid. 

• Notice of renewal MUST be sent electronically. And first and second renewal reminders 
should be sent out. Having an online system for renewal / purchase, which includes 
registering an email address,  then ONLY sending out paper renewal notices (singular, 
and 2 months in advance), is a seriously compromised system. 

• Obviously the reminder is the most important...should be done via email to ensure it gets 
delivered in time 

• On virtual permits, do I get reminded when my permit expired? 

• Once a few years ago my permit renewal letter got sent to my neighbour who did not 
hand it on and luckily I discovered it was out of date so could renew without getting a 
parking fine. 
It would be good to add to the envelope something like: 
THIS LETTER IS TIME SENSITIVE PLEASE PASS TO RECIPIENT IF RECEIVED IN 
ERROR 

• One of the benefits of the old paper permit was that it acted as a reminder of when the 
permit expires.  So it would be helpful if you can email a reminder, one month in 
advance, that the permit is about to expire and needs to be renewed. 

• only issue is memorising expiry date but If you send reminders that is fine. 

• Our residents live busy lives and are unaware of the current process regarding virtual 
parking permits. Therefore, I would propose the following... 
 
Please send proactive email reminders about virtual parking permit expiry at the following 
times: 
 
* 6 weeks before expiry 
* 2 weeks before expiry 
* 1 day before expiry 
 
So, three email reminders in total. 
 
Also, please send an email notification that the virtual parking permit has expired. 
Residents may be completely unaware that the virtual parking permit had expired, until 
they receive a PCN/parking ticket.  
 
Also, please send a postal notification 6 weeks before expiry.  
 
These notifications should be part of the virtual parking permit service and not optional. 

• Paperless is a no brainer but paper options need to be made available to those with 
disabilities/no access to Internet etc. Reminders of expiry are essential 
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• Paperless parking permits is brilliant as long as its easy to apply for and we receive a 
reminder before it's finished thanks 

• Paperless permits are a great innovation. If - hopefully  - this continues, it would be 
important to send out early and regular reminders to renew - by email and by text/sms 

• Paperless permits are an excellent innovation. Should go hand-in-hand with online 
renewal and reminders to renew ahead of expiry. 

• permit renewal reminder email is very important 

• Please adopt SMS NOTIFICATION AS A REMINDER FOR RENEWAL OF THE 
PERMIT...! 

• Please advise when permit must be renewed 

• Please also continue to send timely reminders of the need to renew both by letter and 
eMail 

• Please be sure to send an email or text notifying that the permit is about to expire. It's 
meant to happen but mine doesn't arrive. 

• Please could you give residents the choice as to whether they receive their renewal 
reminder by email or post? For example, I would prefer to receive it by email and not at 
all by post. 

• Please do keep sending the reminder. 

• Please do send me a reminder to renew my parking permit in good time by email. 

• Please email renewal reminders in advance of permit expiry. 

• Please ensure that paper reminders are sent by post in good time prior to renewal date 

• Please ensure that there is still a reminder for permits. 

• Please ensure you assure renewal notices, sadly lacking this year. 

• Please make sure that at least 3 reminders are sent by text/email at 5-3-1 weeks beforeh 
the deadline. No need to send a letter (which will offset the paper savings for the permit 
in any case). 

• Please make sure we are sent a renewal by email. Post can go missing. Many thanks 

• PLEASE MAKE SURE WE RECEIVE A REMINDER PREFERABLY BY POST AND 
EMAIL SO WE DO NOT MISS RENEWAL.. Last year the department issuing virtual 
permits agreed they did not believe they had evidence of a reminder being sent to me. 
However I still had to pay the penalty notice. If you want to go paperless could you not 
send a diary appointment to each permit holder so the renewal goes straight into their 
electronic diary with a one month reminder alert, much as airlines send a diary entry for 
flights. We could opt in for this service, if some people prefer paper reminders. 

• Please make sure you send reminder. 

• Please make sure you send reminders in good time so I can renew it. 

• Please post a paper reminder as otherwise I fear I may forget to renew. 

• Please remind us in good time when we need to renew our permits.  Without this it is 
impossible to remember. 

• Please see above. We need reminders when they run out so we can renew them. I forget 
the date and don’t have the permit in my windscreen to remind me 

• Please send a reminder by email 

• Please send an email reminder to renew the permit as I have not received the post 
reminder in the past. Thank you! 

• Please send reminder .  HAVE FORGOTTEN RENEWAL DATE! 

• Please send REMINDERS of when the permit is due 

• Please send renewal notifications. 

• Please send renewal option a few weeks before expiration!  Last year, I received the 
renewal advice on the same day as the expiration of my parking permit ! 
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• Please send renewal reminder 6 weeks prior to expiry and again 1 week prior to expiry. 
Thank you. 

• Please send the renewal form/code by email as well as post, to aid those who are 
travelling frequently. 

• Please send us regular reminders via email near our renewal time. Even after I have paid 
I can’t remember if I have paid. 

• Please, aim to send renewal notices by email and by post. 

• Providing that the six week promised notice of the permit expiring is maintained. 

• Really feel the need to be able to have reminders sent for renewals. Also it's a good idea 
to have the choice to print one out at home for display in car window 

• Receiving the reminder by email is much more helpful as I travel for business, and as 
such as not always in the UK when the permit renewal letter arrives. By sending an email 
it would allow me to renew online, and reduce the stress of the process. 

• Remind us of the expiry date by post is crucial as some of us receive countless emails a 
day. 

• reminder by email/text of expiry date would be useful 

• Reminder email/text important as I didn’t realise my permit was due and I wasn’t in 
london for the renewal so I got a ticket and had to reapply fir a new permit as I exceeded 
the time limit for renewal. 

• Reminder for renewal should continue to be send out to resident in a reasonable time to 
enable both budgiting and time to renew. 

• Reminder is really important - I received a PCN this year because there was no reminder 
sent and I had not set one up in my calendar. I was (relatively) happy to pay this but 
would really value some sort of automated reminder system. 

• Reminder of expiry date a month prior would be helpful 

• reminder of permit renewal and expiry should be sent both by post and via email. 

• reminder to be sent by post and email 

• reminders are important 

• Reminders are important if you don’t have a paper permit. 

• Reminders are the key. In addition to the six week notice, it would be helpful to have a 
chaser to a mobile phone if the expiry date has been reached without a renewal. 

• REMINDERS BY EMAIL ARE ESSENTIAL. 

• reminders need to be sent by email and/or post.  with virtual permits its otherwise 
impossible to know your renewal date 

• Reminders of renewal of parking permits should be sent by email and SMS message and 
more than once. 

• Reminding drivers of the renewal date of their parking permit is vital. 
We have to be reassured that this is going to happen religiously with each and every 
registered person. 

• Renewal of virtual permit was difficult and lengthy, perhaps getting reminded of 
expiration time ahead of deadline so renewal is seamless 

• Renewal reminders are very helpful 

• Renewal/Expiry reminder email and by post please 

• Renewal: please can there be a reminder sent in good time to get us to renew 

• Sadly the reminders do not work, get lost in emails and a reminder 2 weeks before would 
help.  Currently you pay but takes 24hrs for your payment to be approved so if you don’t 
get your reminder and only remember at the last minute you end up with a fine! 

• See above - reminders when permits are due (albeit I have always found these arrive 
timely in the post) 

• see above no no 3 about reminding residents that their permit is due for renewal 
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• Send a remainder before the parki g permit expire 

• Send a reminder 2 weeks before 

• Send a reminder before expiry 

• Send advanced warning of expiry weekly from one month before expiry date 

• Send expiry reminder by SMS as well. Emails are often ovelooked 

• Send reminder letters in post, I received a fine because I forgot to renew!!!! 

• Send two reminders, 6 weeks and two weeks before expiry. I got a reminder but due to a 
hectic month forgot to renew my permit and ended up paying a fortune in parking tickets 
until it was renewed which took 10 days 

• SEND VIRTUAL AND HARD COPY REMINDER 4-6 WEEKS IN ADVANCE 

• Sending a reminder about renewal is crucial. At least two reminders should be sent as it 
is easy to miss an email. 

• sending an email reminder is excellent as otherwise one can forget to apply. I t would be 
best sent by email and if agreed by post as well. 

• Set up auto renewal so residents permits don’t expire. This could be an opt in or out 
option. 

• Should send a reminder of the expiry date 1 month and 1 week before expiry (unless 
renewed). 
Should also offer an option of direct debit with automatic renewal and refund if permit is 
terminated after renewal, but before expiry. 

• Since you send a notice when a permit will expire 

• Some times my post goes missing. Do you send an email reminder. 

• Still allow the 8 day grace period. Or enable an account to be created online to give 
details of permit pin using security questions and have this send a reminder alert every 6 
or 12 months to make process more automated. Customer can choose to get reminder 
via email  or in the post. 

• The application and renewal process are a bit cumbersome right now in that payment is 
a separate process. Ideally, this is all done in one go. And as mentioned in the email, 
reminders for renewal are important. 

• The Council to be certain to email AND post renewal notice 6 weeks ahead of expiry 

• The fact you are even asking this is totally ridiculous. You must be so caught up in 
catching people out and making money. Disgraceful. Of course this is the way forward 
and of course you have to make it so much better, than your totally embarrassing, web 
site that looks as if it is totally from the past. You should even have a heads up to 
residents when parking bays become suspended, as message notifications directly to 
their mobile, just in case residents do not know the bays they are parked in, suddenly 
without their knowledge become suspended, then you give them a parking ticket. Which 
is perverse, as you are obviously using your very silly A4 laminated paper stuck on a 
lamp post to notify!!! I mean come on, seriously, this so blatantly to catch people out and 
make money. Get your act together. You are the best. So act like it 

• The idea of an email to remind residents to reapply is very good as it is too easy to forget 
otherwise. 

• The main issue for me is a robust system for renewal reminder - I failed to renew my old 
paper permit a couple of years ago because I new actually received a reminder - and 
ended up with a fine and hassle of completely re-applying. 
I think the new system is very good 

• The Main point for me is that I have warning...and reminders about renewing my current 
permit...my e-mail and a text on my mobile phone...6 weeks before it is renewable ...and 
clear information on the procedure for the vitual Parking Permit..So I don't let it go past 
renewal date..and have plenty of time to renew..Thankyou 
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• The main problem I encountered was not knowing when my permit expired, only when it 
was renewed (I could find an old email with renewal date). Sending a PDF would 
probably solve for this, but it would be even better if it was possible to manage your 
permit online and you could type in your details into the website and see your current 
permit state and expiry info there. 

• The main problem is that most people don't know when their permit expires. In the past 
two years I have not been sent reminder papers. 

• The only handicap of a virtual permit is the visual reminder of its expiry date. Efforts to 
remind license holders to renew their permits would be appreciated. 

• The only snag with paperless permits is that the holder, at renewal time, is reliant on 
memory or on a reminder from the Council. The latter usually works, but not always. 

• The paperless system is only acceptable if RBKC sends reminders to residents when 
their permit expires. Mine expired, i didn't get a reminder from RBKC, and because i 
didn't have a visual reminder on my windscreen i forgot to renew. Then my car got towed 
and i had to pay £230 to get it back. This wouldnt have happened under the old system 

• The problem is you only send reminders when the parking permit is due to be be 
renewed by post. In our case because the postal service is bad we never received the 
reminder and our permit expired without us realising. We therefor got a parking ticket. 
Can you please send reminders of the need to renew by email. If you are going online 
please make it all on line. 

• The process seems to work well as long as renewal reminders are sent out. 

• The Reminder is essential like TV Licenses renewals 

• The reminder service is essential 

• The reminder system is super-important to me, especially when I can't see it as on a 
physical permit.  (I actually have no idea when mine expires).  At least one email 
reminder should be sent in my view, possibly as second close to the renewal date. I'm 
sure I don't see wardens as often as I used to.  Are cars being checked for permits? 

• The reminders for renewal should still be sent by post I think. But it would be helpful if 
reminders might be sent by email to the registered email address. 

• The renewal reminder is important.... 

• Theatre tickets, flight tickets, cinema tickets are all paperless and enable a PDF print on 
demand or to be shown on their mobile phone. I also appreciate getting a reminder a few 
weeks before the permit expires with an easy click through to the online form for me to 
renew. 

• There should some sort of confirmation email sent. Luckily, I took a screen shot, but 
otherwise I would have been a bit confused. 

• These are really tiresome as it is hard to keep track of when the permit runs out. 

• Think great for all reasons you state. Less paper and cost to council.  I’d love a reminder 
though as will not remember to renew. Thank you 

• Think the paperless system is a good one as long as a printable format is available and 
reminders are sent well ahead of the expiry date with options for all credit cards to be 
used to pay for them. 

• This is a great initiative. Less clutter on the windscreen of the car and less admin. 
However, I once failed to get a reminder (not sure what happened) and as I was away 
that week I missed the payment window. I then had to re-apply for a permit from scratch. 
That should not have to happen. So please ensure more than one reminder is sent well 
ahead of renewal time (ideally both electronically and via email). It would also be a good 
idea to extend the grace period for making the renewal payment. It would save you and 
the user a lot of admin and hassle. Thanks 
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• To be informed in advance of the date of the parking permit renewal with a direct link to 
the adequate page  - by email and paper 

• To email reminders/links to renew rather than sending letters in the post which are easily 
missed and then just add to admin of having to call up and get the u formation to renew. 

• Very easy to manage, however difficult to remember expiry 

• Very happy with virtual permits - much easier.  
Agree would appreciate reminder when time to renew. 
Thank you.. 

• Very important to send reminder six weeks in advance of  permit expire date by email 
and/ or post  , not done past 12 months . 

• Virtual IS MUCH EASIER.  
Need SEVERAL REMINDERS THOUGH FOR EXPIRY 

• Virtual permits are great but it would be great to get a reminder via text and email 
regarding the expiry (not only post which sometimes get lost) and yes a pdf format in 
case needed would be great. Thx a lot for making permits renewal etc so much easier ! 

• Virtual permits with online renewal is a good idea but reminders should be sent and also 
having a PDF of the virtual permit for potential windscreen display is helpful as it is useful 
to see if a car parked in a residents bay actually has a permit to do so 

• Warning emails of upcoming renewal is a good idea. Otherwise, this has been a very 
positive experience indeed. 

• Warning messages should be sent out before, and reminders if not paid.  Also for 
renewals not paid due to changes in email addresses, some leaniency. 

• We have moved house within the Borough during the year and are not sure where the 
renewal notice will be sent next year.  Hopefully we will receive an E-mail reminder. 

• We need clear visibility of when the permit expires - when it’s in your car window you 
have that.  
We also require email reminders 

• We need confirmation by email that the new permit has been granted 

• we need to be able to access our account online  anytime of year  so we can check the 
status.  at the moment  email and post notification is unreliable  leading to confusion over 
expiry dates. 

• we still recommend the code for to be sent via mail & email 

• When my last permit expired I was not aware. I would suggest that the council sends an 
email and letter. I also had loads of trouble when I recently changed my vehicle. I was 
away at the time and had great difficulty 

• Why not just send the permit in the post with the reminder and then activate it on your 
back end when paid?  
 
The six week reminder is too far ahead as I found out this year to my cost as I did what I 
usually do and put it aside till nearer the date however this year without the prompt of a 
physical permit forgot about it and received a parking ticket. Is there a way to pay that 
isn’t 6 weeks ahead? Put in a prompt on your payment page to collect the money nearer 
the time as in a bank when you can pay on a designated date. Don't see why you should 
have my money for 6 weeks before the due date particularly when you don’t have a 
permit to produce. Plus, it's still unclear if I were to pay 6 weeks in advance when the 
renewal would actually start? I.e. would the renewal be earlier and earlier each year? I 
don't see that the process will be any different from the speedy renewal it always has 
been except you wont have to send me the permit (of which I have collection going back 
decades and rather miss the pictures of the borough). A paper permit does add value to 
the price of parking in the area that has become a smaller offering with the many parking 
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suspensions for on street restaurants. In the simplest of terms, why don't I just print off 
the permit from a PDF you send me at renewal and put that in my car? 

• Will reminders be automatically issued to permit holders via email? This is critical in the 
absence of a paper-based permit. 

• Woukd be good to have some sort of profile to see when it expires. Also can you think of 
24 month permit with a 5% discount? 

• Would be good to get an expiry notice reminder on email in advance to ensure renewal is 
on time 

• Yes.  Last year RBKC failed to send me a reminder that I needed to renew my parking 
permit.  They need to sort out this aspect. 

• You have covered both my concerns, ie PDF of permit and reminder of renewal date. 

• You need to send email reminders of when a permit is due to expire. Within that reminder 
there should be a link to the site where the permit can be renewed. 

• You should not fine people who you did not remind about the expiry date - something 
that has happened to me 

• You should still have drop in service as many would prefer this - sometimes there are 
issues and it requires speaking to someone directly. Older residents may also have 
trouble accessing online stuff. I support the paperless permit providing I receive proof of 
parking etc - you should also adopt email notifications of when a permit is due to expire (I 
personally would prefer an email for the renewal process rather than a letter) 

• You will need to send permit holders a notice of renewal before the date of renewal 
arrives (in the past you used an outside company to send paper reminders but these 
were very often not received) 

• Your two proposals of a pdf copy and a reminder of expiry date would be very helpful. 

• Better reminders for renewal needed - a text/call is received if you are in a suspended 
bay when it is about to commence yet the council seems happy for long-standing paying 
residents to have their car towed before reminding them by mobile of their renewal 
oversight.  The fine is then greater than the annual fee which is brutal since I do not feel 
that the punishment fits the crime. 

• It would be very helpful to be able to see upcoming parking suspensions/notifications 
 
Could allow illegal parking due to no visual permit 

• The virtual parking permit service should not entirely cancel presence of the council staff 
dealing with permits. The service must provide an ability to check if the vehicle has 
permit or not (based on the plate number). This is to allow residents to complain on 
vehicles that parked without the parking permit, so RBKC can send wardens to issue a 
fine or tow away. There were a lot of visitors coming to the borough and many of them 
parked on the residence bay without permits. 

• The withdrawal of the paper-based residents parking permit has been an absolute 
shambles for streets like <road name removed>. We're a free overflow car park for <road 
name removed>, and for < name removed> in particular. We can't tell who, of the long 
procession of folk coming up the street with < name removed> bags, is a resident or not. 
Our friendly traffic warden can't monitor the street for much of the day, and without his 
machine no one can tell. The display of a visible permit didn't prevent this altogether but 
it clearly made non-residents more cautious. Instead, it's a free-for-all, with shoppers 
gambling on parking, shopping and leaving again before they are identified. There are 
paying spaces further up the street, but it's a rational economic gamble that getting 
caught and paying the occasional fine is cheaper over a period of time than paying the 
parking fee. And parking here is a lot more convenient than going further up the street to 
a paying space.  So issuing a pdf is helpful (we continue to display our out-of-date 
permit, as do others, for exactly this reason). But if it isn't mandatory it doesn't help to 
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ease the fly-parking problem.  
2. The on-line permit-issuing service worked very well, one of the best features of the K & 
C service to residents. We've never had grounds for complaint about it. I think twice in 12 
years here I've had to call in at Hornton Street to sort out an issue with it, and the officers 
have been friendly and helpful and dealt with the problem quickly. A credit to the council. 
We always got a reminder and the new permit arrived in good time. So I don't understand 
some of the questions. What problem was the withdrawal of paper permits meant to 
solve? And how does this improve the environment? The ecological cost of having more 
and more residents driving around fruitlessly looking for parking spaces must surely 
outweigh the cost in issuing each of us with a paper permit. And in annoyance with the 
council at pursuing a policy not fit for purpose. Otherwise, why have residents' bays at 
all?  For whose benefit was this decision taken? Certainly not for your residents. 

• A displayed permit will assist traffic wardens in their duties and must be of benefit to 
quickly identify vehicles which are not entitled to park during restricted hours.  For a 
traffic warden to currently carry out their job effectively they must be scanning every 
registration number to ensure a permit has been granted. That cannot be cost efficient 

• A PDF of the permit is not the same as receiving a proper printed permit, with holder. A 
permit, neatly displayed on the windscreen of a car, serves as a reminder to the car 
owner of the renewal date and let's others know that a vehicle is entitled to park in a bay. 

• A visible parking permit allows residents to easily identify cars that are illegally parked. 

• Again in this borough there are a lot of people lurking in resident places before I could 
ask them to leave now we don’t know who’s who. 

• Again the same problem mentioned before 
We don’t know who has a permit in case they use residents bays 

• Agree with comments that it is now impossible to see who is taking up residents' bays 
illegally and have them removed. 

• Although it’s a cost cutting exercise for saving paper, the virtual permits allows non-
permit holders to fabricate the truth and park their cars until a warden arrives.  As a 
permit holder I have 2 options drive around until I see a vacant bay or get out and ask the 
driver to move who mainly Uber taxis, chauffeurs and contrition companies. It’s unfair for 
paying residents to be put into either of these situations and cause stress.  The online 
access pre-covid was already very easy and do not see why it should be changed.  I 
would also introduce a bonus scheme for wardens if they issue X number of tickets they 
get some form of remuneration, within a month. I have witnessed on so many occasions 
the aggression some of these vagrant drivers give and the warden just walks away.  The 
council needs to provide more protection and an outlet for the wardens to reach out and 
report the abusive driver. I would happily pay extra to support if we had a number of 
security cars driving around to provide additional support. 

• anyone should be able to see if a vehicle is legally parked. 
the permit acts as a reminder to owners and helps compliance in renewal 

• Apart from my comments above, I considered this change to virtual permits a mistake 
from the start.  We now have a position where we permit holders have no idea if vehicles 
parked in residents bays near our houses are entitled to park there and we cannot 
challenge unknown vehicles.  I am all for making life easier for the Borough and saving 
paper, post etc.  However, I suspect, like the car tax changes wrongly introduced some 
years ago, there must be considerable loss of revenue for the Borough, as non-permit 
holders know the chance of being caught has reduced enormously, as my conversations 
referred to above have proved. 
I am happy to pay a little more for the Borough to revert to hard copy permits which were 
always very effective for both residents and for those policing the system. 
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I do hope we can revert to the former system which worked so well.  Simple is 
sometimes the best solution. 

• Appreciate this consultation. 2 key points. 
1 Contrary to what you assert, your parking wardens tell me that looking up a registration 
is time consuming and often cars are parked so close together they are tricky to read. 
2. As we live near <road name removed> school there is a lot of parking turnover. If we 
challenge anybody we suspect of not having a permit we often get abused.  
3. Given the sensitivities over resi parking, I believe most permit holders would rather 
have a physical permit in the car and your enforcers certainly would. I don't believe this 
would have too much of an impact on the environment. That argument can extend just a 
bit too far! 

• As above answer to qu 3. They need to be visible to stop people sitting in cars waiting for 
pick ups etc in resident bays near shops. They then claim to have a permit. But when the 
warden comes along they then move on. 

• As I said above , when residents see a car with no permit in the window it is very easy to 
report them . We very rarely see traffic wardens in our road and I have reported this to 
the council already. 

• As outlined above residents need to know if cars are parked illegally in parking bays. 

• As we are surrounded by builders, all day, every day, there are many cars illegally 
parked on the Residents Bays, but there is no way of challenging them or asking them to 
move as they don't have to show a permit. I recently went on a 'walkabout ' with some 
RBKC officers, and < name removed>, and we discovered private contractors cars 
parked in Residents Bays. Although they did something about it that day, the cars 
continue to return , and we have no way of knowing whether they are legally there or not. 
And there is very little parking available these days due to building works and suspended 
bays. 

• At the moment Council tax is higher than it has ever been.  I know that having a permit 
does not entitle me to park near to where I live.  I never expect that. And yet, frequently 
there are cars and vans parked here throughout the day for free.  (I kept images over the 
past year). I have chatted to the parking wardens and they tell me they no longer work 
past 5pm or at weekends.  Builder vans often park for free every day.  Everyone now 
knows RBKC is the borough to go to, if you're a builder, where there is no, or little, 
enforcement. When was the last time a car or van was lifted and taken to the pound? 
How many tickets, in the past 12 months, have been issued after 6pm?   The Council 
isn't being fair or transparent to residents so perhaps you might either take the cost of 
parking patrol (wardens) out of the Council tax payment - and refund all residents for 
permit costs for the past two years - or patrol the streets until 10pm, as per the signs.  It's 
not true to say the Council only allowed key workers to park during the pandemic. This is 
still going on even though the Council says it's committed to reducing car travel for those 
who don't live here.  Many vans also 'idle' their engines so it's a double whammy - they 
are large and take up resident spaces and often refuse to move and they cause pollution 
issues which are not addressed.  It's as if there are two systems in operation - one for 
residents, who must pay to park, and another for anyone who visits. The former group 
pays. The latter group makes money out of that visit and yet often causes nuisance and 
inconvenience while doing so.  It would also be unsafe for residents to ask these vehicles 
to move - an additional concern.  There is no evening enforcement. 

• Back in the days, there were leaflets around about considerate parking. There is a 
serious shortage of spaces due to inconsiderate parking.  
Having a displayed permitt and sending people considerate parking leaflets will hopefully 
reduce the wasted/illegal parking less. 

• Being able to identify if a vehicle with no permit for RBK&C is parked in a residents' bay 
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• Being so close to <road name removed>, I often cannot find anywhere to park when I 
finish work because of people from all over the Borough using the bays for shopping trips 

• Bring back paper permits please. Without them the public cannot see if vehicles are 
parked within an RBKC residents’ bay without permission. 

• Can your enforcement officers assess each vehicle as quickly virtally as the could by 
simply walking past and looking at the permit. I have seen cars parked in our residents 
bays with permits from other London boroughs 

• Cars without Permit could be parked in a resident parking bay in my neighbourhood, 
risking of course a penalty note. With permits displayed, residents can politely ask the 
driver of a vehicle without permit displayed to move, as I have had occasion to do several 
times in past years. When I point out that I pay for the privilege of a parking permit they 
usually move without demur. With an acute shortage of residents' parking spaces, the 
benefit of virtual permits may be heavily outweighed by the ensuing infractions and the 
possible embarrassment of having to revert to displayed permits. 

• Council officials may be able to check that a car is parked legally, but the public - 
especially local residents seeking a parking place - cannot. 

• Dont like them because one cant tell as a resident oneself who is NOT  
entitled to park  on a residents bay and people get irate when one questions them .    
Also there are many fewer Residents parking places nowadays due to more bicyce 
parking and delivery vans  and builders 
Vans using residents bays... 

• East side of <road name removed> immediately north of the <road name removed> is 
resident parking.  Almost every day this is occupied by parked COACHES and the 
wardens turn a blind eye.  Why? 

• Every day difren car park outside our property and we don't know if this is someone with 
K&C permit or someone from difren Borough. 
Lack of parking wardens is incredibly if you see one a week that's really lucky day. 
I have nothing against paperless permits but there have to be the way for K&C residents 
to know if car park outside properties for a day is car with K&C permit. 
People abusing the current system to maximum. 

• Have marked Question 4 as don't know becuase online Resident Permit Services are 
easier to access online but maybe open to fraud and without an obvious showing permit 
on the car it makes it easier for non residents to illegally park in residents parking, and 
more difficult and time consuming for the enforcement officers. 

• Having paper permits in the window allows residents to check cars parked in resident 
bays have proper authority to do so.  Residents can then call for enforcement.  Your 
paperless system means we never know if there are illegal parkers in our bays or not.  
My street sees illegal parking DAILY, and there is little or no enforcement most days. 

• How will residents be able to tell if cars are legally parks without visible parking permits 
mandatory? 

• I agree with those who say it is helpful to be able to see if a car has a permit on streets 
that are visited by wardens less often  
plus many of us very occasionally park in the shared WCC parking bays.  I doubt any of 
us would know/remember to put the PDF in the window unless we regularly park there 

• I am concerned that it will only increase the likelihood of people parking who don’t have a 
permit at all, especially work vans and vehicles which is a real problem which doesn’t 
seem to be being tackled harshly enough. 

• I am concerned that the withdrawal of the requirement to display a parking permit 
a. Makes it impossible for residents and residents' associations to identify vehicles which 
are illegally parked in designated residents' bays. 
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b. Makes it  more difficult for enforcement officers easily to identify vehicles illegally 
parked in residents' bays 

• I am in favour of the virtual parking permits and any updates that make the online 
experience easier for residents.  I do however have a concern that without the immediate 
visual check of parking permits that drivers without a residents parking permit may be 
more likely to "take a chance" and park in a residents bay because there is no visual 
distinction between a vehicle with a permit and those without.  Consideration should be 
given to updating the signage on the residents bays to indicate virtual permits are inforce 
or similar. 

• I am sick of not being able to park near my flat as builders/visitors just say they have a 
virtual permit. 

• I believe that resident parking spaces are much harder to find since this introduction, 
which prompts me to believe too many cars are parking in bays, with no permits. 

• I believe that this allows for misuse of many residents bays as visitors park in our bays 
and we residents cannot argue or question whether they have  legal right to  park. this 
causes resident to move further away someimes to different streets!!  
With permits  we all know who are residents or who are NOT . 

• I believe there are still many many cars parked (be it sometimes briefly) in residents bays 
which causes a lot of inconvenience for residents. I would like to ask somebody to move 
if they do not display a permit, something not possible currently. I do not believe this has 
got any better with fewer key workers and, as an electric vehicle owner, I can almost 
never find somewhere to charge, if indeed the charging points are operational. 

• I can see that some people will want to know whether or not they have a problem in their 
street with people parking without permits, and there is no longer a visible sign.  The 
system will become more dependent on enforcement. 

• I can’t ask people to move from residents bays as I can’t see if they have a permit 

• I do not like paperless permits. I like to be able to see routinely at a glance who is parked 
legally in the residents bay and who is not.  
I believe the introduction of paperless permits only came about because of the work from 
home [word removed] mandates that enabled state sector employees to work from 
home,  watching daytime television all day and never answering the phone on time. 
Clearly staff should be able to print off and mail permits remotely. This would not be 
remarkably high end technology to install would it? 

• I do not like that u r unable to tell if a car is illegally parked, so that u can have it 
removed. On my estate the wardens r never around so when I come home at 5.30 I 
struggle to park. I know the cars are illegally parked 

• I do not like the virtual (paperless) parking permits as there are many cars parked in our 
resident bays who do not have permits. Parking has been really awful over the last 18 
months-2 years due to extra cars that do not have permits! 

• I do not support virtual permits.  
A) it is better to be able to see whether the cars parked are actually residents  
B) parking on border roads attracts unjustified fines and wastes resident time in 
bureaucracy  
C) it’s better to have a visual reminder of the permit, stating when to renew the permit, 
rather than just another email for the resident to process 

• I do think paperless might encourage non residenys to park in resident bays too as they 
don't think traffic wardens will bother to look it all up 

• I feel this will be open to further abuse if a permit is not displayed. 
 
The residents parking sign has been removed opposite my house for 2 and a half years 
during a building contract. The warden states she has requested replacement regularly. 
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• I find it far harder to park on my own road because of the number of mini cabs that park 
during working hours. They clearly aren't residents as the problem does not exist at the 
weekend. I actually also liked having the permit. 

• I find it very frustrating to see vehicles parked in residents' bays, where I am sure that the 
drivers do not have permits (mainly Uber), but where one cannot see whether or not that 
is the case. 

• I find that since parking permits in this area more uber drivers and chauffeurs just sit in 
their cars on permits than was possible before having to display on the car. This makes it 
much harder to find permits than before. 
I am quite happy to print out my own but think that people who are not entitled to one will 
just say to drivers like me that they have a permit but have not printed it out. 
I have found finding a permit more of a problem since not having one to display. 
Thank you 

• I find that the current method of the wardens having to enter in vehicle registration in 
order to check if car has permit not likely to be very effective I stopping unauthorized 
parking and wardens I have asked confirm this view. 

• I have been resident in the Borough for 15 years and living in the same address for 8 
years,  since the introduction of the Paperless   there is never a place to park in front of 
my house due to do many people who take advantage of the paperless and park on the 
residential bays. Talking to some parking officers they answer is that they cannot check 
in the machine every single car,  it's easier to identify residents when they hace to display 
their permit. 

• I have found the virtual permits really difficult. I live in a residential square, where many 
people who appear NOT to have permits park outside my house in the residents bays. 
They are often commercial vans/white vans/vehicles I have never seen before. Because 
we have virtual permits though I can do nothing about it. I cannot question them. It is 
really frustrating PLEASE BRING BACK PAPER PERMITS 

• I have seen this  system abused many times because drivers without a permit park their 
car ( be it for short periods of time) without being challenged.  As a result I have to drive 
around to find a parking space which as you must agree is very scarce at most times. 

• I know that Parking Wardens can identify Permit Holders online, but I feel a paper permit 
gives an appearance of legitimacy which will make it easier for other parking space users 
to know where to park. 

• I like to know that cars parked in my street, <road name removed>, have  a residents' 
parking permit.  A problem I have had in the past is that the glue used for the permit 
holder has melted and the permit came away from the windscreen and I got a ticket from 
the meter man.  Fortunately I arrived at the right moment and he saw the permit on the 
floor of my car.  I was told by the Council that different types of glue can cause problems. 

• I love the idea in theory much easier. But as I mentioned lots of people park/ pull in when 
they should not. 

• I often have problems with people parking in a resident’s parking bay in my street without 
a permit.  Without visible proof of a parking permit it is difficult to get people to move their 
cars. 

• I prefer the old permits displayed on windscreens.  So many times have I needed to park 
on a residents spot and some chauffer is parked there with no permit and refuses to 
move.  It has allowed abuse and speaking to some of my local parking attendants, their 
work has increased and they are not able to ascertain who is abusing the system and 
hence their efficacy of keeping chauffers out of spots is reduced. 

• I share the concerns that digital permits make it easier for drivers without permits to park 
unchallenged. 
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• I still have issues with non-residents parking in resident bays - particularly workmen 
sitting in vans and Uber or other drivers waiting for pickups and taking up spots and not 
loading or unloading. There are metered spots available on <road name removed> but 
they won’t pay or even wait in those spots. Council staff erroneously don’t book or move 
them on despite them only allowed there if actively loading or unloading. In the past, I 
could ask them to move if there was no other parking. Now, they just say they have a 
permit. Since you introduce the scheme parking has become more difficult so clearly 
people are taking advantage. 

• I support the principle of this, but the problem arises when cars without permits occupy 
residents spaces as there is no way to tell who has a permit and who doesn’t. This is a 
particular problem in <road name removed> where residents spaces are regularly used 
by private hire vehicles who do not respect the residents spaces. When permits were 
used it was possible to ask these cars to move on as they clearly did not have permits. 

• I think a physical permit is helpful to limit the parking of non residents. We get several 
cars in <road name removed> that are regularly parked in the residents parking in the 
street . This is despite the provision of underground parking facilities and the promise by 
the borough when the new houses went up that residents would not be given permits to 
park on the street. Without visual evidence, other residents can not scowl at the residents 
living in the new houses, nor can we alert the council.  Also a visual permit can help 
remind drivers when its time to renew- though a txt/email is helpful too!. 

• I think evidence of the permit deters thieves who know it is not a visitor and therefore less 
likely to break in  for items in the car. Also <name removed> fans will swamp resident's 
parking on match days in <road name removed> and the lack of physical evidence will 
mean they believe they  can get away with  it 

• I think it was a better system when drivers were obliged to display permits - it was then 
very clear who had a permit/who didn't (have the right to park in a resident bay)/when the 
permit had expired. 

• I think Parking is very badly policed in RBKC. People are parking indiscriminately on 
yellow and double yellow lines and no one is countering this. It is chaos and the situation 
is getting worse. It is particular bad in South Kensington. It makes driving in the borough 
both intolerable and dangerous. 

• I THINK PEOPLE FROM OUTSIDE THE BOROUGH WHEN PARKING IN RBK&C IF 
THEY DON'T SEE PERMITS IN OTHER VEHICLES ASSUME IT IS SAFE FOR THEM 
TO PARK IN RESIDENTS BAYS 

• I think that we should display our permits. As a resident if there is a non resident whose 
car is in a residents parking bay one feels justified asking the driver to move their vehicle 
to make room for a resident; however, if there is no resident parking permit displayed 
then one cannot do this and the resident is penalised 

• I understand and appreciate the benefit of a virtual residents parking permit however I 
don't understand why RBKC seems intent on using just one method as proof of 
entitlement when it clearly leaves genuine residents in the dark about some other 
vehicles entitlement to park. Surely the system would benefit from employing both the 
virtual system (for faster sign-up and checking) but also the print version (always visible 
in their vehicle window). Both should be used together. Speaking as a person with 
significant physical mobility issues and as a long term local resident (over 30 years) 
every day I see non-resident vehicles parked in residents bays. It's made my day to day 
life hell quiet literally. Ubers, cabs and other delivery drivers and builders in particular all 
flout the resident bay rules. Builders are some of the worst culprits.  Wardens seem to 
ignore them. Residents already suffer from a lack of parking spaces and it's getting 
worse. I am already contemplating having to move again simply because of the lack of 
residents parking in my immediate area - valuable spaces often taken up by unlawfully 
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parked non-residents. In recent years and even more so during the pandemic I've noticed 
what I can only regard as questionable measures being introduced by the government 
(introduced by stealth) to hamper, limit and restrict the use of private vehicles. Things like 
cycle lanes (on already far too narrow roads) and ridiculous 20MPH speed limits and 
pavement widening which do nothing but hamper the steady flow of traffic. As oppose to 
making traffic flow more freely and quickly they seem designed purely to slow traffic and 
create more pollution. To add insult to inconvenience the resulting effects on traffic and 
congestion are seemingly then used as a bogus excuse to shout about environmental 
issues and introduce further restrictions on vehicle use (and as we've seen this week the 
Mayor suggesting a new daily charge to drive in the centre!). It's ridiculous. Once Boris 
has gone so too will some of his anti-vehicle projects.  As a disabled person I need to 
use my car to go absolutely everywhere and I need parking within a few meters (max) of 
my final destination and my front door. Residents above anybody else deserve what few 
parking spaces there are available. I'd actually like to see far more strict enforcement of 
illegally parked vehicles in resident bays... bays checks every 20 minutes and fined 
instantly. 

• I want to know who has a permit so I can ask them to move if they do not. For the last 
year we have had works vehicles parked in our road on a daily basis, they clearly have 
no right to park there but we never see attendants in our street so they never receive 
tickets. I cannot ask them to move due to the above. It is easier for parking attendants to 
just look at a physical permit. 

• I wonder sometimes whether commercial vehicles I see parked near me have permits 
and maybe they should be made to print out their parking licence. 

• I would like to use the virtual permit system   but the drawback of course is if the car 
cannot be identified outside of the zone where they are valid e.g it was mentioned that 
the border between Westminster/k&c could have difficult parking bays. 

• I would prefer to have the parking permit attached to my windscreen as it’s immediately 
obvious that I am able to park legally. There are people parking illegally which in turn 
makes it difficult to park for locals. 

• I'm concerned that some motorists who do not have parking permits park in Residents 
Bays and this is not so easily checked. 

• In our very busy street (<road name removed>) it helps to see if vehicles are parked 
illegally. 
A greater physical presence of traffic warders is the very best deterrent against illegal 
parking at the moment everyone knows they can get away with it so the answer is more 
warders on the streets, 

• In question 4 above you do not explain what "making Resident Permit Services easier to 
access online" actually means so it's impossible to answer the question. I generally like 
the idea of virtual permits and it is potentially safer as permits obscure part of the 
windscreen and ergo affect visibility. However, what I don't like about them currently is 
that you cannot tell if a vehicle has a resident permit.  Often people park illegally in the 
bays and if you can see they do not have a permit you can either ask them to leave or 
alert a nearby parking warden.  Accordingly, if virtual permits are to be adopted I think an 
online web portal where you can check a vehicle registration number for a permit would 
be beneficial. 

• issue is that I am not able to see if cars are illegally parked 

• It allows great many vehicles to be parked for free, parking enforcement around here is 
an utter joke. 

• It has become too easy for non-residents (eg mini cab drivers and builders) to park in 
resident bays as they know they will not get pulled up for it, unless and until a traffic 
warden comes by. Previously it was possible to politely ask such non residents to move 
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up onto a single line while waiting so that we can access the residents parking bays, 
whereas now they can falsely claim they also have a permit to park, when it’s clear they 
do not (eg if the details on their vans show they are from outside the borough).  
Also, it is too easy to miss the expiry date.  
Online applications should continue to be offered (as they were pre-pandemic for 
renewals) and email reminders sent out regardless of whether the permits are virtual or 
not. Some people prefer to apply in person, and so this should continue to be offered, 
and I personally prefer to have a small fixed permit in my window to show I am legally 
parked to the residents in the area, and to have something to point to if the system is not 
working (eg on Westminster / RBKC roads). 

• It is confusing for residents not to know if someone has a license or not 

• It is essential that RBKC issue digital parking permits as pdfs to be printed and displayed 
otherwise it is impossible to know who is unlawfully parking in a residents bay 

• It is hard to challenge the driver of a vehicle parked in a resident's bay who you may think 
does not have a permit without visible proof of one.  When spaces are at a premium this 
can be problematic 

• IT IS IMPORTANT FOR RESIDENTS TO BE ABLE TO SEE WHO IS ILLEGALLY 
OCCUPYING PARKING SPACES 

• It is impossible to know who is permitted to park in the residents parking bays now which 
makes it impossible to challenge a stranger as to whether they are illegally parking and 
using your paid for space. 

• It is impossible to tell who is entitled to park or who isn't without a Resident Parking 
Permit being displayed on the vehicle. 
This is unfair to residents who have paid to park and encounter abuse from those who 
haven't. 

• It is now impossible to challenge non-permit holders who park in residents' spaces, as 
there is no way of knowing whether or not they have a permit. 

• It is often difficult to know if someone parked in residents parking has a permit. And also 
we are getting a lot of Uber and delivery vans parking in residents parking when they 
shouldn’t be 

• It is simply impossible to know if someone WITHOUT a permit has parked in your street 
so you cannot challenge them to move their car to allow residents with a permit to park. 

• It very feels like there are many more instances of non residents parking in resident 
parking bays since the adoption of paperless solution. People think and are actaully 
getting away with taking advanatge of no visual reference points that could be subject to 
residents challening non-compliance. There is no doubt that the situation has got worse 
since the revised approach. 

• It would be helpful, where parking spaces are fewer than the amount of residents in the 
street, if motorbikes were refused permits.  They take up spaces for cars and/or park so  
close to a car that it makes it virtually impossible to exit the space! 

• It would be interesting to see the statistics of non-permit holders who park in residents' 
bays lured by the fact that cars parked there don't have permits displayed thinking that a 
permit is not necessary. 

• It would be useful if one could check that a car parked in a residents bay had a residents 
permit 

• It would be very helpful if residents could verify whether cars parked on the residents' 
bays have parking permits or not. Would it possible to have an online register of all car 
registration numbers with permission to park 

• It’s excellent as a permit holder. Only issues are: 
1 how easy is it for your enforcement officers to see if cars parked have permits 
2 does it encourage none holders to park in residents bays as they see no cars have 
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permits displayed?   
Your data will answer that 

• It’s far too easy for a builder to obtain an illegal permit for a property they do not own but 
are working on. The vetting process needs to be properly monitored and enforced 

• It’s impossible to know if cars parked in residents bays have permits unless they are 
displayed. Only the traffic wardens know as they have the info. 

• It's a real problem for residents who can't find a parking space but the limo drivers sit in 
cards in resident parking spaces constantly. I would normally have approached them and 
pointed out they are in a space I could use and would they mind moving to a single 
yellow / paying parking bay to make room, but now they just claim they have a permit 
and I am finding it much harder to park in residents bays. So the visual clue of the 
parking permit is extremely useful. 

• Living in this area can be a parking nightmare.   Excessive building works has caused a 
great rise in the number of resident parking spaces which are blocked for months if not 
years.  Parents who drop their children to school cannot get close to the school so park 
on yellow or double or residents parking.    It is impossible to know which have valid 
parking permits.   This is a waste of time, a total irritant to residents  who are lucky 
enough to have driveways as they are often blocked by cars that cannot find other 
parking spaces.   The above is one more step in the council not listening to the residents 
just as they have done with the onslaught of excessive building permits with no regard to 
the exiting number of projects in process. Why now??? 

• Mandatory permits should be retained as this is an effective deterrent to stop non-permit 
holders parking in residential parking spaces. 

• My comments are roughly the same as the original comments you have already had.   
The one thing that bothers me the most is not knowing if a vehicle parked outside my 
house has a permit or not, especially if parking is tight and you cannot find a space.   
This happens quite a lot as we are the street nearest to the <road name removed>. 

• My concern is that in our location <road removed> people now park for 10,15, 20 mins or 
more in the Residents bays and rush off to the shops. As there are no permits we can't 
see IF they are residents. Often the car is occupied with a waiting driver and they will not 
move on polite request. 

• My last physical permit was badly manufactured and more or less fell off, I did report this 
early in 2020 but was told that nothing could be done - I noticed the same with other 
permits on nearby cars) so it is still taped to the windscreen even though it is out of date.  
The first virtual permit from January 2021 I was not really happy about so I printed the 
email and folded it up so that only the valid dates were showing and it is also taped to the 
windscreen.  I will do the same with the permit I have just renewed.  I do think that we 
need something to display.  How do the CEOs check that someone has a permit?  At the 
beginning of the year there were several new cars parking and I kept reporting them as 
non resident permit holders. I think everyone should be sent a PDF to display.  This is 
important for the shared Borough parking on <road name removed>  which I was using a 
lot (but I do know which is WCC only).  <road name removed> is another shared 
Borough parking area.  I don't park there any more, but 3 sides used to be RBKC and the 
eastern side was WCC. 

• My main concern is around non residents parking in residents bays which happens too 
often especially private hire taxis. How is this to be dealt with ? 

• My only concern is that we live next door to an embassy building and their drivers wait by 
parking in residence bays. Previously we could ask them to move as no permit was 
displayed. Now it is impossible to know who has a permit or not so we can’t ask them to 
move 
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• My only reservation about virtual permits is if cars without permits are parked illegally it is 
impossible to know and may lead to problems if you ask the owners to move . 

• need to identify a car which is parked in a residents' bay without a permit 

• No matter what, a visual permit stops illegal parking in residents parking bays 

• no visible permit allows those who do not have a permit or who are not legally allowed to 
use dedictaed residents parking space to do so.  A permit is a legal document and 
should be on show to deter the above and to reflect that a vehicle has conformed with 
the necessary payments. 

• On the down side. We are no longer able to identify a vehicle parked in a resident bay 
who should not be there and can no longer challenge or report it 

• Only parking attendants will be able to check whether a car has a resident parking 
permit. I cannot. 

• Only reason is that we the Residents can catch out drivers seating in resident permit bay 
and ask them to drive out so we can park in as we hold the permits. Now those people 
do lie that they hold permits when you can tell they don’t. I hardly see any traffic wardens 
tracking cars. I believe we should introduce some kind of tack on front of car screen that 
uses less paper and easy for traffic wardens to use the tack like touch and go, with in sec 
they can read Permits. Also the tack has display of RBKC 

• Only today as I was picking up my child from school I was parked in a resident bay and a 
man blocked my car just because he assumed I didn’t have a resident permit! I told him I 
had a permit and that if he didn’t move his car I would call the police! It is ridiculous how 
people are reacting to drivers because they don’t know if they have a permit! 

• Paper permits help in insuring that the car that is parked has a authority to Park but 
paperless permits keep the residents not sure if its resident that has parked or someone 
else. 

• Paperless is great for the environment but it is abused as anyone parks on residents 
bays.permits showing are great to avoid this 

• Paperless permits are, for all the reasons you’ve stated, a very good thing. The only 
concern I have is that without ‘real’, displayed permits it emboldens those without permits 
to park in our precious residents’ parking bays. Unless parking enforcement in the 
Borough returns to it’s pre pandemic levels, people without permits will increasingly park 
illegally. 

• Paperless permits do not allow residents to identify cars parked in residents bays who 
are not authorised and at least try to call to get officer to attend. Parking patrols also 
seem to wander or cycle along streets without even checking these days (how do they 
check if no paper permit). Paperless permits have definitely led to less enforcement and 
more difficulty for residents to park. Please bring back paper permits to display and step 
up enforcement generally. 

• Paperless permits is a way of people not paying for a permit as the traffic wardens not 
doing their jobs by checking every vehicle. Lots of vehicles here on <road name 
removed> don’t have permits parked on resident bay. Over the last year the wardens just 
ride past cars and not checking 

• Physical permits displayed in the car reduces the amount of cars able to "hide" and 
increases enforcement of resident rules. 
Spaces are way too limited so give rise to cars abusing the rules 

• Please require Thames Water and their contractors to get a parking suspension to do 
work in residents' bays. So bored of their contractors leaving notes on cars, knocking on 
doors, trying to get me to tell them where my neighbours live etc etc. If we have to play 
by the rules so should they. 

• Please revert to paper permits.  
The environmental benefits associated with paperless permits represent an incalculably 
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small fraction of the total impact of the council's activities so cannot be viewed as 
contributing to a reduction in environmental impact. 
When non permit holders choose to occupy residents' permit bays, it is very difficult to 
ask them to make way for a resident without the visual clue of a physical permit. On the 
other hand the awkwardness of asking somebody to move is removed when a physical 
permit is being displayed. 
The physical permit is a simple daily reminder of when a renewal is due and no other 
system can replicate this in it's simplicity and effectiveness. 

• Process for checking whether a car left in a bay for some time has a valid permit? 

• RBKC is short of parking spaces, certainly on my street. The physical existence of a 
parking permit displayed in the car window ensures a degree of self regulation by car 
owners when it comes to deciding to park illegally in a residents bay. Neighbourwatch 
schemes are also able to monitor systematic rule breakers. The absence of a physical 
permit means that it is (emotionally) easier for car owners without a permit to park 
illegally because their act is invisible to anyone except a parking attendant, who pass-by 
perhaps once a day. 

• Repeat offenders with no permit regularly use the permit bays. They get a ticket and just 
thrown it away. Cannot something be introduced so repeat offenders get clamped. Also 
drives are being rented out for profit and the permit holders park in the street. How can 
this be allowed! 

• Residents have problems finding spaces to park in the borough and a visible car park 
permit will prevent fraudulent parking. 

• Residents need to know if cars in their street have permits 

• Same point mentioned before re illegally parked cars on resident bays, cannot tell or 
move them on, if they are not displaying a valid permit. 

• Since the introduction of this policy many people take advantage of parking in residents 
spaces.it is now virtually impossible to park on <road name removed> because of Uber 
and London taxis parking in residents bays plus people visiting the hospital. 
The traffic wardens Do Not check properly residential spaces I watch them. They are 
only interested in double yellow lines and pay and display parking.  
This has been a disaster from the very beginning re no parking permits! And has lead to 
a free for all in people chancing parking. It has made living in my road very difficult since 
the introduction of this policy. As I have to park sometimes 3/4 roads away.  
You need to stop trying to cut corners and introduce what was by far the best parking 
system in London back again.  
Bring back the permit! At least we know it’s people that live here… 

• Since the introduction of virtual permits, it is much harder to find a parking space. Clearly 
non residents are taking advantage of this, which is just unfair for residents who are 
paying for their permit. 

• Since the temporary changes it is impossible for road users to tell who has a permit and 
who does not. When the permits were displayed on the windscreen all road users could 
easily see what was permit parking and what was not. Is is especially difficult for non 
local drivers to work out where they can legally park. It is also impossible for local permit 
holders to tell whether vehicles parked in permit bays have a permit to do so. Since the 
paper permits were removed there has been a lot more vehicles parked in permit bays. 

• small negativity of the virtual parking permit is that we don't know if the cars are all 
properly given permit to park resident parking area or not in first site.    Particularly in the 
evening when the warden is not on duty, it could be very easy to violate the virtual 
parking permit system.  Some street is very difficult to find a parking space and if there's 
some other non permit holders car is parked, this will get worse.  How could you control 
when this kind of violation becomes common? 
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• So many cars without any RBKC Permit parked in our street which is <road name 
removed>...( Private Taxi` s for the customers of < name removed>)...NEed to be 
controlled more I reckon... 

• Some drivers and in particular trade, who at times  are not local, park in a resident bay 
and when it is difficult to locate a free  space, in the past when I checked if these drivers 
had no parking permit, they often kindly moved away, allowing me to park on that space. 
A windscreen display makes it clearer to other residents as to whether they have a 
parking permit. 

• Spaces are often wasted when end of bays do not leave room for the full length of 
vehicle. Could the rule be for say at least half the car length within the bay to be 
compliant? 

• Stricter enforcement, to minimise further those who park without permit 

• The ability to renew online is a very good idea particularly bearing in mind the ridiculously 
long queues there always used to be in the town hall. BUT there a large number of cars 
that park in residents’ spaces that I do not believe have permits but I can’t challenge 
them as there no display of permits. Better than sending a PDF would be send the permit 
too so that the pdf can be temporary measure. There must be a visible permit on cars to 
preserve the spaces for those who have permits 

• The absence of a visual sticker in the windscreen makes it impossible to identify vehicles 
parked in a resident bay which are not entitled to be there. Once drivers from outside 
RBKC realise this there will inevitably be cases where, short of a visit by a warden, 
scarce resident bays will be occupied improperly - for example school pickup - and 
cannot easily be challenged. 

• The downside seems to be that many more people park on residents bays and take a 
chance than they did before probably because they think that no one is displaying a 
permit! 

• The downside to virtual parking permit is that I note that a lot of vans park in Residents 
Parking while making deliveries now that virtual parking permits are not needed. 

• The idea of the services being provided online is great but the lack of a physical permit 
means that more and more people park in residents bays in busy areas like around the 
<name removed> hospital. The wardens seems to walk around without any purpose in 
these areas and only issue tickets to vehicles parked in the metered areas given the 
hassle of electronically checking all the cars in the residents bays. It’s infuriating and 
frustrating the amount of non resident vehicles parked illegally 

• The introduction of virtual parking permits has created a series of problems: 1. It requires 
regular, time-consuming checks by traffic wardens; 2. It prevents residents from 
identifying illegally parked cars and informing the council; 3. It prevents residents from 
challenging private hire and other vehicles loitering in residents' spaces; 4. Non-residents 
take advantage of the fact that there are no visible permits and that wardens don't patrol 
on a frequent basis. 

• The introduction of Virtual Permits has led to a noticeable increase in the number of 
vehicles parking in Resident Permit bays and that are not eligible to do so. The 
infrequent policing of Permit bays with no requirement to display a valid permit means 
that drivers with ineligible cars feel increasingly emboldened to park in permit spaces 
knowing that they cannot be easily challenged by residents with a permit who are unable 
to locate vacant permit bays. The idea that virtual permits should become permanent, 
with the main justification of 'the environment'. is fundamentally flawed as a 
consequence. There are other more meaningful environmental initiatives that will have a 
far more positive benefit than that which RBKC are proposing. PLEASE RESCIND 
VIRTUAL PARKING PERMITS AND ALLOW VEHICLES TO VISUALLY DISPLAY 
THEIR ELIGIBILITY TO PARK IN A RESIDENTS BAY. 
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• The issue about knowing if a vehicle belongs to a resident or not is not addressed is 
permits are not displayed. 

• The key issue, as you have mentioned, is residents not knowing if cars parked ARE 
entitled to or not. Visibility of the permit meant that was never in doubt. 

• The obviously relevant missing information is how many tickets were issued for people 
without permits parking in resident bays before the introduction of paperless permits and 
how many since.   It is also not possible for residents who doubt whether a car is entitled 
to be in a resident bay to check.   Residents need information in the first sentence here to 
form a view. 

• The only disadvantage is that now residents can't tell if cars parked in their area have a 
permit and can't report cars that are illegally parked and taking up residents' places. 

• The only issue for me is that it was helpful to be able to see if a car parked in my road 
was entitled to be there (when a permit had to be visible) - could a system be introduced 
whereby we could check on line if a number plate is associated with a permit (a simple 
yes/no response would be all that is needed) 

• The only issue i have is NON-RESIDENTS parking in the residents bays and being 
unable to get them to leave. i have several examples where agressive people, drivers, 
builders etc. say they are resident, but clearly they are NOT. there is no way to prove 
they are lying as they dont have to have a paper permit.  
It would be good if residents had a way of looking up the offenders number plate and 
checking if he actually has a permit and informing the borough 

• The only issue I have with the virtual permits is that you can no longer tell whether 
someone parked in a res bay is actually allowed to - previously if someone was in their 
car and in a res bay you could ask them to move! 

• The only negative for me about paperless permits is when someone has parked and I 
suspect they do not have a RBK&C permit. I would like to be able to see if they do or not 
so that I could ask them to move if I wanted to park in that spot. 

• The only negative is that unauthorised parking in resident bays cannot be identified as 
permits no longer displayed under windscreen. 
Reminders for renewal important as expiry less obvious. 

• the only obvious problem with virtual permits is that residents cannot recognise illegally 
parked vehicles 

• The only problem I have encountered is when an unfamiliar car parks in the street it is 
not possible to know if it has a valid permit. There is one parked, badly, in the  street now 
and it has been there for some time and has a flat tyre; not the greatest as we run up to 
Christmas! 

• The only problem I see with the paperless permit system is that the general public cannot 
immediately tell when a car is incorrectly parked in a residents' parking area and see 
whether any problems are arising which should be reported. 

• The Paperless system does not work for one reason alone.  If cars without permits are 
parked in a bay one has no idea who has a permit and who does not.  Where before I 
could ask the driver of a car or van or cab to please move so that I could park they would 
do so. Now, a chauffeur or delivery driver for example, can claim he/she has a permit 
and not move until a parking warden happens to come by. 

• The previous system of displaying a permit meant that in heavily subscribed roads like 
ours you could see if someone was not a resident and politely ask them to vacate the 
space, now vans etc can park and there is no means to see if they are entitled to do so. 

• The problem with no visual permit in a windscreen is that you can't tell if someone is 
illegally parked outside your home or whatever.  It is impossible to challenge an illegally 
parked vehicle as you have no way of knowing who is and who isn't able to park in a 
residents bay. 
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• The problem with not having permits displayed is that other vehicles that are not entitled 
to park in the residents parking bays, park there and if there is not a parking warden 
nearby, they can stay there and we wouldn't know if they are entitled to take up our 
limited spaces.  
In the past, if I wanted to park in a residents' bay and I saw that a car that didn't have a 
parking permit displayed, I would tell them and they would move their vehicle away. 
How would I know now if there isn't a residents' parking permit displayed? 
Outsiders will just take advantage and use our spaces. 

• The problem with the abolition of paper permits is that parking wardens need to check 
each car in a street to see if they are authorised to park. With a paper permit, a quick 
glance at the front window will tell them 
This means it is much easier for those with no permits to take a chance, park illegally and 
hope they are not spotted. 
I would expect the introduction of paperless permits will result in a substantial reduction 
in parking tickets issued and cars towed away. 

• The problem with them is that the wardens can’t tell at a glance whether the car parked 
has a permit or not. I don’t see wardens regularly patrolling up and down and checking 
reg numbers. Tradesmen know this. Also chauffeurs and Uber drivers use the bays too. 
Much more worthwhile would be to relate the price of the permit to the size of the vehicle. 
Those that have the larger cars would just get on with it and it would be a useful sources 
of revenue. And, importantly, the council would be seen to be penalising gas guzzling 
cars. Why not introduce cheaper permits for hybrid/electrics. I know you got your fingers 
burnt over the diesel/petrol issue but going electric is an absolute now., 

• The rationale for adopting permanent virtual permits - after the forced implementation 
during Covid- is very rational. It embraces technological advances against a previously 
outdated physical system, that was time-consuming in terms of both resident applications 
and RBKC workflows. The key risks remain 1) getting tickets in shared Westminster slots 
(which can be offset by printing automatically emailed PDF permits but- more effectively- 
by ultimately encouraging WCC to adopt the same approach given various 
environmental, time saving and cost benefits), and 2) for residents being unable to 
identify if cars are illegally parked in K&C bays (this could be offset through an app that 
enables individuals rather than just parking officers to check license plates for resident's 
parking compliance). The environmental impact is also beneficial, although I presume 
power consumption for servers hosting additional virtual data in the cloud might more 
than offset this (unless these servers benefit from green power!). I think this is a MUST 
DO and support the Council's considered and thoughtful approach. 

• The re-introduction of physical permits is most important to ensure that residents can see 
which cars are parked legitimately and those that are parking illegally.  Without a permit 
only enforcement officers will know who is parked legally.  I have often advised people 
without  a permit of the parking restrictions.  Without the requirement to display we 
cannot advise drivers without potentially causing offence and potential aggravation.  The 
pdf display proposal is not as clean and recognisable as the traditional permit - we would 
just be sticking a bit of paper in the window.  The paper will suffer from condensation in 
the car and degradation pretty quickly and is unsightly.  The traditional permit with the 
adhesive is far cleaner and sturdier. 

• Their remains complexity when cars are registered at a different address from that of 
RBKC particularly for second homes.  This also creates problems with insurance validity. 
Thank you 

• There are advantages to virtual permits but they do not balance the disadvantages. The 
main disadvantage is that enforcement is clearly much more lax- the parking warden has 
to check every vehicle against a database and this is manifestly not done as the number 
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of tickets issued to non rbkc vehicles has markedly reduced. The absence of effective 
enforcement soon becomes apparent and the level of abuse increases. Other 
disadvantages are that residents lose track of when their permit expires (an email 
reminder would of course help but it's not the same as seeing the date on your permit as 
you get in your vehicle) and they lose the ability to check the status of vehicles which are 
taking up space in a bay where they know all of the regular parkers, again eroding 
effective enforcement.- non residents are much more likely to chance it if there is no 
obvious telltale of their status, or even to assume that no permit is required as no one 
else has one. 

• There are fewer parking wardens patrolling our street, none at weekends.  
We have difficulty parking as < name removed>on <road name removed> has a lot of car 
traffic from out of the area who do not respect the residents parking area.  
It is impossible for residents to complain about cars parked if they can’t tell who is 
entitled to park in rbkc and who is not. 

• There are not enough wardens to check permits. But if It is compulsory to display a 
permit residents are in a position to move on those without permits this particularly 
applies to <road name removed> and the < name removed>. 

• There are occasions when people without permits park in a residence bay and are 
prepared to risk the fine and still parked there for the day especially in the streets which 
are rarely visited by the traffic wardens 

• There are SO many private hire/mini cabs and vehicles who just stop in residents permit 
areas and when the permit was visible you could ask people to move BUT now this is not 
possible. I would one hundred percent like the visible Parking Permit to return. It has 
worked for SO many years - why change this good efficient system you had. The 
wardens never check the resident parking areas now. 

• There are two problems which are not covered by your summary: 
1. Many non resident cars park in residents parking and this is still happening, so it was 
not just during the covid easing of restrictions.  Trade vehicles very often park in 
residents bays.  Often they check car windscreens to see what the form is, and seeing 
nothing, assume it is OK.   
It must take traffic wardens ages to check every car in a street on their machines where a 
simple visual check of the notice in a windscreen takes a split second, so more areas can 
be covered more quickly.  If they are not checking every car, what system do they use of 
check if a car is registered?  
2. Every time a traffic warden checks a number plate on a machine (which needs to be 
charged), it connects to a cloud server which in turns burns electricity both for the 
transactions and for cooling the physical machines (either by air conditioning or by 
placing them in cold parts of the world which then warm up and melt the ice).  These 
increase the use of power and (until we are all solely using renewable energy) is burning 
fossil fuels.  It is not an environmentally neutral series of actions. What if there is a 
'permanent' permit to be kept on the windscreen with a gap for a small slot for a coloured 
'year' insert. This would allow for much less printing.  If a warden wants to check, they 
can still check it on their machine. 

• There is a further problem that a pdf can be forged. The former permits with the 
hologram could not be faked. Applying on line is highly convenient, but, please continue 
to issue a proper permit with hologram as before, for non-residents taking up spaces is 
very frustrating when you are trying to park. (To be read along with my response to 3. 
above.) 

• There is a lot of illegal parking on and around the <road name removed> area due to lack 
of visible permits 
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• There is an untold tension between non resident and resident parking payers using 
resident bays during the day.  
Having virtual permits removes the ability to distinguish who is allowed and not allowed. 
(Uber drivers quite often stay on such bays ) but without knowing if they are allowed it 
makes it harder to ask them to let the space… 

• There is one main issue with the paperless system.  With the old system  of a paper 
permit displayed in the front windscreen I was able to ask the driver of a parked 
car/van/other vehicle in the bay to please move as I needed to park.  They would then do 
so immediately.  Now it is impossible to tell who has a permit and who does not and if I 
approach someone they can claim they have one and not move from the space.  This 
occurs almost daily.  For this reason alone I am against the continuation of the paperless 
permit scheme. 

• There is only one drawback. 
Without a visible permit, one is unable to know, as a resident, whether a car on a 
resident's parking bay is allowed to be there or not. Sending a PDF of a permit for a 
resident to print out would be useful. 

• There should be a way for residents (not just the enforcement officers) to distinguish 
whether a vehicle has a permit to be parked within the RBKC - may be introducing an 
onine search facility using the Vehicles' Registration Numbers? 

• These "virtual" permits are virtually useless.  I am inundated with builders who constantly 
park around my house and it is impossible to detect whether they are legitimate or not, 
the majority are not.  And due to the lack of traffic wardens checking permits, they often 
spend the entire day in residents parking. 

• This "robotic world" is truly exhausting, it has nothing to do with real human beings. I 
agree with all the complaints made in the introductory statement. I have kept my old 
permit and have written VIRTUAL over the date. Parking Wardens are invisible when you 
need them so we have no way of checking when non-residents park in our paid for 
spaces...safe in the knowledge they'll not be caught. 

• Unable to establish if vehicles parking in the area have permit. Traffic Warden not always 
On site 

• Unfortunatly since the introduction of physical permits I have noticed, particularly in areas 
with shops that people often sit in their cars whilst waiting - sometimes I can see that 
they already have a permit for another Borough on display so can't possibly be also 
eligable for a RBK&C one. There are also more Trademen's vehicles parking (obviously I 
realise a proportion will live in the borough and be eligible). I also notice an increase of 
people sat taking /making phone calls. When you ask people (very very nicely if they 
have a permit of course they are going to say yes). I am afraid as a resident it is 
noticable naturally people will abuse it and not be truthful. I wish it were not this way but it 
is. 

• Very few parking Bay available as non residents parking on residential bays and the 
traffic warden not able to check every vehicle. 

• Very valid concerns from residents about not knowing if a car is illegally parked, as it's 
impossible to see RBKC parking permits. 
Encouraging people to go online is fine, but it must continue to be possible for people to 
buy/renew their permits in person.  There are many residents who would prefer to see 
someone in person, particularly if they have questions. 

• Virtual permits are a very bad idea. Resident car parking spaces are often difficult to find 
because of the increase in cars and the decrease in spaces. With virtual permits it is not 
possible for residents to know whether a vehicle is legitimately parked. Previously the 
driver of a vehicle without a permit could be politely reminded to move a vehicle or its 
presence reported to the parking enforcement. Often that unauthorised person was often 
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unaware that parking in a residents bay required a permit. However with virtual permits 
many more drivers take a chance and park in a residents bay well knowing a permit is 
required but assuming no one willl notice and a traffic warden will not visit. Traffic 
wardens vist residentd bays infrequently and often predictably so the whole system of 
designating parking bays for residents breaks down with virtual permits. The resident is 
also short changed. Not only has the cost of a parking permit progressively increased but 
the prospect of finding a residents parking bay decreased and will inevitably decrease 
further with the introduction of virtual permits. I have observed many examples since their 
introdtion of unauthorised drivers parking in residents bays because they believe the 
chance of being caught by a warden is low. So affixing visible permits should be 
mandatory. It is not the same as virtual road tax licences which can be checked by APN 
systems 

• Virtual permits have made it very easy for anyone without a permit to park in our 
neighbourhood. 

• Virtual permits have no reminders on expiry, very difficult to track how long is left before 
renewal is needed. With no permits displayed in vehicles it makes it impossible to know if 
a vehicle has a permit and has the right to be parked in a RBKC parking space. Wardens 
often dont bother checking each car. 

• Virtual permits make it harder to control if actual residents are parking in the spaces or if 
non-residents are using the spaces and risking the potential ticket. There are always 
parking suspensions which make parking tricky and without physical permits I believe it 
has been a free for all. 

• Visual permits are necessary as it enables legitimate Parkers to 
Identify other drivers parking illegally when they want to park in a space. 

• Want to repeat that none residents/none permit holders  are far more willing and able to 
risk parking in our Residents Bays as the chances of a warden coming by are slim - and 
they know they cannot be challenged by parking residents. 

• We experience severe parking difficulties in our road and surrounding roads especially 
with the ongoing < name removed> when residents parking bays are suspended for long 
periods of time 

• We had noticed a surge in non-residents parking i.e. without the visual permit it wasn't 
possible to identify all without the paper permit affixed to the windscreen,  but they took 
advantage and parked anyway. 
At least with a visual permit you can see who is entitled and who isn't.  
Instead of waiting for a parking warden to attend your street, they can't be everywhere,  
we can at least telephone and ask for a warden,  but only if we have visible permits. 

• we have problem in my area 
which they do not park properly so the it should be a line the same to pay and display 
also we are fed up 
Friday and Saturday parking space yup put a camera pls 

• We have seen with car tax, this facility is open to fraud, it will be the same with parking 
permits 

• We see more cars parked in our street, some of whom we know don’t have permits. The 
scheme made no provision to help wardens scan plates to quickly recognise illegal 
parking. It was I’ll conceived with no provision in place to limit abuse. 

• What are the ‘many benefits to residents’ other than those stated, therefore saving RBK 
& C time and money on postage etc. ? In a borough where numerous trade / building 
vehicles ( and presumably others, as in earlier years ) park in residents’ parking bays it is 
useful to politely request that these are moved to pay bays if a permit is not displayed. 
Under the recent new scheme I asked a carpet layer to move and he said he was a 
resident, but could produce no proof of this. 
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• When this virtual permit was introduced, it became very difficult finding a parking space 
to park. Everyone parks everywhere and it is very difficult to know who has /has not got a 
permit. A traffic warden is not always present in our street. Not having a permit displayed 
was a deterrent on its own for drivers but now they seem to be taking a bigger chance in 
parking which makes it very difficult for us to find a parking space to park. 

• Whilst I respect the environmental savings, having  a hybrid scheme where residents 
print and display permits if they want to is a poor outcome and will lead to confusion and 
may make fraud easier. System should be all or nothing with issues such as WCC 
parking tackled differently. 

• Will need to be enforced otherwise it will be very hard to differentiate the permit holders 
from the fraudsters 

• With physical permits not being posted to the vehicle’s registered address, I am 
concerned that there will be abuse of the permit system. 
I also wonder how much longer it takes parking wardens to ascertain whether a vehicle 
has a valid permit. Presumably longer than it takes to glance at a physical permit in the 
windscreen? 

• With virtual permits it is impossible for bona fide residents to tell if a vehicle is entitled or 
not to be in any Residents Only space.  How can one complain or report a transgression 
if it is impossible to differentiate between those valid residents and someone who is not?  
Virtual permits lead to many more incidents of non-entitles parking in what are a limited 
numbers of spaces.  I have witnessed this myself. 

• with virtual permits you would need to increase the traffic wardens as many people are 
now parking without permits, especially on match nights. as they know that the wardens 
cant check every car car because it is time consuming to type in every registration etc... 
so much faster just to look at the permit in the window, NO permit, No parking and a 
ticket. 

• Without a visual parking permit it is impossible to ask non-residents who are illegally 
parked to move from the parking bays.   Sometimes the only available resident spaces 
are a long way from the house. 

• Without any visual display it is impossible to know if cars parked in the residents bays are 
entitled to park there. There are few parking personnel- I hardly ever see one locally and 
I know that people are now 'taking a chance' when going to nearby properties or <name 
removed>. The visual permits almost completely changed this. 

• Without visible permits, residents have no way of knowing if a non residence is taking up 
a needed parking space. 

• WOULD LIKE BETTER ENFORCEMENT FOR KEEPING RESIDENT BAYS FOR 
RESIDENTS - AS THE VIRTUAL SCHEME MAKES IT EASIER FOR NON RESIDENTS 
TO PARK IN OUR BAYS 

 
 
 
Provide residents with a choice of paper or virtual permits (help digitally excluded, prefer 
in-person contact at the town hall) 

• make sure if go paperless then non internet connected residents are catered for. 
2) yes a pdf that drivers can see and display-feel more comfortable parking when I really 
do know when my permit is valid until 
3) print on back the terms for resi parking I  pay and display…is it and hour inside the 
rules or not…can never find confirmation on web. 

• Please ensure you do not disadvantage the large number of people who struggle with 
online applications or do not have easy access to the internet. You should not close 
down the option for in-person applications  
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2. Please improve the online application process - as a new resident it took me ages to 
upload the required documents because the system did not accept photos/scans from 
my phone (HEIC) and I had to convert the format and resize them all. 

• This change will still need to be supported by a dedicated phone line where questions 
and problems can be speedily resolved.  2. Where applicants have already established 
their residency and driving qualifications the proposed system should be able to access 
and verify these on line in real time (as does the DVLA when checking insurance and 
MOT details) . 3.  This would enable an application to be approved immediately and thus 
the applicant could be confident in being able to work legitimately with immediate effect. 
This requires a significant effort to be made in setting up the appropriate IT system. 4.  It 
is not appropriate to replace the former system which, although it required a visit to the 
Parking Office did mean that a permit could be issued that day - with a new on-line 
system in which there is a delay of several days before the permit is issued. 

• All eligible vehicles should display permits to prevent abuse. The virtual system is 
nonsense and unhelpful. Also other boroughs provide paper permits so why not rbkc?? 
Also the town hall should be open to issue permits. Other town halls are open as are 
banks and airports. There is no reason for not issuing permits face to face. 

• As above, consideration for the elderly, infirm and those who don't have easy access to 
or are unfamiliar with technology etc. 

• As evidence I would like to have paper as a proof. Thanks 

• Assistance and permits should be available as well at the Town Hall for those having 
difficulty accessing the online services 

• At least, those who want to return to paper based forms and permits, should have that 
option. I like physical paper copies of all my applications and documents. There is no 
easy way to print out screenshots using an internet browser. 
I don't like the internet at times. 

• Bare in mind that not everyone has IT access, you may be discriminating against aged 
individuals or people with disabilities. What happens if the system goes done etc 

• Consideration needs to be given to those who do not or cannot use technology. 

• Dear Sir/ Madam 
I would like to go & to do it face to face everything, bec i had some issue with online & 
when we moved we changed address online but it didn't go true, after i had problem with 
parking & all my details was send to my previous address... so for me it's easy to come & 
to do it straight away at Town Hall.  
Thank you 

• Do not abolish personal, human service at the town hall. 
It is a basic service, needed by many. 
Cost cutting extended to human presence is a serious mistake. 

• Don’t like it being virtual. It is good to see things visually.  
Hard for people who are technophobic  
People should be given a choice. 

• Don’t take away people freedom of choice 

• ensure you have a digital kiosk available for those few people who don't have a phone or 
computer or can no longer do anything online themselves 

• Face to face need to be available also for issues as it is simply too frustrating and 
fruitless to fix problems online. 

• for those who wish, the permitting in person should still be available 

• For those without computer access to the Internet, or who prefer not to use an online 
service, direct face-to-face access to Permit Services via a counter at the Town Hall must 
be retained, and improved in line with the online service.  The counter should also be 
able to print out and issue a PDF of a permit. 
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• Give both choices to residents original and paperless 

• give people an option to still pay permit in CASH at the town hall 

• Having to get a permit online requires the car owner to have a computer. This disregards 
residents that are older and don't have that option. 

• I am 79 old who is not good on computer or other new technical things.  So I would like to 
have a permit in paper . 

• I am very conscious that it's easy for me to get my resident's permit because I use 
technology at work and find it easy.  However, some people are not confident using 
online systems - perhaps older people ? - and I worry about whether they need the 
option of going to the Town Hall to get the permit organised? 

• I do think it is a good idea to be paperless but I worry that there may be elderly people 
that cannot access the internet. 

• I find it hard to apply for the virtual permit because I'm not good with computers. I would 
prefer to go to the town hall. As done before the pandemic. 

• I found the online process very well planned, and relatively easy to follow. 
However, I would want those who have difficulty, for instance with scanning and 
uploading documents, to be able to easily access an alternative in person procedure. 

• I fully support virtual permits for environmental and speed of processing reasons. But I 
am concerned about those who are elderly, can't use a computer or don't know someone 
who can help them. Please ensure that at least for the next year or so there is some 
provision for those who need to apply by phone and/or need a paper permit. Thank you. 

• I got quite nervous during lockdown will it became paperless parking permit and then felt 
quite relieved when I received this survey that there is actually an option to have both as 
I said before my concerns are for the future and my ability to even operate IT just 
knowing I could go to the town hall to get a paper version of the parking permit is quite a 
relief I think we have to bear in mind that not everybody has a smart phone and a 
computerAnd IT skills I’m saying this because I don’t know what mine will be like in the 
future and speaking for others 

• I have no issues accessing things online however you should be mindful of the fact that 
some people may find this difficult if not impossible. They are probably the ones that may 
be against these virtual permits and have no way to express their views since you are 
collecting feedback online. If you know who they might brand  If you haven’t already done 
so, you should send them a physical letter asking them for feedback 

• I prefer the option to go in person to get a physical permit. Not everyone has capacity to 
do it online. 

• I still need to pay for the permit by phone as I don’t pay for anything online. So need 
information to do that. 

• I still think that we should be able to come in to the town hall and renew the permits 

• I support the idea in principle but being a person of a 'certain age' it is imperative that if 
there is a hitch etc. that it is possible to 'speak ' to a human person.  this is not always 
easy and can cause a great deal of anxiety when there are so very many things that one 
needs to do to comply with living and working in London. 

• I think having both options is better since people can choose what suits them. Younger 
computer literate people can choose pdf and less computer literate people can obtain it 
physically 

• I think it’s  good in principle, although a permit visible on the windscreen gives me a 
sense of security . 

• I think it's always important to be able to apply with forms as not everyone has access to 
computers. But online application for most is fast and easy. 
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• I think it's important that people can go to the office and speak to someone in person if 
they need or want to. 

• I think the virtual parking permit is great and there shouldn't be no reason to go back with 
the paper one 

• I think we still should have a permit if we request one so we know who is a resident and 
parking legally 

• I think you need to retain an in person option for people who may not be comfortable 
using online services but generally this should be the exception not the rule. 

• I very much  rather’d it when You could come to the town hall and get help with renewing 
your permit. With the online application I’m always encountering problems and does 
really stress me out because all I want to do is avoid a parking fine. 

• I very much support actually going to the town hall & speaking to an advisor - which I find 
very helpful (especially the Italian guy) as well as on line - but when there is a question I 
prefer to be advised by a person. 

• I was surprised to receive no confirmation of my permit renewal until I telephoned and 
requested. A off hard copy should be posted to all without having to request it. 

• I will back this scheme but ONLY if there is a REAL PERSON one could speak to, in 
case of any problems. 

• I would also, like to know that one has the option of still dealing with a parking permit.. if, 
it's not a straight forward issue problem...& Be able to speak to someone face to face. 

• I would like on on-line permit that I can print out and keep in the car. 

• I would like the option of having a hard paper copy permit to display on my vehicle. I do 
not wish to have only the electronic version as I have encountered  issues with not 
having a visual permit. I want a hard copy and believe it’s our right to request one. 

• I would still like a printed permit as now I have no reminder of the renewal date 

• I’m fairly young and tech savvy - would be interesting to ensure this doesn’t exclude 
some of our older residents. Will we see the results broken down by age? Thanks! 

• I’m satisfied  with your online services however I am concerned that elder residents who 
are less digital savvy may have problems negotiating your site & uploading relevant 
documents etc 

• I'm all for progress but I think total reliance on technology is dangerous. Things go wrong, 
systems fail, and if this service is entirely reliant on traffic wardens' hand-held technology 
and the system goes down, we're all in trouble. By all means go paperless but do please 
provide physical evidence for those of us who request it. 

• I'm retired and prefer to go in person to renew my permit. We have to continue to keep 
face to face available it's so important. 

• In general, I support the continuation of virtual parking permits, but not all council 
services (including parking) should be moved exclusively online.  Online services are 
here to stay and certainly helpful to a point, but online portals and either in-house or 
outsourced call centres can never be a a substitute for the continued availability of face-
to-face, in-person, council services.  Whatever the service, including parking, it must 
remain possible to speak, relatively easily, with a real person having the requisite 
knowledge at RBKC. 

• In my opinion so much ch easier than having to go in person to town hall although some 
residents may still need this service 

• It is an aid to owners to renew their permits, if the reminder system fails. Which it has 
done. 
Virtual permits disenfranchise a large proportion of residents. 

• It may be hard for elderly people to access the service 

• It might make it harder for people with no access to computers or unable to work them 
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• Its is very simple if there are residents who wants a real permit then provide them and if 
there are residents who wants a virtual permit then that is their prerogative. I am still on a 
real permit just like before. Anyway, the cost of parking permit did not go down having 
just the virtual permit. 

• My response to your question 3 is because  
I do understand that certain people do not have access to online services 

• Not everyone has access to a printer at home… much easier to get permit done at Town 
Hall in Person… took me weeks to get my permit last time and tickets also… not 
everyone is ok with doing this on line.. 

• Not everyone has the kit, ability or capacity to operate on line so I believe the Council  
Should continue to offer the facility for face to face transactions at the Town Hall, 
perhaps on an appointment basis. 

• Obviously the Council will still have to retain a system for people who do not have a 
computer or iPad which is linked to a printer or who through age etc are not computer 
literate. 

• Older residents like to have some paper proof that they have a permit. 
A reminder before the permit expires . 

• Paperfree means that most people would have to spend even more time on their 
computers and work harder.. Generally more people will forget. You discriminate agaist 
those who cant do everything themselves and also those who dont have printers.  
If you are intent on contining you should give residents a choice of paper or no paper. 

• Paperless permit is faster and friendlier to the environment, but it is still and on line 
service. This means that someone who can access the site will have a problem. Also, 
there is always danger of online fraud. Especially these days with privacy and data being 
sold to their parties. Give people the option to be paperless, but always have the 
traditional paper permit available for those who want it 

• People should be given a choice when purchasing the permit 

• People will still want to come to the council to renew their permit . They should have this 
choice 

• Please bear in mind that some residents may not have online access, or if unwell may 
find it difficult.  There should always be an alternative method of renewal. 

• Please remember that some of our older,  less computer literate residents must be 
accommodated as well. 

• Possibly for the elderly who are still driving but are not very computer user friendly, they 
would need something in the post to remind them. As opposed to just email. 

• Seems like the common sense way to go. As long as residents who want a physical 
permit can ask for an PDF. Maybe some drivers may not be able to use or be in a 
position to print their permits so maybe they should be offered a chance tonhave it sent 
to them. This will probably be a very low number. 

• Should give residents the choice if they want to be virtual or want the permit in vehicle. 
That way you cater to everyone’s preferences 

• Some old or disable people might strugle. There should be standard option kept open for 
them. 

• The benefit of paperless parking permits would be negated if residents have to print them 
out permits themselves, That WCC have trouble with such an approach is more for WCC 
to address surely than having to cater for their inability. The lesser "evil" is for those who 
need to ask for a paper copy, but that penalises those who don't ask and then want such 
parking flexibility on the day. 

• The Paperless permits will make it tougher for the senior citizens who do not have 
access to computers and smart phones 
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• The renewal process online is fantastic, but I’d like some kind of physical sticker for the 
car. 

• The should be a choice to purchase Permit online or at the Customer Service. 

• The Virtual / paperless permit system has been brilliant - Much faster and more efficient 
than paper and better for the planet, please keep it going! I understand some people 
want/need paper permits in special circumstances, I think this should be an option that 
can be available to those who need it, but the default should be paperless 

• There may be some people that don’t use online services - but it should be encouraged, 
especially if they are driving on the road and parking in RBKC. 

• There should be different ways to renew 

• Think i am in favour, but would  quite like a paper permit sent for the car display 

• Think it’s a great move in the right direction to reduce paperwork so long as a paper 
option is available for older residents or those whose disabilities make accessing the 
internet difficult. 

• This is a great step forward! My main consideration regards citizens (possibly older) that 
might not be very comfortable with managing their parking permit online, so maybe there 
could be an option for them to do it in person as it used to be in the past. 

• This pan makes more work for all residents and is bound to make it easier to forget to 
renew, it discriminates against those who have problems with computer access and 
those who don't have printers.  
I expect that soon there will be so many emails that no one will ever read any. 

• Those who are unable or unwilling to comply with a virtual permit system must still be 
able to apply for and get a permit under the old system. I believe that this will an ever 
shrinking minority as time goes on. 

• Under the heading Diversity & Inclusiveness I think we need to operate for ALL residents 
in the Borough. This cannot be a "one-size fits all" approach. If I lost my phone, or 
changed emails, or even stopped using my laptop I would be unable to obtain my PDF. 
Not everything needs to go down the digital online route. 

• Unless either the address or vehicle have been changed it should not be necessary to 
download information when renewing. Many of your older residents like myself do not 
own printers and in any case have only limited understanding of their laptops. It should 
be possible on request to send out a form and renew by post.  Disabled residents do not 
find it easy to come to the Town Hall for assistance. 

• V much hope that the expert service of the parking office at RBKC will not diminish 

• Virtual permits work ! I not against them , I just think people should have the option to 
have them displayed in their window if that’s their preference. 

• We have to keep some exceptions for the elderly and people who have problems with 
technology 

• We need to change to make life easier for residents and lower cost for council. But for a 
limited time you will need to make provision for the digitally less able. 

• We should not forget about elderly people, who may have difficulties with digital access. 
therefore, there should be some exceptions from ceratin age groups onwards 

• Whichever system - paper or virtual - is easiest to administer for applicants. 

• While agreeing to all the above I would prefer, if I had to change my vehicle, to provide 
all the necessary new documentation over the counter within the Council offices. 

• While I strongly support virtual permits, I am concerned that there might be a small 
number of residents who are unable/uncomfortable with the online application process. 
Would the Council be able to offer an alternative? 
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• Whilst I support the move to virtual parking permits, it is vital that RBKC provide 
adequate telephone support services for those unable to meet their requirements using 
online services. 

• Would visitor permits like Camden be possible? Also, there are many older residents for 
whom going online is still a huge challenge. Many lower income families will also find it 
challenging to access the Internet and printing facilities even if they do own a car (which 
they may, for example, need for work. And this may be off topic but the parking by phone 
arrangement is appalling. It takes ages to get through to the right part of the call, then it 
seems to hang on to old credit cards, it doesn't always recognise the numbers... it's a 
total nightmare. The app is better but not everyone has access to the internet all the time! 
PS Surely you can email an annual reminder? 

• You have presented the case well and make an overwhelming case for the on-line 
parking permits procedure.  However it is important never to forget those residents who 
don't have a computer or can easily use one. 

• You have to consider elderly members’ of RBKC community who are not good at using 
online processing system. It is always better to leave at least one desk in the town hall 
for dealing with those people. 

• You must allow for people without computer and mobile phones.  I would only support  
virtual as an option, otherwise I will be against it. 

• You should allow those residents - usually those who are unwilling or unable to engage 
with online resources, the option to renew a paper copy. 

 
Preferred previous system 

• A simple system which is not dependent on computer use is best. 

• All residents should be required to display a physical permit in their vehicles as in past 
years. 

• As my new car's number plate is <registration number removed> I already received two 
parking tickets because the parking attendant thought that the <letter removed> in my 
no. plate was a <number removed> while I was legally parked in < name removed> for 
which I have a virtual parking permit. To avoid these kind of mistakes and possibly many 
others I STRONGLY BELIEVE THAT VIRTUAL PARKING PERMITS ARE WRONG 
unless a PDF parking permit is sent to all drivers entitled to it. 

• Blatant cost saving exercise dressed up as eco/green. People need paper permit visual 
reminders so why not continue to do the service for them. 

• Bring back paper permits!!!! 

• clear identification works for the total community otherwise one shrugs and ceases to 
care that everything is in order 

• Elderly people in particular need visual reminders. 
I'm a caregiver and I need reminders too. 

• Even traffic wardens find that residents forget to pay . Some sort of display that one is a 
resident would be helpful particularly at <name removed>. I would vote for the display 
version  back again 

• Go back to the old way, you are still charging the same prices and giving us less service, 
the cost of printing the permit should have been deducted from the cost of the permit. I 
wonder how much money that saved you last year? 

• having a visual permit is very useful to see who is a resident 

• Having the application and renewal system online would be an improvement.  However, 
vehicles should have to display a physical permit to enabke policing in its widest sense. 

• Having the original permit system acts as a very important deterrent for non permit 
holders as there is an obvious sign that all adjoining cars have permits. 
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• I am a typical Old Fogey (who hates most ‘modern’ changes involving technology !).  I 
cannot really believe that your Wardens find that ‘beeping’ each car (to check it DOES  
have a valid Permit) is preferable to just staring at a Permit on the Front Windscreen. 
Certainly I enjoy having the benefit of a constant ‘reminder of the expiry date’ easily 
visible to me....I doubt the ‘green savings’ add up to much ?  I wonder how much money 
has been LOST to RBKC by the paperless system = were there really ‘savings’ ? 

• I changed my car and the WFH people I spoke to were not much good 
the non paper permits is all part of drilling down the service to the residents for the 
convenience of the staff 

• I do NOT support paperless parking permits for the main reason that having paid permit 
& seeking a parking one is unable to identify whether a car parking in a Residents 
parking spot is legitimate or not therefore I have no way of proving the car is parked in 
MY allocated spot this will make it impossible as I cannot request the driver  to move 
their car ?.   Absolutely NO advantage having already PAID for my position ?? 

• I do not support virtual permits - you have no idea when your permit is going to expire 
and if you get a parking ticket as a result RBKC does not refund.    
Many of the older people do not want to do things online. 
Virtual may be easier for the Council, but it is not for the residents! 

• I do not want paperless permits to be made permanent. design 
Also I really liked the design and look of the old paper  
permit 

• I don’t like the virtual parking permit, this should be returned back to how it was 
previously where permits are displayed. 

• I don’t like virtual, because it was never in the past 

• I dont use a printer or computer, the last time I find it very difficult to send documents like 
driving license and other proofs, I would much prefer to get a hard copy of permit by 
coming to the town hall 

• I find it very inconvenient not having a paper permit. I have had to call the council more 
than once to check the expiry date. As to PDF permits again this is very inconvenient as 
it will mean keeping the PDF in the car and looking for it, instead of just having the permit 
on the screen. The council's duty to provide a service is incompatible with refusal to 
provide paper permits. At the very least it should be an option. 

• I have had 2 parking tickets issued wrongly because the enforcement officer could not 
read my number plate correctly. as there was no paper permit he/she searched for my 
permit in his system but could. not find it.if I had a paper one he should not make a 
mistake as it would be there in black and white,as it were. 

• I like paper permit attached on the windscreen as it's always been 

• I like to see my permit, I wish I could still get a tax disc, it helps to remind me of when I 
need to get a new permit, as I don’t have much money, it means I can budget for my new 
permit and I like seeing my permit, 

• I like to see the evidence of what I’m paying for. Especially as it such an overwhelming. 
Price just for virtual evidence. Paper gives me peace of mind and a reminder of the 
renewal date. So I can start scraping together for the next rip off bill. 

• I liked a visual reminder of my permit. Too much of our administration is becoming virtual. 
I just cannot keep up! 

• I personally prefer having a permit visible on my car, it helps me prepare for renewing it, 
mentally when I see the expiry date and also stops me getting parking tickets, I have had 
two tickets which I am sure I will appeal successfully as I have a permit but it’s just 
annoying to get a parking ticket even though I have a permit so it means I hve to appeal 
it, the warden obviously out the wrong number plate or something as both times I was 
parked in a residence permit so there was no valid reason to give me a ticket but 
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because it’s virtual it’s just annoying. So I most definitely would like a paper permit that I 
can visibly see. 

• I prefer the old permit that you stuck on windshield. 

• I prefer the paper permits as easier to recognise a local car and also because reminds 
me to renew it. So basically better 

• I regularly bark on boundary roads with Westminster - namely <road name removed> 
and <road name removed>.  The introduction of the virtual permit has restricted my 
parking in these areas as I understand Westminster Council are not able to access the 
system and check permit details.  This has proved problematic for me. For this reason, I 
would prefer a physical permit. 

• I see it as almost as a ‘badge of honour’ to display the K&C permit in my car. 

• I still want paper please. 

• I think it is a mistake to do away with requiring that paper permits be displayed on 
windscreens. The permits make it easy for residents to tell when an unauthorised vehicle 
is using a residents' space. This can be very useful in a variety of situations. 
Also, the expiry date is useful. For example, we were asked to look after a neighbour's 
car, for a couple of months, and she had accidentally allowed her permit to run out. We 
didn't know why warning messages were being left on the windscreen of her car. 

• I think it is easier for residents to make sure their parking permits are within date if there 
is a sticker on their car 

• I think it is important that everyone who is entitled to a permit shows that they have one 
on their windscreen.  Without a permit it is impossible to know whether a car has been 
parked illegally which happens a lot where we live taking up resident parking places so 
that we the residents often cannot find a place to park   Telling people that they have the 
choice of placing their permit in the window will not solve this problem.  The rule needs to 
be enforced that a permit must be shown on the windscreen 

• I would like Council to issue actual physical windscreen permits 

• I would prefer all vehicles to have a visible permit - so many cars are parked in my area 
that do not have a permit, it would help to see a proper permit 

• In general I am in favour of the council making more services available online, and was 
delighted when it became possible to renew licenses online.  But online fraud of all sorts 
is becoming increasingly sophisticated, and I have no doubt that it affects parking permits 
too. Considering that parking spaces in the borough are in such short supply and 
demand is so high, I feel strongly that the council should continue to insist that residents 
apply for their initial permits in person so that all their documents can be properly 
checked, and then allow online applications in future.  For the same reasons of fraud 
prevention, I also want the council to continue to issue paper parking permits. I'm sure 
there will be more illegal parking if this practice stops. It's exactly like the requirement to 
display a disabled badge when using a disabled bay -- it discourages abuse because the 
abuse is so obvious.  In the same way, allowing some residents not to display paper 
permits would undermine the whole idea. Paper permits do not just help parking 
attendants, they help local residents (or other disabled drivers) who suffer when scarce 
parking spaces are taken by those clearly not entitled to them. Making all this visible 
makes it more effective. And in the process protects those genuinely entitled to resident's 
permits (or disabled badges) from suspicion.  In short, moving all this online would 
undermine the whole system, and greater convenience is not a good enough reason to 
do so. 

• In order to avoid non residents usage of resident parking I support that all vehicles must 
have their permits clearly visible 

• It is easier to renew parking permits online which I agree with that but it is better if we 
have the paper permit sent to our addresses please. 
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• It worked PERFECTLY fine before 

• Much easier to have a permit permanently on your windscreen than try to find a PDF 
sheet when you need to. 

• Much prefer paper licence for car 

• Need to see on car 

• Object to paperless parking permits for the reasons already given in No. 3 

• Our local WhatsApp Group has been vociferous in its discussions about the permanent 
use of virtual permits and, without exception, the users wish to have the self adhesive 
permits, as before, brought back. 

• Permit expired in December. Council sent me a reminder letter which I did not receive . 
Started getting tickets outside my house . If I had a paper permit , I would know when I 
need to renew 

• Personally I prefer the nice holographic permits - it's an absolute privilage to have one of 
the K and C most sort after permits and quite shallowlally (is that a word) I am proud to 
display it.  Apart from the more practical reasons of always being reminded when it's due 
and no mistakes from traffic wardens etc 

• Physical permits do remove anxiety of being a permit holder and parking in residence 
bays 

• Please bring back to paper parking permits as they work. The rate of error in 
fines/enforcement and follow-up administrative work is very inconvenient and time 
consuming which could be minimised by simply issuing paper permits as was the case 
before the pandemic. 

• Please please bring them back, send them as a pdf to every resident who has one and 
let them print it. It’s a nightmare seeing people who park without being a resident and 
block the very limited spaces we have. Thank you 

• Please return to previous arrangement with on windscreen permit display 

• RBKC residents wants the Paper Permit BACK. 

• Some of the reasons stated by the Council as benefits of virtual parking permits apply 
whether paper permits are issued or not. It must surely be a simple matter to send out 
paper permits centrally without manual intervention - many other organisations do it. The 
vast majority of people I speak with on the matter says that they want the self adhesive 
permits reinstated - they are beneficial in so many ways. If need be increase the  cost of 
the annual permit to cover production and postage. 

• The online system only works if the internet is functioning properly it is not fail safe. I 
have lived in Chelsea for many years and this is just another thing to worry about. I do 
not believe anything online helps the environment, loosing our real permits is a way of 
taking away our identity as a Chelsea resident. We are also exposing our homes and 
personal information to more internet scams. I am sure nothing anyone says will make 
any difference because you ( RBKC) have already made your decision and this is just 
some half baked attempt to say you asked the residents. I would like the real permits 
reinstated!!! 

• The previous self adhesive permit arrangement worked well for all concerned, residents, 
car owners and wardens. Their removal has not been welcomed and would appear more 
as a cost cutting measure than an improvement in service. 

• there is absolutely nothing at fault with the "normal" printed permits that have been in 
operation and attached to the windscreen  for years 

• There is already too much to do online 

• They are horrible! It should be paper only! Virtual payments are so bad 

• This must be brought to notice that and as collective views of neighbours,  
"THIS IS THE WORST DECISION"  
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No display ticket has: 
1) Increased anxiety of not knowing when is parking permits are due for renew (yes there 
are prior intimations in place, but with all the junk mails and spam through letter box and 
emails, it could easily be overlooked.) 
2) With no display, private taxis and construction vehicles are MISUSING the system. 
3) They would park illegally and occupy valuable resident spaces. 
4) Reducing the council's earnings by playing with the system and not paying their share 
of Pay and Display.  
5) Leaving litter almost every day. 

• This Resident Parking Permit Improvements is only an improvement for RBKC and NOT 
for the resident.  We are lumbered with the cost of fines for forgetting our permit number 
and renewal date and printing costs and administration. 
- there is no record of the permit except a number sent to us in an email which only 
confirms receipt of payment and necessary documentation.  One has to remember and 
dig this out when required usually for renewal purposes. 
- the printed windscreen permit serves as a reminder for the renewal as it is in constant 
view. 
- the printed windscreen permit shows clearly if a nonresident is wrongly parked - 
especially at peak times when it is difficult for residents to find a parking space. 
- There is no reduction in cost to the resident permit holder in cost as a result of this 
‘paperless’ permit. 
- how will the resident be notified when the permit requires renewal? If it is by email, then 
that is another one which could be missed when we sift through all the junk emails. This 
is extra time spent.  Is the cost of the permit going to reduce this time cost from the 
permit? 

• This sounds like a money saving scheme for the council that is being packaged as a 
green initiative. It’s messy and not as clear cut as simply issuing the permit like you used 
to. 

• To have parking permits is the best way to rectify by the employee so fast without dealing 
in technology processing. Think, it will be waste of time 

• Under data protection laws I do not consent to the removal over physical residents permit 
holders certificate to be displayed in my car. It is an invasion of privacy and under data 
protection laws I do not consent to my data being stored digitally in this way or being 
used in this way by the council. For my security and insurances I require a physical 
resident permit holders 

• Unnecessarily complicated. Stick to the previous system of physical permits. 

• Unnecessary change and a reminder to purchase a new one has not arrived yet leaving 
me to wonder when it needs replacing 

• We Resident parking to be showing on car 

• Would like the return of paper permits to be mandatory displayed on car windscreens. 

• Would like to continue with permits (paper) 

• Your wardens cannot be everywhere at once. At least with a universal paper permit 
system we can see who has a permit and who hasn’t and ask them to move. PLEASE do 
not get rid of this essential document. It is the only way we can see that someone is not a 
resident and should not be in the parking bay. By all means have wardens be able to 
check a digital system, which will help when a permit falls off the window in summer heat! 
However, without the paper permit, it is becoming a free for all. And those of us who are 
willing to challenge the usurpers of residents’ parking bays will be left helpless. 

 
Agrees with provision of PDF 
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• A PDF permit is vital as I have nearly been ticketed by a warden outside the Town Hall 
who didn't believe that I had a permit. 

• Definitely need PDFs for boundary roads and permit expiry reminders. 

• Happy with way paperless parking permits are operating but printable pdf would be 
useful 

• Having the PDF as an attractive sticker for your car would be great.  
Having the permit does give a sense of 'belonging' to the borough and something people 
outside the borough (for instance in Hammersmith or Chiswick) aspire to. Some people 
move to the area just to have the permit and like to show where they live just as people 
have RAC or yacht club parking membership stickers on their cars. It could be optional 
but many people like it. I'd like to see more 'branding' for RBKC. eg. So your library card 
matched the parking sticker. It could be one of those 'holders without glue that stick that 
you put your pdf in? Also to have an RBKC 'resident's card that gave you a discount at 
Better gym etc. and maybe some <road name removed> stores would participate? 
Maybe a 'pay and display discount' for residents to encourage shopping locally (you can't 
always park on a residents bay close to the main shops). 

• Huge waste of time for wardens to check legality of cars. PDF is a fix, but if the RBKC 
was digitally competent we wouldnt even have wardens running around - or if you like to 
employ them, keep them but give them a bar code type way to check license plates in 1 
sec 

• I am in favour of the proposal, on the condition that :- The Council Provide a PDF of your 
permit to print and use. Advise residents when their Parking Permit expiry date is 
approaching 

• i defiantly belive everyone should have a permit sent out and displayed on thier vehicle  
and send with and option to resident PDF or posted by the council  1 month earlier 

• I have a current virtual permit and was originally supportive of the process.  However, on 
16 Dec 21, I received a PCN (Penalty Notice) for my registered vehicle, with the PCN 
saying I did not have a valid Parking Permit to park in a residents bay (literally in front of 
my home in a clearly marked residents bay).  The RBKC parking team confirmed I was 
parked in a correct location and have a valid permit, but I was still required to submit a 
challenge to the PCN.  Although I did this immediately, it remains open, which suggests 
that Virtual Permits alone are insufficient.  A PDF in the windscreen should sort this, but 
the process for residents with valid permits needs to be streamlined, as well. 

• I just would like to emphasise the need for a print out of the permit PDF 

• I only want the PDF as I did not receive a notification my permit had expired last year. 

• I really like the idea of having a PDF copy for it would help me remember when my 
renewal of the permit is due.  At present it is easy to forget so it is very important that  
you continue to send out reminders via e-mail too. 

• I support sending a PDF as people can forget that they have failed to renew on their 
expiry dates. 

• I support using online as the primary method of obtaining and renewing a permit.  
However you should be required to display a copy in the window and a PDF should be 
emailed. 

• I think a pdf email would be very reassuring.  
Eventhough  we get lots of visitors here with permits. I live on <road name removed> 
near <name removed>  football I wanted to let you know how great it is that we can all 
park Borough wide. I often walk or take a bus but on occasion a car is really essential. I 
would like this to continue and it encourages me to shop and use the resources and 
businesses in the Borough. Sine the new driving restrictions in Fulham I never drive 
there. I hope the poor Sainsburys in <road name removed> doesn’t loose all their 
business! 
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• I think for this to work we need the pdf that we can print at home but also a text reminder 
of when the permit is due to run out would be really useful, as long as these are 
implemented then I would be in favour of the current online system, but if not then I 
would not be. 
Thank you, 

• I think it's very convenient to go into "Virtual" permits especially to avoid the possibility of 
fraud for example. 
I personally would like to have a PDF of my permit in case of need of proof and when the 
time comes I shall request one.  
Nevertheless, a good idea. 

• I WOULD DEFINITELY LIKE A pdf SENT TO MY EMAIL ADDRESS AND ALSO A 
NOTIFICATION OF RENEWAL SENT BY POST AND BY EMAIL ADDRESS.  
IT MAKES ONE ANXIOUS TO WORRY THAT ONE HAS MISSED THE DATE OF 
RENEWAL 

• I would support only if we get a PDF copy of the permit 

• If you send a PDF to everyone: 
- those who want/need to use it can print it out or keep it on their mobile phones to show, 
while the remainder can simply ignore it 
- the PDF could serve as a receipt for the payment 
- it would be simpler and cheaper than offering a choice 

• It is a good idea and should be made permanent.  If everyone gets a pdf those who wish 
to can print that and keep it in their vehicle. My only query is whether the virtual permit 
has made it easier for non-residents to park in permit bays without this being detected. I 
assume that RBKC has looked into this and is satisfied that the virtual scheme has not 
impacted enforcement against improper parking 

• It is always good to have a printed version just in case. However it need not be the 
expensive round one. We can be given a option to print out our own and put it up - if ever 
needed. 

• It is just important for certain people to be able to have a PDF printed for them if they do 
not have access to a computer. 

• It should be mandatory for PDF Permits to be shown on all Permit holders cars. 

• Not sure I understand question 3 correctly, but for clarification purposes: every 
successful permit applicant should get a pdf permit if they have applied online. Then 
there should be an additional option to either print yourself or get sent by mail a Print-out 
of this pdf by the council. 

• print at home permit is good 

• Provided council parking officers check the cars parked in resident bays regularly, I much 
prefer the digital permit as it doesn't involve changing the sticker every year. It will be a 
lot easier to generate the PDF of the permit on renewal and allow for it to be downloaded 
in my RBKC account than to be on request. I might want to keep it in the glovebox until I 
need it. I also support the email reminders, maybe SMS, and by post, prior to the expiry 
date, to allow enough time for people to take action. Personally, it bothers me a lot more 
the amount of Uber and minicabs drivers (especially on match days), as well as people 
waiting for visitors to <name removed> hospital, using resident parking bays as a waiting 
bay, than monitoring people that illegally leave their cars for hours (which hopefully would 
be caught by one of the parking officers). In addition to this issue, as an EV driver, I 
would really like to see something being done to ensure lamp post chargers are not 
ICE'd. This is a huge issue and it's often challenging to find available chargers. 

• Send pdf and if the want they can print 

• Send PDF electronic copy as confirmation, which may be needed for any representation. 
Also, I think there should be a generic sticker we can put in the car which does not have 
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any expiry but key details such as car Reg, residential permit registration number and 
indicate Part of RBKC Residential Parking Permit for quick visibility check and continue 
with electronic check for actual validation of permit expiry. 

• Send the PDF by Email 

• Sending a PDF to every Resident Parking Permit holder affords them the ability to print a 
physical permit should they wish to. Some may wish to display their permit. 

• Sending PDF copy is essential. I never received my expiration notice. Royal Mail 
services have particularly disrupted and unreliable during COVID. 

• Source London need proof of resident permit. I had to screenshot an email from resident 
parking to prove one had been issued. A .pdf would have been much easier. 

• The addition of a paper copy on request provides certainty for some residents for a very 
good invisible scheme! 

• The only disadvantage is that one does not have the permit with the date for its renewal 
on the face of the permit, although having a *.pdf copy will almost completely negate that 
disadvantage. I acknolwdge that a written reminder is sent in the post, but being able to 
refer to a permit enables one to plan ahead. However (as stated) a *.pdf copy gets 
around that problem to a large extent. 

• The only weakness of the new system is uncertainty remembering the renewal date plus 
learning to trust the IT supporting recognition of the car reg.  The IT seems OK so the 
PDF solution makes sense. 

• The PDF would be very helpful for the shared bays between RBKC and Westminter. 

• The Virtual paperless parking permits is the way forward as explained on the benefits. 
The only issue i have, my car has a virtual permit but the Parking enforcement officers 
has no records on their portable device to show my car has a permit. I keep telling them 
not to give a ticket as I have a confirmed email from RBKC that has been paid. 
Can this be checked or have a help line to find a way that the enforcement can check? 
This is the reason I have requested to have PDF if I request to leave on the car window 
next time I have issues with the parking officers. thank you 

• These have been a great success, quite how you migrated so well while remote working 
etc is beyond me so very well done.  It would be useful to have a pdf, perhaps it could fit 
in the standard permit holder as opposed to having a scruffy piece of paper sitting on the 
dashboard.  It can be slightly concerning parking without any evidence of a permit, 
especially in 'boundary areas' as the consultation document suggests.  Overall though a 
huge success. 

• They've worked well. If a printable PDF can be requested for the boundary roads then 
that seems acceptable. If residents are concerned about their space being used illegally 
then they can apply for a job as a traffic enforcement officer. 

• This is heavily reliant on IT systems working all the time , whether its a hand-held device 
or a central server , so the ability to have a PDF print out as back-up is essential 

• Virtual permits are so handy and so much less time consuming to get.  
Another option may be to give everybody a virtual permit as well as a PDF version, and 
let people opt out of getting a PDF version and instead just get the virtual. However, I still 
think opting in to get a PDF version is the best idea. 

• Virtual permits are the way to go and if a physical permit is required  then the holder can 
print the pdf BUT that should be optional 

• We are on the boundary so definitely require PDF and think anyone on the boundary 
should be sent this automatically. 

• We need a pdf as back upn 

• when completing your renewal or new application form add an option for printable PDF 
personally i used to rush to the town hall for 8 am as i had to be back in work for9 - 5 and 
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you cant risk trying to go on lunch, the paperless version and being able to renew online 
has been a blessing. 

• When I applied for my permit it was very straightforward and the virtual permit was 
activated very quickly I don’t see any downside especially if you are also sending a pdf 
copy as welk 

• With the digital permit it is easy to forget when the permit is set to expire. An online portal 
for all RBKC council matters is a natural next step, but simply sending a PDF copy of the 
permit by email achieves the same goal in this case (i.e. allowing residents to file this 
away in their preferred manner). 

• Worked well for me so I'm in favour of continuing paperless. Would feel reassured if I had 
a pdf copy to print out and keep with me at all times. 

 
Improve the existing application/renewal process 

• Allow easier change of address process within the borough as part of this. And also easy 
temp permits if vehicle is in accident so you have a replacement vehicle from insurers. 

• Application could be processed by document numbers for only. Document submission 
should be eliminated. 

• Changing residence within the Borough  should ideally only require one proof of 
residence to renew rather than go through the process of first time application again. 

• For automatic renewals there should either be a lesser time delay in between permits or 
residents able to activate as soon as possible 

• Hi, as a new resident if RBKC, found it very difficult to get granted permit,  either 
temporary or permanent. Re-temporary, if you have a legitimate tenancy agreement 
followed by additional information i.e. council tax registered, should be sufficient in my 
view. Re- permanent, ask far too many documentation  I.e. driving licence with RBKC 
address, V5C with RBKC address, tenancy agreement, council tax registered 
confirmation, insurance documents etc. Some of these should be sufficient as instead of 
all. 

• How does this work when I change my car? Would I still need to come in with my new 
car's paperwork in order to get a permit? 

• I found the online process was poor when changing cars in that I could not specify a date 
(and time) for the switch.  The date was from issue date of the changed permit and that 
was vague.  I finished up with my old car permit less for 2 days and no new car. 

• I had a problem when switching to a new car in that I could not specify a time and date 
for the switch over.  This meant the switch was made on the time and date of approval 
which was two days before I actually took delivery of the new car.  A notice was given to 
me to put in my car but did not cover the exact details of this issue.  I had to add an 
explanation and hope for the best I did not get a ticket on my old car.  This is not 
acceptable. 

• I have a subscription electric car - which is a long term lease - however renewed on a 
month-by-month basis (like netflix).  Currently I am required to renew this every 3 months 
(rather than for a 12 month period).  This costs 4 times the annual fee and also creates 
unnecessary work (my side and council side).  As electric subscription services become 
increasingly popular (and are good for the environment/should be encouraged) you 
should consider accomodating this type of subscription in your future roadmap. 

• I have learnings disability, I found all this new technology very difficult. 

• I have to produce actual documents as my car is not on hire but owned by my company 
and this requires me to bring a driving licence, company letter, insurance and a V5 form 
to the council offices. Please can you make the form & documents easier to send on line. 
The existing web does not accept and changes to telephone numbers . 
Your staff are extremely helpful when I visit the office for help. 
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• I just want the online service to be easy to the people who wish to use it. 

• I seem to have to repeatedly reapply with evidence of my identity and address every time 
my permit expires . This might make sense every few years or do but not every 3 months 
? 

• I think the virtual permit works. My only criticism is that it takes 2 working days  to get the 
permit online. Pre-pandemic you could go to the town hall and get any changes done, 
like temporary permit for a loan car when your own car is in the garage. This would be 
done the same day when you went to the town hall. This is way I don’t understand why it 
takes longer online. 

• I used the system in December 2021. A few days after submitting the application I 
received an email confirming my parking permit was ready for payment on the web 
RBKC site. The message stated that if a payment was not made within 72 hours the 
application would be cancelled. 
Yet, when I tried to pay for the permit using the link provided I received response that my 
payment was still too early (attempt made via my phone) or that the details were 
incorrect (through my computer). In the end, I had to write a mail to RBKC and was 
subsequently advised to call and process my payment via the phone system. 
If RBKC wants to change the system to electronic processing, then the office has to 
make sure that the processing on the computer system function correctly. I should not 
have been sent the mail with the details requesting payment within 72 hours if the system 
was not ready to accept it. If this electronic process does not work properly there is no 
point of making the change. 

• if I am to change cars how will I be able to get a replacement  permit right away like you 
do when you come in person. 
 
as mailing in documents and waiting to get your application approved for the new permit  
via post takes times/days. 

• If you sell a car it is virtually impossible to change the vehicle details online . The 
required jpeg etc is very cumbersome 

• In some cases when my car goes to service or repair I get a courtesy car. At the moment 
I need to apply for a temporary permit. I think it would be better if residents have an 
option to register another number plate for a short period using an online service. This 
would only be for a few days. 

• Is it possible to have an easier way of moving the permit to another car Temporarily 
under the same owner or their spouse If your permanent car is in the garage or you’re 
hiring a car temporarily or you want to use another car that you own for awhile in place of 
the existing registered car. 

• It hard to know if the transaction has gone through smoothly. There is no receipt 

• It is taking far too long to get a permit with a new car 

• It should be easier to obtain a refund on an unexpired portion of a permit if it is virtual. 
Please consider providing a refund for unexpired whole calendar months. 

• It should be possible to upload multiple documents 

• It would be good to have a system whereby when a new or temporary vehicle is bought a 
permit can be accessed immediately. Previously I could go to the town hall with the right 
paperwork and walk out with a permit within the hour. Now this process could take longer 
which means it’ll be more expensive to park a temporary vehicle. Unless there is clear 
guidance on how this process still applies in a virtual world? 

• It would be helpful to be able to deal with the parking renewal without having to upload 
the document: I find this difficult and presume I am not the only one. Without this 
simplification I would chose the former method. 
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• Make change of vehicle status easier by simply transferring valid permit at the time of 
registration (will require link with DVLC) 

• Make it possible to have a live service whereby if there is a need to register a temporary 
vehicle, maybe the account can be updated withing 24hrs as there is a place to upload 
documents and a agent can then view on the other end. Confirming and the process will 
be complete 

• My objection is the processing time. Whilst I wait for you to issue a permit I have to pay 
hourly parking. You could take payment for a set number of days once submitted soma 
code is issued instantly and as residents we are not having to pay 2-3 days of parking 
charges whilst you issue a permit. That would be my only complaint 

• teh online application system is clunky. I inadvertently submitted an out of date letter 
instead of the current letter and was forced to start the whole process over again. THere 
should be a way to save your application and add to/amend it as needed. 

• The initial process was quite time consuming and unless you had a scanner could be 
difficult to complete. 

• The renewal system isn't always very user friendly 

• The rules applied for a permit are different to those identified on the website. This is 
frustrating as it is an online form with a manual step in the background. We have had 
multiple passes rejected, then accepted with the same information, incurring fines, 
inconvenience etc in the meantime. An automatic approval / accurate feedback / more 
complete information on the website, or phone process would help this greatly. 

• This proposal to make the permits a lot of sense since we may have to live with Covid for 
a while. Whilst renewals of permits is easy a change of vehicle requires uploading of 
various documents (V5C, Insurance certificate) which may present a problem for our 
older residents. Accordingly a facility to visit the council offices should also be available 

• Too slow to update council tax details to get permit 

• Waiting time makes no sense 

• We lived in K&C for almost 15 years before we bought our first car.  What I really missed 
was the option to get a short term parking for a rental car.  We were always forced to pay 
for parking.  I believe that if we want to have less cars, we should support people without 
a permanent car and make parking easier for people with a temporary vehicle. 

• When applying for a 3 month licence you then have to reapply in full supplying all 
documents previously supplied. This seems unnecessary when you will already have 
them on file. This also happens if you miss the deadline with your pin and can be 
frustrating. Surely this wouldn’t need to happen when applying for a permit for a car 
where details haven’t changed at all 

• When I purchased a new car approximately six months ago the hardest thing for me to 
do was to transfer my parking permit to the new vehicle, tax, insurance, MOT were all 
extremely easy . you boast about making the system simple I’m afraid It is not simple, it 
involves Filling in documents with confusing requests of whether you’re a new resident 
with a new car, for me neither ,scanning documents and eventually phone calls ( long 
wait) before it was eventually completed, it should be made a lot simpler 

• when you update your vehicle, it would be helpful to have a day's grace with both 
vehicles listed.  I notified a change of vehicle one evening to be effective the following 
day; when I went to do the changeover at lunchtime on the following day, the existing 
vehicle had been deleted although I had not by then picked up the replacement.  the 
website indicated that you could expect it to take up to five days, so I would have thought 
that up to twenty-four hours to do the swap would be reasonable. 

• With the old paper permits, if I renewed it 1 month in advance I would get an overlap 
where my new permit would come and start a few weeks before my old one expired.  
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I would like to be able to renew the virtual permit upon receiving the expire reminder so 
that as soon as the old one expires, the new one will automatically kick in. 

• You need to make changing the permit from one car to another easier.  once proof of 
ownership is provided and an old permit is still valid.  Its been a while since I did but the 
pastime I had to change vehicle it was painful.  it was a while ago... 

 
Concerns of parking in shared Westminster bays 

• Also, the Westminster traffic wardens need to be trained accordingly or have access to 
the same database as RBKC. As my dad has recently received a PCN by Westminster 
while parking in a shared bay. The whole point of not printing a permit is to be 
environmentally friendly and convenience. So what is the point of me printing my own 
permit at home so Westminster wardens to not make a mistake. If that is the case, then 
you might as well scrap the virtual permit as clearly, it's not working. Also, I had another 
family member who was issued a PCN in PBKC when he had a valid virtual permit. 
There is either a system issue or wardens are not being trained adequately. These things 
need to be looked into before putting a new system in place. These incorrectly issued 
PCNs have a negative affect on a persons mental health. I hope this helps and happy to 
discuss further so please feel free to reach out to me. 

• As I live on <road name removed> and parking rights are shared with Westminster, there 
needs to be some agreement between the boroughs to ensure we don't receive parking 
penalties from Westminster. 

• As I said the problem only when you parked in dual resident permit border to 
Westminster and other neibourghing council . 

• As long as the parking on boundary roads issues are sorted then the permanent adoption 
of paperless permits is a great solution. 

• Clearly not within your remit but the ideal way to resolve the issue with shared 
Westminster bays is to provide the ability to gain access to permit lists to traffic wardens 
policing Westminster bays. I am surprised there is no mention of whether this is in any 
way feasible in the survey. 

• Did anyone thick through issue with the boundary line with westminster and Kensington 
and chelsea before starting this scheme? 

• From time to time, I park on the east side of <road name removed> which is a joint 
RBK&C and City of Westminster parking zone.  I have had the inconvenience and worry 
of receiving a parking ticket from City of Westminster and then having to make 
representations and prove to them that I had a valid RBK&C permit.  Once I had done so, 
the parking fine was rescinded.  Had I received an actual physical RBK&C parking permit 
which was attached to the windscreen, none of this inconvenience and worry should 
have happened because City of Westminster would have been able to see I had a valid 
RBK&C permit.  City of Westminster in their response told me they did not have access 
to the RBK&C database to check whether I had a valid permit.  Surely, they should have 
such access to avoid situations such as this arising? 

• How do we deal with Westminster boundary with paperless permits? 

• I don’t think your solution vis Westminster and boundary roads works. Westminster 
should be able to verify without a visual pdf 

• I had thought that there would be a great deal of misuse, with non-residents parking 
undetected but I now don't think that's the case. 
 
I live in a street with dual bays shared with Westminster and there was a period when 
Westminster did not know of the RBKC permits. I think that is resolved but would ask you 
continue keeping other authorities informed 
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• I like not having the permit in the windscreen. It was quite big and in hot weather it 
occasionally fell off and needed taping up. I can see the issue with the Westminster 
boundary roads though. I have a hybrid and have to put a sign in window when I park in 
Westminster as advised by their wardens otherwise they would ticket me. I would 
therefore carry a printed PDF just for this situation. 

• I live at <address removed>, and I park on <road name removed>, which is both 
Kensington Chelsea and Westminster. When this virtual permits were first introduced I 
repeatedly received parking fines from Westminster, as their parking wardens could see 
no permit in my car window and had no way of verifying that I had a 'virtual' Kensington 
Chelsea resident permit. This system therefore only works if the parking wardens of 
neighbouring boroughs can see your database of virtual permits. 

• I live in RBKC but on the borders of Bayswater - Westminster. Many roads allow parking 
permits for both boroughs. How would a parking warden for Westminster know that I 
have a valid permit if they cannot see it?!!!!! 

• I live near the boundary with Westminster.  There are several roads that parking is 
permitted for both K&C and Westminster permit holders.  If the roads are in Westminster, 
how do the parking attendants know the parked car has a K&C virtual permit? I've had a 
couple of tickets, so now place my permit details in the car window. 

• I live on a boundary street, got 2 parking tickets in the early days. seems to have sorted 
itself now 

• I think I've explained my frustration at fighting with Westminster you should sort out this 
problem ASAP 

• I was nervous about the transition to my paperless permit but the process has been fine. 
I was not aware of the boundary issues with Westminster and this is good to know. 

• I was one of those residents who received a PCN because I live on a boundary road; the 
process to appeal was time consuming and stress inducing; subsequently I have had to 
remember to put a copy of the email confirming my permit in my window every time I 
park on the left hand side of my road which is shared with Westminster. I would welcome 
the ability to print out a permit to put in my car window. What checks will be in place to 
ensure the system is not misused if applications are completed online? 

• If there are problems with parking in Westminster CC's resident parking spaces in 
boundary streets when no K&C permit is shown, can WCC be given access to K&C's 
database simply to check whether a permit is or is not in force for the relevant vehicle? or 
would that not be something WCC would be willing to ask its parking attendants to do? 

• It is very important that RBKC works with other neighbouring councils to tackle the issue 
of penalties on boundary roads. There has to be a way for all wardens to check a 
resident permit 

• Keep it simple.  Given the inability Westminster City Council to access the RBKC 
database it seems that a visible permit is required.  The PDF will be faked, so I would go 
back to the permit displayed in the windscreen.  Everyone will understand the permit and 
end of the problem!  Simple. 

• Last summer we were incorrectly issued a parking fine. It took a month to eventually 
correct this. The reason for the mistake by the traffic-warden who issued the fine was 
due to there being no resident permit sign in car window. The car was parked in a street 
on the bordersf RBKC and Westminster which allowed cars from both boroughs to park. 
Westminster still issue paper parking permits. Presumably this was the reason the 
warden made a mistake. Or else the computer system used to verify paperless permits is 
faulty. Therefore we believe RBKC should not change to paperless permits until 
Westminster has paperless permit too. And the computer verification system needs 
improving to avoid more errors. We never received an apology for the mistake made 
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issuing us with fine and the inconvenience we were caused having to prove it was an 
error. 

• Make sure Westminster Borough is on board with the plan and their parking wardens are 
able to verify the existence of paperless parking permit issued by RBKC, regardless of 
car owners posting PDF copies in their cars. 

• Need to link in Westminster council with the permit scheme for boundary roads as they 
are unable to look at the rbkc system. I got a parking ticket from Westminster 

• Not against in principle but several issues 
1. Had tickets in Westminster shared bays - took 3 months to resolve and onus on me 
even though I have paid. 
2. Can’t ask construction workers to move from permit spaces because you can’t see if 
they have a permit. 
3. Doesn’t seem to be a proper renewal system 

• Only reservation we have is that we may all need  Printed copies just in case we Park on 
spaces that are Shared with another borough. Cant permit info be accessible by wardens 
at shared locations to prevent  need for hard copies? 

• Please encourage Westminster to offer a similar virtual permit program to mitigate the 
problem of RBK&C permit holders getting fined while parking in WCC border areas. 

• Please put a system in place that ensures that Westminster Council can immediately 
identify RBKC virtual (paperless) parking permits of cars legally parked in shared 
boundaries without inconveniencing the virtual permit holders, and without having to 
display PDF printouts of the the RBKC virtual permit.  Thank you. 

• Rather than pdfs and printed papers, might you consider an RBKC resident sticker for 
the windscreen. It would not confirm that the resident had a parking permit - that would 
be done online - but it would help on the Westminster border and would help identify cars 
of non-residents in residents bays. It would not need to be replaced every year. 

• Rbkc permits are great, only need paper permit for shared parking spaces in 
westminster, if that problem is overcome, then no real need for paper permits 

• Shared boundary roads and the absence of as visual reminder are my only concerns and 
these will be solved with the issue of a pdf of the permit and the six week email reminder. 

• Surely if there is an issue on boundary roads with Westminster then it would make sense 
for the two councils to take steps to rectify this, as opposed to making residents have 
printed permits as a workaround. 

• The parking wardens much check before ticketing cars parked in streets that are both 
K&C and Westminster 

• The ref to Westminster/RBKC boundary parking — something about which I was 
unaware — but as long as any penalty notice issued by Westminster can be easily and 
simply rescinded, then I have no concerns with virtual parking continuing. 

• The street that I live in (<road name removed>) is divided by the boundary between 
Westminster and RBKC. Before virtual permits, it was possible to park on either side of 
the street using the RBKC parking permit, but now the Westminster parking attendants 
say that they cannot see if you have a permit if issued by RBKC. The result is that one 
side of the street (RBKC) is always full and hard to find a parking spot and the other side 
of the road is empty. I would like to find a way to resolve this - either by having a pass/pdf 
if requested that is recognised byWestminster council parking people or some other 
method 

• There should be a permit on the windscreen or Westminster has to have access to K and 
C parking data base. 

• There was a problem with Westminster on boundary roads but they seem to have got 
their heads round virtual permits now and I haven’t had a problem for some time now. 
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• Thought it was a great idea until you park in shared bays, then can be a problem without 
visable permit. 

• With the caveat that there could be confusion where there is an overlap with 
Westminster, I fully support the move to virtual parking permits.  This must include a 
prompt when a new permit is required. 

• Work more closely with Westminster parking so that no con are issued 
 
Easier than paper permits 

• 100% keep online permits,  
Environment and speed advantages outweigh the very very minor disadvantages 

• anything fast, efficient and paperless is great. 
good initiative! a digital receipt should be enough. thanks 

• Everything seems very easy and quick 

• Has been a seamless process, like the reminders and not having to stick a permit in the 
car. 

• I applaud the council’s innovative approach on the issue of parking permits. Instead of 
queuing in person, the virtual permitting process has made life easier and resulted in less 
time, money, and paper wasted. The people with whom I’ve spoken in the parking 
department for help with my permit have always been extremely helpful and courteous. 
Well done, RBKC! 

• I encourage easier online and virtual developments 

• I find the new system much much easier than having to queue up at the parking shop 
and waiting sometimes for more than an hour to be seen. I think the new virtual system is 
fair and seems to work really well. The only downside is that vans and working vehicles 
seem to park all the time in resident's spaces and one cannot ascertain if they have a 
right to park there or not because no permit is visible. 

• I found the process much better and even when I changed my vehicle to a hybrid the 
changing of the permit from vehicle to vehicle was seamless. The only issue was that I 
did forget to renew in 2020 as missed the date but that  has now been sorted. 

• I support the virtual parking permits because it’s easily accessible and it works well. 

• I think it is easy and better for everybody so far. 

• I thought it was very easy with the minimum of paper used in the paperless permits. 

• It is a much better service and saves timec&energy.Is easier for Parking 
attendants,saves space on the windscreen less likely to be 'stolen' (mine was a year 
ago)Tempers are less frayed and no forms to fill in 
This end which saves 'TREES'  
and litter!no queuing at the Carbuncle building! So no  
Close gatherings whilst COVID around . 
It is a positive move for K & C. 

• it is a very easy system 

• It's a lot easier and quicker to have it virtual. I was able to apply for my permit and 
change my vehicle over a few months later without having to physically see anyone or 
wait for a permit via post so the process was seamless and 10/10 for me! 

• Make renewals easier for approval automatically if council tax is still being paid and 
residency confirmed 

• Much better and slicker process. Keep virtual permits 

• Much easier to obtain permits and less paper wasteage which is good for environment. 
Also not waiting in a queue at offices especially with Covid. 
Also getting reminders that due for renewal. 
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• my experience with the online system for two different vehicles was excellent. especially 
where I had an issue with one permit and needed to provide a different document - it 
would have been very difficult to have to come back in person for a second time. 
whereas dealing with an operator via email and uploading the new document from home, 
was a very good experience. please continue with the online service. thank you! 

• Online permits are easier to obtain and greener for the environment. 

• Online saves so much time waiting in the office to deal with what is a simple, online 
process.  This is a service that does not need to be face to face.  Your service gives a 
months notice of permit expiry which is plenty of time to organise payment and to take 
the time to carry out an easy procedure.  Please keep it this way.  It's so much better! 

• Please keep this system, it is so much easier.  I have spent hours waiting in the council 
office before for the first time I got a permit and for renewal.  The new system is so much 
better and efficient. 

• Quicker, Simpler, Less waste 

• Save on paper and labour is good. 

• The introduction of virtual permit and being able to obtain it online was an excellent 
initiative by the RBKC council. Please make this a permanent feature. Thank you 

• The proposed system will save time to both the Council and the residents. 

• The system is so much easier now, no more waiting for a long time for a permit, then 
endless shuffling of papers and checking on computers. It has to be cheaper for the 
council and the money could be better spent elsewhere. 

• They are so much easier than the paper ones. 

• This is a much more efficient process for applying for and renewing parking permit.  A 
welcome change. 

• Virtual is definitely better for the residents and cost less to administer, saves on paper + 
post 

• Works well for me fast response 
 
Paper permits easier for parking attendant to visually check 

• Is hard to remember when your permit runs out. 
2. Visually is easier with the old car window permit. 
3. As much online as possible 

• As I have commented above it appears that the street is used my non residents and few 
parking wardens . they have told me it is far harder for them to check permits as no 
longer a visual check. 

• As I walk the streets of Kensington I observe a degree of latitude from the wardens  
when it appears to be a friendly face they observe, the old windscreen permit obviated 
this problem, I realise it would be more costly for the council. 

• As mentioned above the placing of a permit in the windscreen should be compulsory not  
a choice . Its similar to Boris's misguided view to only wear masks if you want to . Net 
effect low compliance!! 

• Even if it is important to go paperless to the Future of the Planet, I think a the "old school" 
paper parking,  allowed each resident to remember when renew their Resident Parking. 

• having a permit in the car window will speed up the checking proses for your wardens. it 
also allows residences to see if cars can park their and if ask drivers who are not 
supposed to be there to move, as have noticed a big increase of people leaving their 
cars in resident bays 

• How has the new system impacted traffic wardens? It is no longer possible to simply and 
quickly see if a vehicle has a permit. 
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• I feel very sorry for the poor parking wardens who have to continually electronically check 
each vehicle in a residents’ bay to see if it has a permit. Please do take their views into 
consideration. It’s not an easy job and this seems to be making it worse. 

• I imagine it's quicker for the traffic wardens to check a permit on the windscreen, and I 
find it useful to know whether an out of hours parked car has a permit to give me an idea 
of how long they're likely to be taking up a residents' parking bay. 

• I like having my permit in my car, apart from anything else it’s a reminder when to renew, 

• I like to have a paper parking permit in my car to remind me to renew, just in case I fail to 
see/do not get a reminder from the council. 

• I prefer to have a Resident Permit displayed. It is more professional and reliable and 
visible to the Traffic Warden. 

• I think it will be harder for wardens to identify cars both legally and illegally parked thus 
creating more work for them. I know RBKandC had issues re the adhesive used on the 
paper permits. They kept dropping off the windscreen becoming unstuck. I purchased a 
plastic wallet on ebay for £1.99 which resolved the problem. I think the best way forward 
would be the most cost effective way, whichever that is. 

• I was a little concerned at not having a permit in my car window but actually it seems to 
have worked ok so far. Albeit I did get a ticket earlier this year but warden recorded the 
wrong reg number so ticket was overturned (took a bit of extra admin) sure if I had 
displayed a permit this error would not have happened. Also, I did rather like to see an 
RBKC permit in my window. If it saves money, all ok. But my little MG permit cost went 
up by £50 this year, £200pa for my little MG that I rarely drive, so less pollution, I feel is 
too expensive. At the moment (especially with rising Council Tax bills) I cannot afford a 
new,electric car 

• I wonder if having a one time permit sticker can be displayed on the car for residents to 
know if the parked car has a permit or not. This doesn’t need renewing and can be 
removed if the vehicle no longer holds the permit. 

• If for any reason the resident parking wardens equipment goes wrong it is essential that 
a paper one can be displayed in the front window of the vehicle. 

• It is easier for the permit holder to remember the parking permit renewal and easier for 
the warden to spot it instead of scanning every parked vehicle. 

• It is very easy to either miss the date or forget to renew a residence perfect. If it is on the 
window of your car you cannot miss seeing when the date is up . Having a visible permit 
removes just one more cause of the stress of worrying if it has run out and when to 
renew. 
I have spoken to many other residents who feel the same way.. 

• It must be much harder for the enforcement officers and take considerably more time.  I 
see fewer around too.  I suspect it is much easier to park illegally now in a residents bay. 
You need to compare any cost savings with decreased penalty revenue. Do the wardens 
need to really enter every single registration plate in order to check (I don’t see them 
doing that). 

• It should not be necessary to show the parking permit pdf paper on the windshield. 

• My only query would be around whether the wardens have to spend more time checking 
every car rather than under the paper display which would be evident for those without a 
permit, 

• one advantage of paper permits displayed on the windscreen is that it makes checking 
them much quicker for the parking attendant than do it by logging in the number plate 
into their computers, It also allows the attendant to check every car, as opposed to every 
3 or 4 cars at random. 

• Paperless not always good. 
But primarily - it must surely take wardens a lot longer to look up each 
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car reg. to check whether legitimate - rather than one simple glance at a permit 
on the windscreen.  This is beyond me. 
ALSO - a pdf must be easier to copy than the previous style permits with their 
watermarks - surely easier to fake/instances of fraud. 

• Some people without a permit of any kind  parking in resident bays for hr or so and 
hoping warden doesn’t come round and check vehicle. Wardens can not check every 
vehicle in residential bays unless a paper permit is mandatory 

• The "visible" permit could be a QR code 

• The absence of a paper permit increases the time Wardens need to take to verify a 
vehicle is legally parked. 

• The biggest issue is the renewal date and not having that on the windscreen.  In our 
case, the council sent the renewal pin to the wrong address and we didn't realize until we 
got a ticket that our date was up.  Having the paper permit is a daily reminder of the 
renewal date. 

• The Meter people also have to be considered, because by not having a quick visual cue, 
more BURDER is shifted to them. Also, it is so much easier to check the sticker - that 
hope you do not miss the renewal email. Please KEEP the stickers. 

• While I think RBKC do a great job and far better than Westminster Council, I feel the 
virtual permit is an idea that should be binned. Why mess with the existing paper permit? 
It works, the warden can see it and the owner of the vehicle is confident he won't get a 
ticket because the permit is there for all to see. Thank you. 

 
Good for the environment 

• Any less paper used is good thing so let's go as green as we can. 

• Anything which benefits the environment can only be a good thing! 

• As explained above it’s a benefit to the environment and less hassle to process the 
parking permit online in the future as we have done so for the last 2 years and are now 
firmly accustomed to applying online. 

• Easier for everyone no more papers and recycling 

• Good idea making less waste. 

• Good to be environmentally friendly on this - well done. 

• I believe the paperless system is a brilliant idea and the less use of paper is better for the 
environment. 

• I think is is a great doing it virtual safe more green way to do things 

• I think it best for environmental purpose 

• I think it is very good way paperless, as we go virtual to keep our envirnment clean and 
less paper work and stick the permit on the screen of the car.  
I am 100% with virtual parking permit. 

• I think that an email reminder regarding the expiration date of the permit be sent. I think 
paperless is the best option for the environment. In addition I would like the council to 
provide rapid feedback on when we believe cars do not have a valid permit. Parking do 
not have access to this information and ticketing cars is outsourced. Some attendants 
are reluctant to ticket certain vehicles in the neighbourhood despite them knowing they 
don’t have a permit. When we had to write to the council about these matters we had to 
write to one specific person and it took a while to get responses. 

• I think the less paper we all use the better. 

• I think the virtual permits work very well, are environmentally friendly and probably save 
the council money - so in summary a very good idea. 

• I think they are better as there is reduced paper and plastic, renewals can be processed 
quicker and more easily. An improvement in service 
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• I totally agree with the council it saves paper 

• Please continue to make life as easy and accessible as you can while ensuring a better 
future for the planet by reducing unnecessary waste and paper. 

• Save nature Save threes Save lives 

• Save threes 

• Save trees less junk on PDF. Windscreen clear of any obstructions 

• Seems a sensible plan especially for the environment 

• Sensible and environmentally sound move. More convenient too, especially with the 
online reminder. Should that also allow for automatic text/voice reminders by phone for 
those without internet access? 

• Thank you for such great solution. I do believe this is the right way to go moving 
forwards, paperless and environmental friendly as much as possible. The next step is to 
turn our cities cleaner and petrol free with more incentives from the local councils on 
electric cars, new and clean technologies. 

• Virtual permits are much better for the environment and has been a see less process 
since introduced 

 
Have multiple permits per household/guest permits for visitors 

• Please consider making visitor permits available like other councils do. If visitor permits 
can be purchased with downloadable PDFs to print and display that would be very 
helpful. 
2) Online services need to be accessible to those who use older operating systems on 
their computers so please make any website backwards compatible for earlier operating 
systems for both Mac and Windows users. I use Mac OS X 10.8.5 and many websites 
will not display or function correctly. 

• In addition to the resident parking permit for the streets we also have in our block art at 
<road name removed> the addition of Visitor car parking permits at the rear of our 
property. However the way that they currently operate is that we get scratch cards for 
three days each calendar month. However this isn’t very good because although that is a 
total of 36 days per annum there are occasions when we might have contractors or 
family visitors that might stay for longer than three days at one time. It would be better to 
have a scratchcard of 36 visitor permit days which could be used throughout the year 
when required for longer visits.. In any event this is a request to solve the fact of the limit 
of three days per month and maybe there is an alternative system which you might have 
in mind to accommodate the longest day at any particular point in the year. 

• Introduce visitor permit books that residents can buy. 

• IT WOUD BE HUGELY APPRECIATED IF WE COULD HAVE A PROCESS WHEREBY 
RESIDENTS COULD BE ALLOCATED/BUY A NUMBER OF ONE DAY PASSES FOR 
CONTRACTORS/VISITORS. 

• It's 100% the right decision to go paperless. To bring back paper permits feels like a step 
backwards when everyone has already adopted the paperless position. It's the right use 
of technology.  
It would be helpful to expand the system so that you could also have online paperless 
guest pass for a vehicle which is visiting or there for a temporary time (1 to 5 day 
maximum pass for example). At present visitor parking is difficult as it's usually limited to 
specific areas for a maximum of 4-6 hours. If you plan to stay for more than 4-6 hours - 
you end up having to move your car from one zone to another once the time limit is up!  
I also see a lot of work vans and vehicles from various companies frequently get tickets. I 
imagine this generates a lot of income(!) but it does feel like they do get unfairly 
penalised when trying to park outside an address for a short period of time. An online, 
short stay, valid work permit should be available in my opinion. 
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• pay and display bays are often full in working hours many trades people don't want to 
come to our address because of parking difficulty - how about a householder set of say 
20 x 2hr permits being available to give to legitimate trades people each year?? 

• short stay visitors permits would be useful 

• Some borough have a facility for guest permits to be issued (at a cost I imagine) for 
people visitng residents by car, for a few hours. Given that in our part of RBKC, residents' 
parking goes on till 2200 on weekdays, such a facility would be appreciated. 

• Visitor parking is a real challenge, with the pandemic and risks that public transit brings 
more loved ones are traveling by car. Could the Council look at issuing short term 
temporary visitor permits to eg partners, parents of residents ? 

• We should be allowed to have atleast 2 vehicles with the permit provided only one parks 
in the area.  Some of us may garage one vehicle elsewhere and use one at a time. 

• Would be great if this is also extended to temporary permits / guest permits. 

• Would be nice to have a guest pass for visitors. 

• Would it be possible to introduce guest parking permit, free or even paid, for days, 
weeks. Thanks 

• Would love to see the adoption of day passes for residents for their visitors or 
contractors. Limit of say 15 a year. 

• You need to allow one person to obtain 2 permits. You allow 2 permits per household but 
only in 2 different names which causes endless complications with ownership / finance / 
insurance. 
What is the plan to increase electric car charging points throughout residents bays?  
You need to stop individuals leaving a parked car in a residents bay for months or weeks 
on end. I know of several vehicles that are effectively stored unmoved on <road name 
removed>  - in residents bays for anything to a year. With spaces at a premium they 
should only be used by residents who are actually making use of, rather than storing 
vehicles. 
You need 

• You should be able to have access for traders coming to work to be able to park with 
temporary permit eg day !! It’s s nightmare for them for a fee , we should be able to 
ensure their security 

• you should provide residents with a certain number of free/low cost guest half and full 
day permits like other councils do as when elderly family come and visit it is problematic 
and expensive for parking to visit their family. 

 
Ensure IT systems are secure 

• All previously explained - the current system is more likely open to fraud with photo 
shopped permits and false plates 

• As long as it’s as fraud proof as it has been to date. 

• Assume pdf permits would have the vehicle's registration number clearly marked on it to 
reduce the possibility of fraudulent use? 

• Computers can be easily hacked and manipulated, and cannot be assumed to function 
as an efficient Database. People who need their car for RBK and C Parking at a time of 
computer malfunction or data base error can then lose their livelihood. I have bene in 
dispute with <name removed> for two years on bills of £500 + per quarter whiuch they 
agree I do not owe ( my bills are around £20.00 ) and yet regularly every quarter I am 
sent threatening letters to pay £500.00 or my credit rating will be destroyed. Ringing 
<name removed> means you have to hang on for over an hour, you get a reference 
number about your query, and promise for action in ten days. I have over 10 reference 
numbers and nothing happens except the demands carry on. The Computer Governance 
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of COVID cost billions and is a joke. I am being harrassed as a person with COVID and I 
do not have it. I do not trust Government computer systems. 

• I am concerned that the PDF files can be subject to illegal manipulation (the security of 
PDF files can easily be broken by some software) and the data in the actual file changed. 
I think they should be used in conjunction with the real check that traffic wardens perform 
on each vehicle. You should not rely on a PDF file only that can easily be "manipulated". 

• I am of the opinion that paperless parking permits will lead to more fraud and lost 
revenue. I may be wrong but is this not the case with paperless tax discs, whereby huge 
sums of money have been lost since this change was instituted. The physical parking 
permits work and this system does not require changing, although the process for 
changing of a vehicle could be simplified. 

• Make it easier to find renewal code / ID , maybe a permanent code which is shown on 
each person’s profile 

• Make sure your on line set up is criminal proof there are some clever IT people around ! 

• my concern is would the change make fraud and abuse easier 

• please ensure that the renewal process is efficient and easy whilst maintaining security 
to stop those not entitled from gaining permits 

• Seems to be a good idea although sometimes the IT system is down for wardens..I too 
benefited from critical workers permit on a car ( as a voluntary responder for <name 
removed> - so thank you on that)... 

• The website and systems (user interface, ease of use) RBKC uses seems outdated in 
comparison to other UK councils and websites 

• This initiative should not be used as a cover to additionally exploit resident permit holders 
privacy or compromise the protection of data associated with parking, car ownership etc. 
in the borough. 

• TWO CONCERNS ABOUT ONLINE PERMITS. If everything it henceforward to be online 
I have two observations to make.  
The first is how does a resident such as myself who does not have a scanner provide 
evidence online of the documentation required every three years in order to renew a 
permit? For example I would not be able to submit  online  my house insurance details or 
other original documents which I normally send by post. Or a new vehicle purchase 
document for instance?  Would you for example accept a photoshot of these documents? 
In which case how would RBKC combat potential fraud? Would it be necessary to submit 
this information in hard copy by post? 
 
My second concern is for those who find communication via the internet difficult either 
because they have no internet or they have poor eyesight or for a host of other possible 
reasons. It would be important to give due consideration to these residents. I myself am 
not tech savvy so would hope any new process would be well tested and very user 
friendly! 
 
Apart from this I am fully in favour of your innovative proposal  In my view it's an excellent 
idea. Moreover, RBKC is to be congratulated for going to the trouble of consulting 
residents in the first instance. This is greatly appreciated. Thank you 

• Unfortunately the virtual parking permit system could be vulnerable to fraud, to prevent 
this , such serious documents as Insurance/ MOT / Owners Cert should be shown in 
physical form and not virtually 

 
System to check parking permit status 

• All parking permit info to be found on the personal account of each user on the Rbkc 
website or app (expiry date, etc) 
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• How about making a register available to anyone who just puts a reg. number into a box 
and the answer comes up YES they have or NO they don't have a permit. Like you can 
check an MOT or insurance online for any car. 

• how do I check my current permit expiry date? 

• I check for cancelled residents’ bays (if I’m away) online but the street finder is a little 
antiquated and requires an awful lot of scrolling.  It would be less frustrating if it 
recognised and scrolled to selected first letters of street names. 

• I think it would be quite laborious to display a pdf copy of the permit every time one parks 
on the border with Westminster. Could they not check K&C records or is there not 
another option? 

• Is there an easy way to check the expiry of a permit (for instance via MyRBK&C)? 

• It does mean that we have to rely on parking wardens to check if anyone is parking that 
does not have a valid permit.  As such if local residents are able to access a website 
which verifies if the number plate in question has a valid permit, this would be helpful. 

• It is still a backward system having to get everything verified by a person. Please look at 
any other councils service and see that they are operating in the 21st century with instant 
permits issued and none of this 2 days potential wait time for a temporary permit to be 
issued. 

• It would be really good if I could go into my account and see when the permit runs out at 
the moment if this facility exists I can't find it so if it does exist it needs to be more visable 

• One misses the reminders , and sure not the only one, I like to have it on my phone so I 
can check due renewal dates . 

• Please create a portal for people to be able to consult the status of their permit. If there 
are no longer physical permits, this will allow residents to know that their permit is valid, 
how much time they have till renewal, etc. 

• Resident should also be able to check expiry of their permit online, any time. 

• Since the introduction of paperless parking permits ,which I received for my <car model 
removed> I received 3 parking tickets in front of my house in <road name removed> from 
traffic wardens that misread my no. plate which is <registration removed> and they 
interpreted <registration removed> 
i.e. with a zero instead of an O ! 

 
Develop a policy for electric vehicles (e.g. discounts, charging points) 

• extend the use of pay and park bays by residents and keep adding charging points for 
EV's please 

• Have you ever considered marking out areas within resident's bays for Electric charging 
points where they are close to a charging lamp-post? I think it would be something that 
small grous of residents with electric cars would be willing to pay a small additonal 
charge for. Increasingly I can see frustrations emerging where non-electric cars park 
across the council provided charging areas within the residents bays. 

• I have a huge problem with non-electric vehicles parking in resident permit bays beside 
ubitricity charge point lamp posts. Of the 5 points closest to where I live I can almost 
never park to charge my car because a non-electric vehicle is parked there (even when 
there are vacant spaces nearby). These bays need to be designated for resident permit 
holders with electric vehicles. 

• I think parking permits for diesel and petrol cars should be higher to encourage the 
transition to electric vehicles, while making electric vehicles heavily discount or free. 

• No comments on the issuing of parking permits but I do feel that the RBKC policy on the 
parking of fully electric cars needs to follow the excellent lead of Westminster Council to 
encourage electric car owners/ drivers/ users to live or visit the Borough. 
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• Parking in bays with payment should include a big discount for EV's. Westminster allows 
Parking of an EV with payment limited to the cost of 10 minutes 

• Parking Permits when sent as PDFs  could be green  for fully electric vehicles to further 
enhance the green number plate stripe to further help traffic wardens identify EVs. We 
park in Westminster occasionally in our EV, and get reduced parking fees. But there are 
so many new EVs in the market, I would not be able to identify them, and I am sure traffic 
wardens are the same. 

• Please consider priority parking lots for EV cars in front of lamppost charging point. 

• Please provide more ubitricity electric charging points in lamp posts for vehicles that are 
electric and have a resident parking permit. More charging points in streets where 
electric vehicle owners live and make them electric vehicle parking only next to the 
charging point. 

• Please retain during conventional office hours (Mon-Fri) a manned telephone facility to 
respond to any queries arising from permit issue. Please continue to provide 
concessionary pricing for those residents who lease/purchase/own those vehicles which 
enhance air quality in the Royal Borough. Hybrid vehicles do not fall in this category. 
Please provide dedicated spaces for resident EV owners alongside those lampposts 
where a charging facility has been provided. There is no point in RBKC providing a 
facility unless it is accessible to vehicles that depend on it.  
We are (all too slowly) moving in the right direction as concerns enhancement of air 
quality. Many thanks to all those councillors and staff that have put in place measures to 
reduce the burden placed on NHS arising from poor air quality. Many more (accessible) 
charging points are urgently required throughout the Royal Borough to meet current 
demand. 

• Remove the possibility to non electric cars to park in front of the ubitricity lamp post 
charger. The space should be dedicated to electric cars only. Add more charger please 

• The only thing is, on the bays where got the Post lamps with a socket to charge a electric 
car, should be just for them. 

 
Improve effectiveness/provision of parking wardens 

• Disabled purple ones should still be physical , and parking officers need to be clear with 
“0” vs “O” on pay and display bays 

• For vehicles with diplomatic registration numbers, it would be useful that their virtual 
parking permits are marked in the system as usual residents permits and not as 
"diplomatic permits" which confuses enforcement officers. 
But in any case, it is vitally important that all enforcement officers are quilified and 
instructed accordingly. 

• I had a nightmare trying to have a parking ticket refunded when I quite rightly  parked on 
<road name removed> a shared Westminster and  Chelsea  street, with the Virtual ticket. 
The Westminster traffic warden did not believe I had a permit and I could not prove 
otherwise on a Saturday. It took weeks to dirt out, most distressing.  I prefer a pass to 
stick on my windscreen. 

• I should like to be assured that the parking wardens check all registration numbers as I 
see quite a lot of non residents parking in my area 

• I’d like the Wardens to have handheld numberplate recognition devices to ensure 
legitimate parking entitlement. Manually putting in numberplates on a random basis 
means some vehicles not entitled will be missed adding to shortage of parking spaces. 

• I'm not convinced that the parking wardens are as thorough in checking all parked cars 
have a permit. 
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• It took a while for the parking attendants to get the hang of this. I received more than one 
fine originally as no res parking permit shown.   Hasn't happened for at least a year 
though. 

• I've been issued one and I had a problem with a traffic warden that gave me a ticket 
whilst parked in a parking permit bay only because he was superficial and did not check 
properly. I had to go trough endless calls between offices to rectify the proble. It wasca 
waste of my time and very frustrating....Council has to make sure all traffic wardens 
should be up to a standard. Apart from this I'm all in favor of a vpp 

• Just make sure that the parking attendants don’t give a ticket to a virtually paid permit 
holder as happened to me.  It was a hassle to resolve but we did resolve it in the end.  
Thank you. 

• More traffic wardens 

• Simply that proper preparation of the parking controllers is done. Because there are 
officers who do not correctly review the vehicle data. I've already had a couple of 
incidents, saying I don't have permission. When I have the virtual permission. And it is 
very annoying to have to resort to this. Right now I am in the process of one because the 
controller took my registration number wrong. 
Many Thanks. 

 
Warning system for parking in suspension area 

• Can you very kindly ensure that the suspended parking permits in <road name removed> 
are returned to active use as soon as possible? 

• Clearer notifications on suspended Parking bays 

• I assume that RBKC council will continue to inform residents of parking bay restrictions 
due to come into force so that residents who might be away temporarily will be able to 
make arrangements to have their vehicle moved. Can you confirm this? 

• In <road name removed> a pole with a notice identifying residents bays was removed 
over 2 years ago. This means anyone can park in these bays without incurring a charge, 
whilst we as residents pay for our parking but do not always have access to these bays. 
This pole with its notice should be reinstated without any further delay. 

• In the past we used to get warning alert voice message  if the vehicle parked in a 
suspension area. I wish to see that service reinstated 

• It would be very helpful if you could automatically advise us of parking suspensions close 
to our homes. 

• Please make it clear (maybe back of permit or on pdf) when resident permit holders can 
or cannot park on P&d bays……only my wife seems to know!! 

• Suspension of a parking Bay should give us 2 weeks notice. 
And in case of emergencies you should contact the car owner buy phone and email 
before 2 days before you remove the car or issue a ticket. [number plate removed] 

• Tangentially relayed to this is the problem of being parked in a residents’ bay that is later 
suspended.  It would be great to have some way for residents to be notified if a bay is 
suspended (or to be suspended) so that they bay can be vacated.  Presumably this is 
possible with digital permits. 

• Virtual permit app , which will advise of Bay  suspensions and any parking changes. 
 
 
Stop price increases 

• By making the process almost 100% online you will be reducing the Administrative Costs 
by a substantial amount.  I fail to see why therefore you charge a fee every time a permit 
is renewed WITHOUT alteration of any sort.  I accept an initial set up charge but a 
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renewal charge without alteration is outright theft.  An electronic process like this costs 
pennies. 

• Calm down with the price increases 

• I wonder if all the changes , less work , permits , less mail ,  etc....  , if the permits will  be 
reduce to a level that is acceptable and affordable to everybody. 
Are WE pay for  cleaning of streets due to all the mess provided by dog's owner, this 
should be controlled and paid by them , not by the drivers, but its easy to identify  the   
car registration , NOT the bags left on pavements and roads. 
Sorry for the comment but is a fact in K  and Chelsea Borough. 

• If virtual parking permits are granted I also believe parking permits cost should be 
reduced 

• Please reduce the payment. It’s far too expensive 

• Query why the admin charge £26 to return a permit is so expensive given it’s all digital so 
takes a few seconds to cancel 

• Since the new system is more cost effective we should see the savings passed on to the 
consumer. Eg a reduction in the price of the permit 

• when I changed my vechile, I have to pay £14 for changing the parking permit to my new 
car. That's not acceptable and I think that's a stealish from resident. I paid a council tax & 
road tax, so not necessary for that charge. 

• With all the savings, at a time of job losses, stagflation, COVID and no furlough, why are 
your parking permit costs rising stratospherically -way beyond inflation? 

• You should always have a hard copy and also, reduce the cost of permits since the cost 
of living has gone up so much. Some just act kike you care, take action and reduce all 
costs across the board. Be a leader in listening and responding to the issues of your 
residents. 

 
Develop an app to pay for the permit 

• A Kensington and Chelsea parking APP would be useful to keep track of the expiry date 
on your parking permit with the ability on the App to renew the parking permit. 

• Happy to share a proposal with the K&C with an app which will make parking in the 
borough much easier. 

• If there could be an RBKC mobile application that contains council tax, waste disposal 
information, parking rules, parking permits and an integration with PayByPhone to allow 
handling paid parking inside the app for those who may not have a permanent car. Being 
able navigate contact information including for health care, vets, emergency services etc 
would also be useful. Libraries, parks, events etc. Direct chat with council support as 
well. It would be very easy to put QR codes around that link to the apps (iOS & Android), 
and make it so that residents old and new know that if you live in RBKC, the RBKC app 
is a single stop for all information. 

• Need a resident login to RBKC website to manage permits and any other council queries 
that arise. 

• Perhaps make an andriod and ios app for paying for council tax, penalty notices and 
parking permits etc. 

• Please can we have an APP that can display the PDF? 

• There should be an app for this! Combine maybe with PayByPhone or ParkNow app so 
all parking info is in one place?? 
Or a simple Apple Wallet like my annual Pret Subscription ?? A PDF is very 20th century 
…. 

• Would be great to deploy this feature inside a mobile app, exclusive or shared, this might 
give more flexibility, having more control over different features and pioneering in London 
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future features. Improving the customer service, permit renewal process, PCN 
management, parking bays locator, pay and display, suspended bays, etc. among many 
other possible examples? 

• You should introduce a parking app / council service app 
 
See previous comments 

• As above 

• Please see my comments under point 3 above 

• Same as box 3 

• Same comments as above 

• See above 

• See above .. 

• See my above comments. Would be happy to discuss the thoughts any time. 
 
Negative staff experience 

• Firstly you have to make sure that any mistakes are dealt with by a human being, quickly. 
I found that doing a vehicle change on the same day, an absolute joke. It was pathetic. 
You need to be able to change from the old vehicle to the new, instantly. If fact when I 
did it, although I had paid for the parking, I would have been illegally parked for several 
days if I had followed your procedure. Also I couldn't find one person who could sort it 
out. Eventually after many emails, it was sorted but had cost me much time which I 
received no compensation for. The system was useless. 

• How about not giving someone a parking ticket who has had a permit for a decade and 
forgot to renew because your system is crap??? Maybe call them or email them 
instead!!!! 

• I do think that the RBKC Parking Permits team are overzealous and very difficult to deal 
with. Having had my car off the road for several years, trying to renew the permit was 
incredibly difficult - even 'tho I have lived in RBKC for 35 years and the team could have 
checked this. Instead, I was treated like a criminal and had to apply 3 times. So....if I had 
had to go down to the Council Offices, sit there, take a ticket and waste three hours out 
of my day to get the permit, I would have been furious. There always seems to be a 
disconnect between the Council officials and the residents whom they serve. 

• I have had difficulty communicating directly on parking matters in the past. I hope there 
will continue to be someone knowledgeable on the subject in your office 

• My husband has had problems since the introduction of paperless permits. 
 Our local warden has twice issued his vehicle with a fine for not having a virtual permit 
even though it does. When I questioned her she told me her machine tells her the vehicle 
does not have a permit. Because RBKC parking is now run by people working from 
home,  we have had a terrible time getting the fine cancelled even though the department 
confirmed his car HAS a valid permit. It has been a nightmare and a piece of paper on 
the windscreen would solve the problem. 

• Very difficult process to apply first time for the resident parking permit. Not user friendly. 
Second year validating and paying on line was not working. Calling the department 
involves 40 min waiting time. 

• While I have a virtual permit, for a period I regularly received parking tickets from 
wardens - when I challenged this with K&C they couldn't establish why I was receiving 
parking tickets when parking in residents bays. 

 
Costs savings for virtual permits applied to discounts for permits 

• Finally, a step into the real world...even though about 20 years overdue. 
This move should result in some major cost savings as you wont need so much staff to 
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man those expensive desks in hornton St.; less premises too; and with the further 
application of technology, a much more efficient process in the payment processing too. 
This should allow you to REDUCE the cost to us of the Residents Parking permit by 
passing these savings onto us the users. 

• If you making all these savings should be passed onto the residents and parking permits 
should come down in price.  But i bet you wont. 

• If you revert to permanent virtual parking permits, with the saving in cost be considered 
to reduce the cost of the permit? It would seem a logical decision as then everyone 
benefits 

• Make it cheapet as your cost shoud be lower. 

• The saving should be passed on to the consumer not to be pocketed by council 

• Will the savings in production & delivery costs translate into cheaper permits. 
 
Positive staff experience 

• Great service received while requesting temporary parking permit. Speedy. I also like the 
current process where there is no time limit on temporary vehicle. The permit holder calls 
when to switch to main vechicle. Sometimes temporary vehicle is needed for longer time 
due to unplanned reasons such as repairs are taking longer or family member reason. So 
current flexibility is world class. We expect Chelsea borough to set the high standards 
that can also be followed by rest of the U.K. Thanks to the smart and talented RBKC 
parking permits team! 

• Pdf of the permit would be very good. (I got a penalty 3 times outside my house with a 
digital permit.). Very nice and service minded staff ([named person removed] at Parking 
Services) which makes the renewing of the permit easy. 

• Thank YOU to the people who helped me so much with my Respark this year: happy 
experience. I dread IT or the line going down with this vital permit, so I would appreciate 
(at 65 yrs) the option to attend in person to actually obtain a renewal, should there be an 
exceptional need. 
Otherwise, as with this year, the online system worked well and presumably renewing is 
easy with proof of council tax, road tax, MOT and insurance paid. 

• Thanks for doing this in lockdown. It was a real worry to try and get it renewed when it 
was due to expire but council services were very helpful and it was done immediately. 

• The Council staff were very helpful as I changed address. 

• The RBK&C parking team have always been very efficient when I have had a problem, 
due to my driving licence being delayed in being returned to me when I moved. They are 
a very efficient team. 

 
Good that no longer has to visit RBKC offices 

• Another good innovation from not long ago when we had to queue up in an office. Thank 
you 

• As the postal delivery services are currently very slow, it is safer and better to have 
paperless parking permits. 
I used to go in person to Hornton Street Kensington Town Hall to re-new my annual 
parking permit. One faced quite a long queue and people were sitting close to one 
another possibly spreading infection eg coughs colds etc. 

• Having spent many hours in a queue at the town hall to renew my parking permit, I am 
fully in favour of the virtual model. 

• It save sitting around in Hornton Street 

• Much better not having to come in person to council offices for renewal but easy to forget 
dates for renewal 
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• The virtual permits are so easy to obtain, they save a trip to your offices and taking up 
employees time. There are only positives for me on keeping virtual permits 

 
Extend residents permits days/times/duration 

• I would like to see a consultation to increase of the hours of the resident permit at the 
week-end in <road name removed> due to the reopening of Olympia soon. The weekend 
has always been a nightmare for us as H & F residents permit are 7 days a week and 
every person coming to any shows, park on our bays at the week-end instead. Leaving 
us with no space to park. It has been bliss through the pandemic but it will start again 
once they fully re-open with concert place, hotel and cinema plus exhibitions.  I wish 
somebody consult the residents regarding this and do it properly this time ( not by 
dropping a leaflet through our doors - most residents did not see it) 

• I would suggest to have the same resident permit hours in the neighbourhood I.e. 
Saturday all-day and Sunday to 5pm as currently we have free parking from Saturday 
1:30 pm till Monday morning 8:30 am and it is a nightmare to park due to people coming 
here to avoid paying Westfield.  <road name removed> was amended years ago but not 
the other streets and people already park on <road name removed> as free on weekend    
More checks as it feels people are parking without being checked  and parking places 
are becoming rare. 

• It would be great to get permits for longer than a year to save on admin 

• Parking by nonresidents on Saturday afternoon and Sunday seems to have escalated 
recently and it is often very difficult to park. Please reconsider extending residents 
parking restrictions to every day of the week 

• PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE extend parking times in residents' bays south of Earls Court 
on ALL Chelsea Football Club home match days, until 10pm. 

• yes, since westfield opened, our street is clogged by westfield users on the weekend. 
can we extend resident permits to 6pm on a saturday too? Even better sunday as well! 
<road name removed> 

 
Increase cost of parking permits for larger vehicles 

• I object to effectively subsidising massive SUV's on the spurious grounds that they're 
more environmental!  
A brand new gigantic vehicle every year is (in my view) more environmentally damaging, 
a monster on the road and oversized in residents' parking spaces, all of which I bitterly 
resent. 

• Parking permits in the Borough are too cheap and do not support at all a Greener 
agenda and the deeply required reduction in air pollution we all suffer from. Besides, 
larger cars should be financially penalised as contributing more to traffic jams (even if 
most likely relatively 'cleaner'). 

• Parking permits should be charged by the size of vehicle. 
Parking space is scarce in K&C and larger or loner vehicles take up more space and so 
should be forced to pay more. 

• PLEASE INCREASE FIVEFOLD THE COST OF PARKING PERMITS FOR SUVs. THEY 
ARE SO WIDE THAT EHEN THEY SEEK TO DRIVE DOWN MANY NARROW 
CHELSEA STREETS THEY GET ENTANGLED WITH OTHER VEHICLES AND 
ENDLESS TOOING AND FROING HAS TO TAKE PLACE. THIS ADDS TO NOISE, 
FUMES AND FUEL CONSUSMPTION. 

• Why not charge different rates based on length of vehicle. This would be fairer and 
hopefully encourage residents to buy smaller (and greener) vehicles. 

 
Reduces clutter in windscreen 
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• I am so pleased to have a clear screen. Also on a number of occasions when it was a 
particularly hot sunny day the heat was enough to melt the adhesive on the permit so as 
to cause it to fall away off the screen and I had to tape it back on. 

• I found the system particularly useful when I had to transfer the permit to a hire car while 
my own car was being mended over a number of days.  Also less clutter on the 
windscreen.  I found that in the heat, the licence tended to fall off. 

• Issue previously with the paper permits not being sticky enough to hold on to the 
windscreen. 

• On a personal basis, I am relieved that I no longer have to display a range of papers on 
my windscreen. It was getting to the point where the left hand side of my windscreen 
being taken over with 2 permits for my work as I work across 2 sites, annual road tax, 
RBKC resident permit, PCM permit for the area I live in, making it a total of 5 permits and 
becoming a hazard to see clearly out of the left had side of the car. I am absolutely 
delighted with the current arrangements and pleased to acknowledged this as one of the 
positive from the Pandemic. 

• The last time we were issued with on screen permits, the stickiness was not sticky! As 
this was not a problem in the passed, it shouldn’t be a problem in the future! 

 
Consider a Direct Debit option for permits 

• A direct debit option would make it easier to ensure prompt payment and more 
convenient for those residents who wish to use  it.  (preferably with an automated 
reminder) 

• Allow Direct Debits for renewals.  I cannot remember if you now do this now. 

• Allow residents who wish to do so to opt for automatic renewal each year by direct debit 
or credit/debit card. 
 
Allow residents to make changes through the online portal. 

• Great idea - esp if on direct debit - much easier! 

• Set up annual direct debit for resident parking permits. Stop wasting papers/leters, this 
will save money and recurces. 

 
Would like a grace period of expiration and receiving a PCN 

• Internet services can go down. And not be repaired quickly. So one paper reminder on 
the expiry date with a max 2 week grace period to log in and pay/obtain PP ? 

• It would be great if the traffic wardens could not issue a penalty charge notice (PCN) in 
the time from registering the permit to getting the permit. I got 3 PCNs, one on Friday and 
then the following Monday and Tuesday. On Friday I was made aware I did not have a 
valid permit, so I registered for one. The permit was granted on the afternoon of the 3rd 
day (Tuesday). So I had to challenge all PCNs but only the one from Tuesday was 
accepted. Due to the insurance contract, I was not able to park my electric scooter 
anywhere else. I find that behaviour unacceptable and would really appreciate if there 
could be a grace period of 3 days from getting a PCN to getting the permit granted. 

• Permit renewals should also be issued the 5 day ‘waiver’ paper print out to display in 
their window whilst the application is considered. 

• when the renewals is due, people may forget it is normal. therefore allow a 14/30 days 
period where traffic warden cannot issue penalties to allow the person to remember and 
sort the renewal if forgotten 

 
Improve provision for disabled parking permits 

• Please extend virtual permits for disabled purple badge and personal disabled parking 
bay license. 
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• The disabled spaces need to fit the number of cars they are required for. 
On <road name removed>, we have 1 space which fits 1.5 cars. Its useless. Have 1 
space to fit one car and have the remaining space (0.5 cars worth) returned back to the 
other Residents. 

• Why cannot add a purple parking Disabled Badge to your virtual service as well, 
displaying the condition of a disabled person to the public it will be unfair, unjust, or 
prejudicial treatment? 

 
Concerns about negatives of the scheme 

• My car is ancient; in winter it can suffer from windscreen condensation that, in the past, 
has allowed my paper permit to peel from the windscreen - leading to a parking ticket by 
default. The paperless system avoids this issue. 
There are several downsides to 'paperless': 
I rarely park elsewhere in RBKC but when doing so, a warden wastes time in checking 
my regn for a valid permit, to see if my very memorable vehicle as non-local; 
as you observe, there are difficulties with WCC/RBKC border parking; and 
with no visible permit, a sense of RBKC-belonging and pride is lost. 
These issues might at least in part, be alleviated by the 'one off' issue of a permanent, 
small plastic RBKC sticker, suitable for attaching for example, to the upper left of the 
windscreen where it will not impede road vision. 

• You have given the positives for doing this   What are the negatives? 

• You have given the positives what are the negatives? 
 
Limit the number of permits issued 

• I would like to see the number of permits given to business addresses for non-resident 
employees reduced. Here in <road name removed>, our parking spaces are dramatically 
reduced during weekdays. 

• Permit-free properties are distributed unpredictably. Would prefer permitting to be based 
on other factors, like vehicle type (e.g., priority for electric and hybrid vehicles), number 
of permits allocated per area already, etc. 

• RBKC must take care to limit the number of parking permits issued, especially where 
new building developments with higher density occupation are concerned. 

 
Dedicated support/phoneline for residents who experience problems with the system 

• I think we should not forget elderly people who might not be so proficient in the use of 
computers for smart phones. Maybe think about a dedicated line for them in order to 
speak to someone about their queries? 

• If there is a problem it is very difficult to sort as there is not a dedicated person/phone line 
to resolve issues.  I spent a long time on the telephone trying to get through to someone.  
It cost me money to send proof that I had a parking permit - when issued with a ticket.   If 
everything is on-line there has to be a person who can over-ride the system and resolve 
issues. 

• It helps to have someone to call if you do have difficulties as I had when I changed my 
car.  Please don’t lose the people available to answer the phone if we need them 

 
Lack of parking permit bays 

• always I have problem with fiddling parking place council should make more  
Residents parking bay then prepay metres 

• Lack of Parking permits bays is becoming a big issue in this area 
 
Offer an option for low-income households 
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• A 3 month online option would be good for those on low incomes so that they may break 
down their payments into smaller chunks 

• Would like to request if permit prices could be dropped for renters? For instance, if they 
stay in the borough for an year, then they should receive some % discount for the next 
subsequent years. This will help to reduce the burden on renters and also motivate them 
to stay longer in the borough, thus stabilising the renting market post Covid-19. 

 
Q8: How do you describe your ethnic origin? – Other comments 
 

• A child of God 

• African 

• African 

• African, Chinese, Indian 

• African/Asian/white 

• Algeria 

• Algerian -Berbère ( north africains are 
NOT ARABS ) 

• Also why is this relevant? 

• Amazigh 

• American 

• American 

• American 

• American 

• American 

• American 

• American 

• American 

• American 

• American 

• American 

• American 

• American 

• American 

• American 

• American 

• American 

• American 

• American 

• And what on earth has this got to do 
with it? 

• Anglo-Brazilian 

• Arab 

• Arab/European 

• arbic 

• Argentine 

• Asian - Sri Lankan / British 

• Asian Afghani 

• Asian/Iranian 

• Australia 

• Australian 

• Australian 

• Australian 

• Australian 

• Australian 

• Australian 

• Australian 

• Australian 

• Australian 

• Australian 

• Australian 

• Black Caribbean and Arab 

• Born in Canada but British now 

• Born in South Africa, lived in UK 50+ 
years. 

• Born in the US 

• Brazilian 

• British Afghan 

• British Thai 

• British/filipino 

• British/Srilankn 

• Burmese 

• Canadian 

• Canadian 

• Canadian 

• Canadian as well 

• Caucasian 

• Dual US / UK citizen 

• Dutch 

• Dutch 

• East African Asian - Indian 

• East Asian 

• Ecuadorean-Southamerican 

• Egyptian 

• Egyptian 

• Egyptian 

• Egyptian 

• EGYPTION 

• English Cambodian 

• Eurasian 
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• European 

• Filipino 

• FILIPINO 

• Filipino 

• Filipino 

• Filipino 

• French 

• French / Iranian 

• from the middle east 

• From the mile easy. 

• German 

• Greek 

• Greek and middle east 

• Habesha 

• Hispanic 

• Hispanic 

• Hispanic 

• Hispanic (Colombian) 

• Hispanic (Latin American) 

• Hong Konger 

• How is this relevant to parking 

• human 

• I am not captured above, it shows the 
fallacy of these approaches to 
'include' everyone. Now I feel 
affronted, marginalised, excluded. 

• Indian - Caribbean 

• Iran 

• IRAN 

• Iranian 

• Iranian 

• iranian 

• IRANIAN 

• Iranian 

• Iranian 

• Iranian 

• Iranian 

• Iranian 

• Iranian 

• Iranian 

• Iranian 

• Iranian 

• Iranian 

• Iranian British 

• Iranian british 

• Irrelavent 

• Irrelevant 

• Irrelevant to survey 

• Irrelevant. 

• Italian 

• Italian 

• Italian 

• Italian / American 

• Italian turkish 

• Italian/ Egyptian 

• Italian/Brazilian 

• Japanese 

• Japanese 

• Japanese 

• Japanese 

• Japanese 

• Japanese 

• Japanese 

• Japanese 

• Japanese Chinese Korean Pakistani 

• Jewish 

• Jewish 

• Jewish 

• Kurdish 

• KURDISH 

• Latin 

• Latin 

• Latin 

• Latin American 

• Latin American 

• Latin/Hispanic 

• Latina 

• LATINAMERICAN 

• Latino 

• Latino white 

• Latinoamerican 

• Lebanese 

• Lebanese 

• Malaysian 

• Malaysian 

• Malaysian 

• Middle Eastern 

• Middle Eastern 

• Middle Eastern 

• Middle eastern 

• Middle Eastern 

• Middle Eastern 

• Middle Eastern / arab 

• Mind you own business 

• Mixed 

• Mixed 

• Mixed philipino colombian 

• Mixed, English - Brazilian 
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• Mongolian 

• Namibian 

• Near/Middle eastern? 

• New Zealand 

• New Zealand 

• New Zealander 

• No relevance to parking permits 

• Non 

• none of your business 

• North African, Middle Eastern, 
European 

• North American 

• Norwegian/French. Born NZ 

• not ralated to the topic 

• NOT RELEVANT 

• Not relevant 

• Not relevant - The council serves all 
residents 

• Not relevant to parking permits 

• Not sure why this is relevant? 

• Nothing to do with parking 

• Other 

• PACIFIC ISLANDER 

• Palestinian 

• Persian 

• Persian 

• Persian 

• Persian 

• Persian 

• Persian 

• Philippine 

• Phoenician 

• Polish/English/American 

• Punjabi 

• racist question 

• Russian 

• Soth America 

• South Africa 

• South Africa 

• South African 

• South African 

• South American 

• South American 

• South American 

• Spanish 

• Spanish 

• Sri Lankan 

• Sri Lankan 

• Sri Lankan/Indian 

• Srilankan British 

• <postcode removed> 

• Swiss 

• Thai 

• Thai 

• Thai 

• Thai 

• This is not relevant to a survey about 
parking permits 

• Turkish 

• Turkish 

• Turkish 

• Turkish 

• Turkish - Turkish Cypriot 

• US 

• US 

• US 

• usa 

• VIET NAM 

• Vietnamese 

• What does this have to do with a 
paperless parking permit? 

• What has this got to do with parking a 
car? 

• What's does my ethnic origin has to 
do with a parking consultation? 

• White 

• White - American / British 

• White  Austrian-Venezuelan 

• White & Hispanic 

• White American 

• White American 

• White American/British - dual citizen 

• White and Latinx 

• White and Oriental 

• White Asian 

• White Australian 

• WHITE AUSTRALIAN 

• White- Australian 

• White Brazilian 

• White British Albanian 

• White British and Jewish 

• White Canadian 

• WHITE CAUCASIAN 

• White Iraqi 

• White other 

• White South African 

• White South American 

• White/American 
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• White/Arab 

• White/Arab American 

• Why are you obsessed with ethnicity, 
it is a left wing sickness 

• Why do you need this information??? 

• Why is there no cultural group which 
covers those of us who are Jewish?? 

• Why is this even relevant 

• Why is this relevant to parking?  Box 
filling equality question. 

• Why on earth do you want to know?? 
This is intrusive waste of time 

 

 
Q9: What is your religion or belief? – Other Comments 
 

• <address removed> 

• Agnostic 

• Agnostic 

• Agnostic 

• Agnostic 

• Agnostic 

• All of the above :) 

• And this one? 

• Atheist 

• Atheist (Christian upbringing) 

• Buddhist Muslim Christian 

• But unfortunately if they arrest me for 
being a muslim, they do not find 
enough evidence to convict me. 

• Can’t see how this is relevant! 

• Can't see the relevance to parking 
permits, but Christian! Why should 
want to know the religion of a <name 
removed> owner? 

• Catholic 

• Catholic 

• Catholic 

• Catholic 

• Catholic 

• Christian and Buddhist interest 

• Christian Orthodox 

• Cultural Christian 

• Do I have to belong to a specific 
religion to be able to give my opinion 
about parking? If not why do you 
need to include this irrelevant 
questions? 

• Don’t know 

• Greek Orthodox 

• Greek Orthodox 

• Greek Orthodox 

• Greek Orthodox 

• How does that help with the parking 
permit ???? 

• How is this relevant to parking????? 

• HUMANIST... THAT SHOULD BE 
ONE O FYOUR CATEGORIES 

• I believe all religions should be 
respected. 

• I believe in the creator 

• I do not see the relevance of these 
questions to residents parking permit 
issues 

• I don’t have a religion but have 
beliefs. 

• I have lots of beliefs but no religion. 
Rude. 

• Irrelavent 

• Irrelevant 

• Irrelevant to survey 

• Irrelevent. 

• JAIN 

• Jedi 

• Jedi 

• Mix Muslim & Christian 

• More intrusive nonsense 

• No relevance to parking permits 

• Non 

• non believing christian 

• none of your business 

• not ralated to the topic 

• NOT RELEVANT 

• Not relevant 

• Not relevant 

• Not relevant to parking permits 

• Not religious 

• Not sure the purpose of this question! 

• Nothing to do with parking 

• ortodox 

• Pantheism 

• Rastafarian 

• RC 

• Roman Catholic 
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• Roman Catholic 

• Science 

• Shinto 

• Spiritual 

• Spiritual 

• Spiritual. 

• Spirituality 

• Spirituality 

• Spirituality 

• THIS IS IRRELEVANT 

• This is not relevant to a survey about 
parking permits 

• Universalist 

• Universalist 

• Unsure why this information is 
relevany to parking permits.... 

• What does this have to do with a 
paperless permit? 

• What has this got to do with parking a 
car? 

• What has this to do with 
anything???? 

• Who cares ! 

• why do you need this.  You have 
turned a survey on parking permits 
into a survey of K&C residents. 

• Why is this even relevant 

• Why is this relevant to parking?  Box 
filling equality question. 
 

• with Buddhist tendencies! 

• Zoroastrian 

• Zoroastrian 

• Zoroastrian 

• Zoroastrismes 
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Emails 
 
This section of the report contains emails submitted to the Parking team as part of the 
consultation. A total of 149 emails were received.  
 

Option Total Percent 

Yes 95 64% 

No 33 22% 

Don't know 21 14% 

 
 
Against (does not support the proposals) 
 
• I don’t know who thinks that electronic issuing of permits for a change of vehicle was 
easier when done electronically  -  it took me 4 days in August!  Somebody made a mistake and 
because, partly perhaps, they were all WFHing, the mistake took all that time and masses of 
phone calls by me to get it corrected.  So if a mistake is made it will clearly take much longer to 
sort out. 
 
I quite see that it makes less effort for all concerned  -  if it’s done properly.  And if you really do 
continue to alert us when our permits are about to run out.  After all DVLA promised they would 
alert us  -  but they don’t any more. 
 
I will fill in the form and send it off but at the minute I’ve got to go and walk the dog! 
 
Happy Christmas 
 
• I prfer the printable permit that is affixed to the screen. I never remember 
when renewal is due, and it may be greener but it's more bureaucratic without. 
Thank you 
 
• I would like a return to the original parking permits being put in the front window, or at 
least I would like to have the option available to me. 
 
• There is also one more issue. 
With our discs on windscreens we were able to advise misguided visitors if they were about to 
park in a residential parking space, and (a) help them avoid getting a ticket and (b) prevent our 
parking spaces being taken. 
 
• I live in ROAD REMOVED and am aware that some of the cars parked in the road are 
commercial vehicles.  If vehicles had to have a permit it would deter this on mosque days for 
example. 
I also use the joint parking on the edge of Westminster and did not realise there was a problem. 
I would prefer to have a paper permit on the windscreen. I also find the expiry date a useful 
reminder. 
When the sticky border was reduced I found my permit fell off in very hot weather. 
I also once got clamped because the ink had faded. Can we have decent quality fit for purpose 
permits please. 
• I prefer to have paper parking permit , no Online. 
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• 1)Feels strongly that the document in the window is important as it is proof of their permit 
status and they have had a permit since first introduced and its never been stolen and copied 
showing that they are safe. 
2)Been a Sure-fire way of seeing when it runs out and that you have an active permit, reminders 
can be missed. 
3)She would also like paper forms to be re-introduced for applications/renewals in the 
CSC(Customer Service Centre). 
4)Unable to receive a PDF as doesn’t have access to email so wouldn’t be able to use that 
process, Must be able to send them by post aswell by request over the phone. 
5)Unable to see if people have a permit on their vehicle, especially impacted by Motorcycles 
parking on resident bays near her. 
 
• Living in ROAD REMOVED is now a complete nightmare.     It is next door to the NAME 
REMOVED Hospital and we get cars coming and down the cul de sac non stop all day long 
because of visitors to the hospital.     It is impossible to check if these cars have Residents 
Parking Permits and they often park across our front gates running their engines. 
 
• The old windscreen permit was the best. People could see who had a permit. 
 
• I couldn’t cope with the virtual parking permits!  It is so much quicker and easier to refer 
to the windscreen to see when it expires. 
I find it difficult trying to find where I can park as mentioned below by you when it comes to the 
borders of Westminster etc. 
It would also be useful to be given a MAP of the Chelsea and Kernsington parking area which 
one can refer to quickly as I do not 
have a mobile phone with internet. 
Your arguments below strike me that you are making your lives easier and ours more 
complicated.  Forgive me for being so direct! 
I think you should automatically send out a reminder six weeks before the expiry date as 
mentioned below; just like receiving a bill to be paid. 
 
• Personally I dislike virtual permits – don’t know where I stand....only trust the paper 
permits and don’t mind 
AT ALL having to go and get it.... 
 
• I think u answered . I wouldn't know how to fill virtual spplicTt . I prefer the old way 
 
• Would prefer the old system 
 
• I would prefer  a permit visually please as unfortunately I thought I completed my permit 
on line , because not receiving a permit was unaware that my transaction hadn’t completed I got 
a ticket which was very upsetting   
 
• My main reservation is that sometimes a minicab or Uber waits in a resident parking bay 
to be employed.  
Usually I have politely asked them to move so that I may park in the bay, and they do. However 
sometimes they refuse until I check that they dont have a resident permit on display, then they 
leave. 
 
• there's two disadvantage of your proposal.. 
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one is what about people dont have computer or old people not good on online service, scared 
about hackers to give details especially payment online... 
second one, i observe that a lot of vehicle seat and duck waiting,and you dont knownif they are 
residence or not, until warden see them till they move.. 
i notice as well how the warden know if your are residence? did warden check step by step of 
the car which one is residence? most of them just walk.only yellow line they alert.. 
 
 
i prepare to put back the sticker..pls.. 
 
• We missed the consultation date as we’ve been so busy with some urgent matters  
 
I’m DESIGNATION REMOVED.  Most Committee members, but not all, have RBKC parking 
permits  
 
The difficulty we find with the lack of a physical permit is quite localised around the SCHOOL 
NAME REMOVED.  When looking for a space to park up resudents find it hard to identify permit 
holders from non permit holders. We know the majority were non permit holders pre COVID, 
and so we would feel we could politely ask them to make room for us to park up. They tend to 
arrive very early to collect pupils and therefore can be parked up for an hour at times. Obviously 
it’s not acceptable to ask a permit holder to move!  Therefore residents tend to avoid asking - 
and given the school barriers they then park even further away, often with shopping etc, 
children etc.   
 
Does it not take more time for the wardens to check every car to see if they should be parked in 
a permit bay or not?  Surely the visual physical clue made their life easier?   
 
What about simple stickers like the National Trust send out for parking in their car parks?  
Colour coded each year.   
 
• As a resident permit holder when I had to renew my permit for April 2021 As I do not 
have access to a computer it was not straight forward for me to find out what I should have 
payed for my car I phoned up 3 different times + get three different prices I sent in a CHQ and 
then got a call from a lady I think she was called NAME REMOVED + because I always PAyed 
in march ever since I got my permit she said I could still to that I had to PAY a new PRICE wait 
for other CHQ to come BK + then get it cancelled at Building Society. So you can see why as a 
person that does not use a computer I would before if you you still had the paper options so I 
could see what I had to pay by Cheque, cash or debit card. Please think of people like me. Also 
where I live there is a NAME REMOVED school at the NAME OF PLACE AND STREET 
REMOVED they always take up residents Bay flashing there lights while picking up there 
children + letting bringing into school. I have an 83yrs old mum who is disabled + myself who is 
finds it hard to walk + when we come home we can not park near to our house with these cars 
from NAME REMOVED school. Has there is no permits on them I can not tell them not to pk 
there. Please bring bk the permits + forms to fill up so we know what we are paying for. Please 
listen to my view 
 
• THANK YOU FOR SENDING ME THIS LETTER 
 
PLEASE WOULD YOU VERY KINDLY NOT MAKE PAPERLESS PARKING PERMITS ? 
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QUITE A LOT OF US CANNOT USE A COMPUTER – I KNOW THIS BECAUSE I WAS WITH 
SOME OF THEM AT THE TOWN HALL IN THE SUMMER TRYING TO RENEW OUR 
VIRTUAL PERMITS 
AND IT WAS A NIGHTMARE FOR US AND FOR YOUR KIND  STAFF MEMBERS WHO 
WERE TRYING TO HELP IT WOULD BE BETTER TO GO THE OTHER WAY, AND HAVE 
FACIAL RECONGNITION SCANS FOR EVERYONE (WITH A PERMIT) AT THE TOWN HALL 
– THE RESULTS MIGHT BE FASCINATING. 
IT WOULD GIVE YOU A CLEAR PICTURE OF EXACTLY WHO YOU ARE DEALING WITH, 
AND MAKE THINGS SAFER FOR ALL OF US 
IT IS A PRIVILEGE TO HAVE A PARKING PERMIT PROPERLY ADMINISTERED BY YOU. 
 
• I would prefer  the old Paper Permits  that we physically put in the car window and not 
virtual permits. 
 
It is also helpful to know when someone is parked in the bay actually is a resident.  
 
Thank You  
 
• Not happy with it. 
 
• I would prefer to keep the paper, in car, resident parking permit. 
 
• I do not agree with none display and should have been informed any deschion was 
made. 
 
• I prefer the old system because the printed hard copy on the windscreen is a constant 
reminder  
 
• On reflection I think I prefer the old system of a permit in my windscreen as a daily 
reminder and renewal-by telephone   An example of the new system is vehicle tax which is a 
nightmare to have to keep searching for last year’s documents in order to clarify the date for 
renewal. Postal system is regrettably no longer reliable so if the Reminder is not delivered I will 
be heavily fined.  Old system is better and should remain  
 
• Virtual permits are a waste of time. We want paper permits. 
 
We also want speed cameras and slower traffic.  
 
Also bring back the WEZ and keep visitors way. 
 
• Our household in which there are 4 permit holders has studied the pros and cons of the 
argument  and we are still firmly in favour of Physical Permits. 
 
• I live in ROAD NAME REMOVED and frequently vans and cars were parked in the 
residents bays. Without a display permit I  can ask them to move. It is very frustrating and 
annoying that residents cannot park near their homes despite paying the hefty parking permits.  
 
My view is that there should definitely be a paper confirmation follow -up after a registration 
,sent by post by RBKC to the resident 
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Whilst it is understandable currently to be virtual -legally there is no actual physical proof to 
protect  a resident from computer error imputing  
 
• I would prefer to have mandatory paper resident parking permits displayed on car 
windscreens.  
The present temporary system of virtual  permits make it impossible for residents to know if the 
parking spaces are being used by legitimate permit holders. 
 
• Here are my firmly held views: 
 
A Permit should be displayed on the windscreen of the car – easy to identify cars which are 
parked in a Residents Bay illegally 
 
As in the past, it should be possible to pay by telephone or by cheque – this is very important to 
me as I am elderly and do not put my bank details through my computer to avoid hackers and 
scammers 
 
A reminder is very necessary if we do not have a paper permit on our windscreens – 
unnecessary otherwise 
 
• Thank you for inviting me to comment on the future of c-parking permits. Whilst these 
have obvious advantages from the standpoint of an administrative institution such as the 
RBK&C there are certain practical drawbacks for permit holders. Not only are there drawbacks 
such as the ones you have specified-borough boundaries,the approach of expiry dates to cite 
just two- but there’s another important 0ne.It was usually very helpful for the resident if he or 
she knew that a vehicle displaying a permit,as in the status quo ante, was a legitimate permit 
holder and would know instantly if the resident permit holder’s parking rights were being 
infringed. With no display the bona fide permit holder can’t know. All this leads me to the 
conclusion that displaying a printed parking permit should once again be made obligatory, a 
course of action I hope the RBK&C will take as soon as possible. 
 
• I am totally against the virtual parking permits and delighted to see that the original 
system might be restarted 
Firstly the new virtual (paperless) system has definitely not been  faster, I had to contact your 
office at LEAST twice after I had paid for my permit to get a confirmation email that it had been 
completed, eventually NAME REMOVED set me an email. 
Secondly my son had to email the council TWICE to authorise me to purchase his permit, which 
I had previously done without any problem. 
The environmental benefits in saving paper is extremely minute in comparison to lots of 
wastage in newspapers the council produce to promote themselves, and the delivery emissions 
are really nil as the post is delivered anyway, plus you are now proposing sending out PDF’s 
that the residents will have to print, so where is the printing emission saving? 
Also not every resident has a printer to use themselves to printout the PDF. 
The dual parking with other councils such as Westminster is also very important and  cannot be 
done without giving another council all our residents details that our traffic officers have access 
to, I do not think that RBK&C should hand out these details to other councils  workers. 
I have also spoken with parking enforcement officers who tell me that now they have to put in 
the car registration to check if it has a permit, this means probably less tickets as it sounds like 
they do not bother doing this procedure, it also stops residents from asking non residents to not 
park in permit bays, as often they are unavailable. 
I would think that the number of stolen permits is minimal. 
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All in all I vote for having the original hardcopy parking permit system back, it worked perfectly 
well, please let’s have it back. 
 
• You feel the window (paper) permits were better because they served as a reminder for 
renewals when needed, especially when reminders weren’t received via mail.  
 
• Please would you take into account the needs of residents who don’t have computers or 
smartphones & find it difficult if not impossible to visit customer services at the town hall. I also 
hope it will be possible to minimise the amount of paper required by the council. 
 
Renewal of permit of no change of vehicle or address 
 
Could this please be done over the telephone? If the reminder sent by the Council 6 weeks 
before the permits expires contains the pin number to telephone for payment by debit or 
creditcard, this would be an easy and convenient method for those who cant renew on line or in 
person. The applicant could be advised to check by telephone that the permit has been 
renewed.  
 
Application for a permit when vehicles or address has been changed 
 
If the reminder contained an application form explaining the actual documents to be submitted, 
there should be time for this to be done by 1st class post. If necessary, the fee could be 
increased to cover any extra cost to the council. If the application is agreed, payment could be 
made over the telephone and later checked to ensure the permit has been granted. I believe 
much of the information the Council requires can now be checked on line (e.g. Council Tax 
Registration and DVLA Vehicle Registration and Driver Licensing and Insurance). I would hope 
that any need to provide actual documents could be ILLEGIBLE WORD by the use of 
photocopies which need not be returned saving expense and the risk of them being lost ion the 
post.  
 
Don’t know  
 
• I do spend months in PLACE REMOVED in our second home, [where I am at the 
moment] and our  car in private place, we also spend months to COUNTRY REMOVED , now 
more than one year we can’t go for a reason or another..  and I am not very good on computers 
for payments, would you send by post in TOWN REMOVED what I really have to do? NAME 
AND ADDRESS REMOVED 
Simple and clear, 
 
• Not re our parking ticket. This is a consultation on virtual permits. 
 
• I believe I was one of the first to be fined for parking on a boundary road around ROAD 
REMOVED, as my Kensington and Chelsea residency status could not be checked. I have to 
say it took several months to unwind as Westminster Council were not aware of the move to 
virtual parking permits. This meant working between the two councils to communicate what was 
going on. It was incredibly frustrating that this had not been communicated to neighbouring 
councils. In the end, I had to print out and keep a version of a permit ‘just in case’. As a result, 
virtual parking permits may administratively be simpler all round, operationally there is 
consequences that where definitely not considered or thought through. 
 
• Do NOT give them nothing. 
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• You would to send to people who email you and optionally a subject and email address 
to forward on to 
 
• I’m afraid I don’t know what a virtual parking permit is. Please let me know. 
 
• This is all fine BUT very often non-resident drivers sit and park in a parking permit bay.  
Without a permit being displayed it's hard to ask them to move  
 
• I understand I may have been late responding to this consultation. 
I would like to add my opinion on parking permit expiring without a visual reminder. 
My parking permit expired in July 2021 but I have received no reminder of any kind until I 
wasserved 2 PCN on consecutive days whilst I was being responsible and not making 
unnecessary trips (before I noticed the notice had been served). Although I note it is meant to 
be my responsibility to keep the parking permit valid, a reminder coming from the council would 
help residents keeping the permit valid. 
I hope the reminders can be sent out to everyone so it would not inconvenient the traffic 
wardens, residents and the council in the future. 
 
• WE HAVE 2 VEHICLES:- 
 
1. WOULD PREFER FOR RBKC TO PROVIDE PDF PERMITS + 
2. ADVISE WHEN PARKING PERMIT EXPIRY DATE 
 
• Parking is terribly problematic no matter what.  If something arises ( such as not 
accepting credit or debit card) there is no one to speak with or answer online.  Not long ago, 
RBKC would answer any question very quickly, but this no longer exists, and this situation is 
pre-Covid. 
I give up. 
 
• I think it basically works but one cannot see whether cars parked in Residents Parking 
are legally there or not and Parking Attendants are few and far between in some areas !   
 
• I am ok with all this except I do worry that not having a reminder of the expiry date is a 
problem….I have no idea when my permit expires and email is not always reliable…perhaps 
you can send say 3 emails in the 6 weeks pre expiry and  have the option to pay 
immediately….or is there some way we can check online when our permit expires??? 
 
I feel this needs more thought to make it a failsafe system! 
 
• It's has the advantage of having a clean and ticketless windscreen  
 
Bad point is, I never received a reminder that my permit is due and over a 2 months period I did 
not reveiced a ticket,.but one day I moved my car and woke up the following day, I received 2 
penalty ticket straight away. 
 
I was actually hoping to challenge it but it was too late because I already paid 
 
• I am glad to have the opportunity to make some comments about parking.  I live in ROAD 
REMOVED which you will know, where there are many spaces for residents, and the system 
generally works well.   
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Recently during the pandemic, there has been a huge increase in home deliveries, and at any 
one time during the day, one can usually see at least one delivery van at ROAD REMOVED, 
either double parking or using a resident's space, or, more infuriatingly, a motorcycle delivering 
food blocking a whole car space.  This is quite a big problem especially in the narrower section 
of the road, ROAD REMOVED, at its westerly end. 
 
• To be honest, I have no suggestion to counter this, except making ROAD REMOVED 
one way (west to east, at least in the narrow portion. We are, I believe, shortly to get 
ramps/bumps put in the road, which will help in slowing down speeding  motorists driving 
through, especially in the evening rush hour. 
 
I am sure you are aware of this overall situation. 
 
• When I wrote to NAME REMOVED about the unlawful removal of the cycle lane on 
Kensington High St, twice - he never had the manners to reply. 
 
So you can ask someone else to help you make your minds up about parking permits. 
 
• I have been waiting for you to call me to give you my view on virtual parking permits. 
When are you going to call me please??  
 
• No preference either way as long as it does not result in mistaken fines. 
It would also be good to get a reminder as it is not displayed. 
 
• My only comment is that it probably saves the Council a considerable amount on 
postage, printing etc. which is a good thing provided residents see this in improved services or 
reduced tax. 
• The theory is good, but have had difficulty with my car under repair for a month over 
Christmas period - a minor repair but necessitating COVID delays at workshop and a 
considerable difficulty in negotiating the new rules to stop heavy fines because replacement 
vehicle was not fully checked out (arriving Christmas eve).   Am due to have own car returned 
tomorrow, and am not sure the fact has been processed following use of your website today. 
 
• Our resident parking has lapsed last year because we never received an invitation to 
renew and a pin number. 
 
We have now been obliged to go through the application process again even though none of 
our circumstances have changed. As the resident parking permits are now virtual, there is no 
easy reminder for us to know when the permit expires and it is time to renew. Renewal letters 
must therefore be duly delivered. 
  
I understand mistakes can happen and I have also read reports that postal items had been lost 
or delivered with much delay. However I do not see why we should be inconvenienced or pay 
the price of mistakes that are not ours. Indeed, we will be appealing all tickets issued since the 
expiry and until our new permit has been issued. 
  
In the meantime , may I kindly suggest you consider email or text as part of the renewal process 
as it will greatly simplify the process or provide a useful back-up to letters than go astray. 
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For (supports the proposals) 
 
• As long as we get a reminder 6 weeks before times up its fine .The last time i had no 
reminder or it “got lost in the lost “ so that can be stressful also would be nice to be able to offer 
friends parking sometimes which i would pay for  
 
• Thank you for inviting a response to the concept of virtual parking permits of which you 
enumerate many benefits. 
As a resident of ROAD REMOVED a tiny cul de sac of NUMBER REMOVED houses where 
parking is at a premium and where building work is almost constant I have remarked a single 
but rather large counter argument ie there is no way of residents knowing whether a vehicle has 
such a permit. 
In the past a request to a non resident permit holder vehicle driver was enough to get the owner 
to move or failing voluntary co-operation one could report the illegally parked vehicle. 
In a world where there were wardens promptly and regularly checking virtual permits would be 
fine but I personally have seen workmen regularly abusing the system day after day with no 
redress. Something displayed in the vehicle is extremely helpful and should not be abandoned 
completely. 
 
• I would be happy to continue with the virtual parking permits as you incorporate into your 
proposal the possibility of printing the permit and also that you will be advising residents of the 
approaching expiry date. 
 
Thank you for your assistance and for seeking the views of residents. 
 
• Make permanent with the addition of your new proposals 
 
• All good but I need to extend mine by 6 months sjd won’t be here for a reminder  
I want to extend my permit by 6 months as I have been v ill do I don’t even get the letter. Online 
is great. All details same <name removed> don’t want to miss a deadline as I plan to be in 
COUNTRY REMOVED getting over very serious illness. 
 
• I very much agree with this . And if residents are out of town it can still be done !  
 
• I will definetly vote to keep virtual parking permit to be permanent.  Its best  for the 
environment and keep the car windshield clear of obstruction.  
 
So please make it permanent. 
 
• Hello.  I have to say its very good and thank you so much have a bless day  
 
• I think virtual ones are much easier and seem to make more sense! 
 
• This is an excellent idea. I appreciate the trouble you took to anticipate our worries. It is 
good you warn us by email when our permit is running out and will send us a PDF of the permit 
so we can print it out for hard copy. It is good that it has immediate effect after paying for it so 
one doesn’t have that uneasy time to wait for the permit to be posted. 
 
• I fully support the virtual parking permits. 
 
• I am supportive of virtual parking permits.  
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• Happy with all your suggestions re : the virtual residents parking permit which has 
worked out well for me personally. 
Something that hasn’t worked out so well is the inconsiderate people who do not have ev’s who 
park all day on ev charging bays , often the same car will remain on a charging bay for days. 
We have all tried to do the right thing by getting ev’s at quite substantial cost and it is extremely 
enraging to find that it is hard to find a free bay in the vicinity due to these petrol fuelled cars 
hogging them . 
It really can’t be that difficult to clearly and strongly ,in red for example delineate these bays in 
order that they are easily recognisable.  
At the moment there is nothing beyond a blue pin prick light and a tiny notice high up on the 
lamp post.  
It really isn’t good enough. 
If , like me you pass the three bays in my street  10 times a day and see that 99% of the time 
they are taken up by a petrol car .  
I have great difficulty ever finding a free one . 
 
• It’s excellent! Much better and easier please keep.  
 
• I think it is a good idea, and that was before I saw the full list of benefits (showing items I 
had not thought of before).  The PDF-print solution is a good one, because not seeing the date 
often I thought was a small minus point, despite an email reminder (plus the boundary road 
issue). 
 
The one query I do have is about the checking by enforcement officers.  Isn’t it quicker for them 
to look at a physical permit than to check on their devices, even if they become familiar with the 
vehicles on their beat? 
Or maybe the difference is trivial? 
 
• Great idea if you remember to remind us when the permit is due.   
What do the traffic wardens say  
Personally stick with it.   
 
• your recommendations all seem sound. I say: Yes, Please go for it. 
 
• I think the new system has worked very well. 
A suggestion: in <name removed> there is one electric charging point in the residents’ bays. 
The same car has been parked by it for months. There is room for one other car to use this 
charging point but that space is usually occupied by a non-electric car. Nobody notices the 
small notice on the lamppost. 
Please mark such spaces on the tarmac as clearly for use only when actually charging. The 
PayByPhone app could easily be adapted to permit a limited time for charging only. 
As it is, I have only in six months with an electric car been able once to charge it in ROAD 
NAME REMOVED! 
 
• Fully in favour of virtual permits. Excellent innovation. The fringes of Westminster can be 
problematic so having a paper alternative to print at home would be good.  
 
• Happy to have virtual parking permits 
providing technology of e/mail and contacts to access parking  
to RBkC if concerns arise. 
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• In response:- it would seem that there are insufficient parking enforcement officers 
around to monitor "white" vans (and other colours) who park in residents' parking bays known 
not to be registered in this Borough and many more incidents of cheeky parking. 
Otherwise if you continue to remind residents of the renewal date, this operation works well. 
 
• I thought I  had replied! 
Agree with your proposals as long as points  1 and 2 are adopted! 
 
• Content, as long as notice of renewal date is given - email or text will do.  
We missed the date last year,  were fined, and had to start all over again. Irritating to say the 
least. 
 
•  I am happy with the current virtual parking permits and would like it remain the same  
 
• As a Chelsea resident with a Parking Permit, I fully support the idea of virtual parking 
permits based on the points raised in the e mail below. 
 
• I have no objection to virtual permits, provided we are given pdf printable permits and are 
reminded each year when it is time to renew.   
 
• I am very happy with virtual permits. 
 
• I am in favour of virtual permits, as presented. 
 
• I agree for the permits to remain virtual.  
 
As there is a significant cost reduction in production & postage of the permits, will there be a 
reduction in the costs of the permits.  
 
Simply will the savings be passed on to us.  
 
• Thank you and happy with this 
 
• Excellent idea, saves a lot of time  
 
• Excellent idea to have a PDF, if only as a reminder  
 
• It's an excellent idea. 
 
• I am writing in support of the continued us Virtual Parking Permits 
They save time all around. 
 
• I think it’s an excellent idea 
 
• Thank you for your email. I am quite happy for the current virtual parking permits system 
to continue provided adequate notice of the expiry date of one's permit is given preferably by 
post in case one's email is not working.. 
 
• Rbkc are to be congratulated.  Life very easy. I moved from Marylebone/Westminster 
which is unnecessarily pretty and chaotic 
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• Thank you for seeking view on virtual permits. 
Provided the following 2 conditions are satisfied I am prepared to accept virtual permits: 
A reminder is sent out to each permit holder which has the purpose of the email on the title eg 
Parking Permit Renewal so that it is easy to identify.  I assume that we will be informed via 
email? 
It is possible to obtain a hard copy of the permit easily.  It is often easier to print out a Word 
document than a PDF one, especially for those without printers or much technological 
knowledge. 
 
• So sorry I was too late, but I think virtual parking is great. 
 
• I will circulate this email to my members. 
 
However reading your email and based on my personal experience I would say that the 
paperless approach has been a success.  
 
However I am concerned that you have identified no substantive negatives. Again based on 
personal observation has enforcement been as rigorous. How does the number plate 
recognition system work as it is not immediately obvious when the parking officers walk down 
the street? 
 
• We like virtual parking permits! 
• we like them!! 
 
• Very happy with the new system 
 
• All good. 
 
• As a long time resident in RBKC, I am perfectly happy with the virtual parking permit. 
 
• Thanks for that. Yes it helps me, and I am happy with the proposal. 
 
• We have no issues at all with the virtual parking permits and from environmental 
efficiency and security points of view it makes a great deal of sense so a response to the 
consultation link is not really necessary. 
 
However, the scheme does rely on the honesty and integrity of the parking enforcement 
officers. Our experience from living in ROAD NAME REMOVED for over 25 years is that the 
enforcement officers have persistently reached an agreement with a repair garage that they do 
not enforce parking restrictions in the Mews 
which is yellow lined. This has caused problems with obstructions and creates danger from 
through traffic and delivery trucks etc having to back up around 2 blind corners etc. Recently 
when we asked 2 wardens why they did not address illegal parking they reported back to the 
garage that we had complained and we received abuse from the manager telling us that the 
wardens worked for him. 
 
It occurs that if there are no visual permits and the only check is by the wardens then any 
comfortable arrangements could be extended to allowing illegal parking in residents bays and 
this may well have happened as the garages own (or at least constantly used) vehicles that 
have been parked in residents bays. 
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This is purely our personal experience but if such arrangements are widespread it will cause 
problems for residents where residents parking is tight. 
 
We are fairly elderly and my wife is often home alone so we do not wish to be subjected to 
harassment and abuse and this long term issue of the wardens making needs to be addressed 
sensitively please if indeed there is anything that can be done about it. 
We have been in contact with your planning enforcement officer about the garages working 
practices but she has always been adamant that the garages permitted use of the premises 
does not include a right to override parking restrictions and our Mews is very narrow so the 
garage can effectively block it off for their own use. 
 
• Many thanks for this helpful update. I confirm that in my opinion, and also that of my wife 
NAME REMOVED, the new system is excellent and works well for all parties involved. Well 
done. 
As it happens, after 53 happy years at ADDRESS REMOVED we will be moving on 31 March 
2022, hopefully to be able a new address in the same <name removed> area, and we will be 
going through the, for us, novel Change of Address procedure. 
We will of course explain the RBK&C parking arrangements to our successors who will, I am 
sure, be very glad to be able join your new Parking System. 
 
• I am happy to 'go paperless' as long as someone reminds me when the Parking Permit is 
due. 
 
• I am happy for the council to continue using the virtual parking system.   
 
• Virtual parking permits are ideal. The old process was annoying as I would have to go to 
the council building on high street kensington during the day mon-fri but I work and could never 
get time off to get there so would have to take a days holiday to just sort my parking permit. 
 
• only just saw this but pls keep it going its great! 
 
• I am happy for the virtual parking permits to continue but only on the basis that I can 
definitely obtain a PDF of my Parking Permit to print and use if/when I feel the need. 
 
• I think virtual parking permits are an excellent idea.   
 
• The virtual parking permits have been a blessing. It’s easy to transfer the permit to 
another car as we had to do to comply with ULEZ. It’s efficient and fast 
 
• This system has worked really well for me, and I appreciate the convenience as well as 
the help I have had from staff at RBKC. 
 
I haven't been personally affected by the issue in boundary bays with Westminster, but the 
possibility of a PDF permit seems to me to solve any problems. 
 
• It is a good idea with Virtual Permits, very supportive. 
 
• I’m happy to have paperless permit thanks 
 
• Sounds great. Wish you were running the country. 
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• I endorse the use of the virtual parking permit. However, it is important to provide a timely 
reminder of expiry, as suggested in your e-mail. 
 
• i would definitely support paperless permit 
 
• that is awsome 
 
• I have no issue with VPP but I would rather you notify me of renewal date by e-mail 
rather than post, if that is possible? 
 
• I have no difficulty with virtual permits . The reminder for renewal is essential.  
 
• I think paperless is good, but I do agree having a paper pdf copy to keep in the car to 
remind oneself of the expiry date is a good idea! 
All working fine for me anyway 
 
• I already have remote resident parking and think it’s great  
 
• I am in favour of virtual permits as long as you send us a PDF in the mail and remind us 
6 weeks before expiration 
 
• Very happy with what is proposed.  
 
• Sounds good and is a great service, thank you. A PDF version to print at home is vital. 
 
• I agree it is a good idea but should have another trial run when all permits are virtual. 
Just to be sure because if you get it wrong it is very expensive.  
 
• Very good service and keeps car windows clear of obstructive materials,  also saves on 
waste paper and plastic  
 
• Think paperless permits like this seem like a pretty good idea - and now that you've been 
doping it for 18 mos why not go on? 
 
• No problem,  It works. 
 

•     I agree 

 
• Seems sensible 
 
• I think this is an excellent idea. It avoids long waiting at resident parking counter. Hope it 
continues. 
 
• Very happy to continue the current arrangement  
 
• I am happy with the current virtual parking system. 
 
• I agree that the virtual permit scheme is a good idea provided you do proceed to make a 
printable physical permit we can stick on our windscreen. Please ensure it is in a format that 
can be printed from phones or PC or Mac, 
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• So far this virtual parking permit is working satisfactorily and I am very happy as long s I 
get a reminder to renew my permit when it's due. 
 
• Re virtual parking permits - sorry should have replied sooner - I think it’s a very good idea 
and makes things easier for both the council and the residents so I’m all for you making it 
permanent. 
 
• paperless makes a lot of sense, 
 
On another note, with our permit can we park within WCC as well as the RBKC?  
 
• I have done the survey and think they are good! 
 
• My recent experience of virtual parking permits was overall very good. The only problem 
I had was that during my permit application my ‘parking permit number’ was included - but not 
my ‘car registration number’.   I can’t say for sure whether a ‘one digit car registration error’ 
registered for my new permit was my own mistake or one made during the processing of my 
permit - but it meant I got two parking tickets as a result of that one digit error! This error was 
highlighted when I telephoned to see why parking tickets were being issued and both parking 
tickets were subsequently voided.  
I would therefore suggest that both the parking permit number ‘and’ the car registration number 
are included in ‘all’ correspondence.   
 
• The current arrangement seems to be working well .  
I don’t know how the wardens can know just by passing by ! 
Perhaps those responsible for monitoring illegal use of e scooters on the road and pavement 
should listen to you . So far their efforts are appalling . 
 
• Yes continue as it is now please. For people who can't pay by  phone , just keep one 
boot to pay in person like before. 
 
• We are in agreement about virtual and still like the reminders as well as proof of 
payment; car display seemed quicker for no confusion and for time after display- 
 
As is, virtual is fine, thank you very much indeed, as long as payment is known, 
 
• Very simply it is working well and saves time and cost. Im in favour of keeping this 
alternative.  
 
• It’s a great improvement on physical   
 
• At first I was not comfortable with the virtual parking permits.  However, now 
I have become accustomed to it and, having read here your explanation of the advantages of it, 
it makes sense. 
Therefore, I would be in favour of continuing to use virtual parking permits. 
 
• I didn’t receive a form to make my opinion known. 
 
I am happy with this new scheme which you practiced in the past 18 months. 
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• My husband and I are happy with the new parking arrangements and all the proposals 
you set out seem very sensible. 
 
• A good system. Environmentally friendly and fR more efficient.  It would be great if 
residents had the ability of transfer the permit to another car for a temporary period of time, for 
instance a foreign registered car. There would still only be one car using the permit at any one 
time and it would obviate the need to use a carpark in the borough which costs £35 per day.  
 
• I'm more than happy  to stay with the virtual permits.  
 
• I think that the virtual parking system currently in use is a good idea.  
 
• Great idea!  Please can we keep them 
 
 

Responses from Social Platform “Nextdoor” 
 

"Virtual parking permits - yay or nay?  

We're still consulting on our residents parking permit to see if we should stick with paperless permits. 

  

So far the benefits have been a plus for the environment and residents. Tell us your thoughts by Sunday 

23 January. https://consult.rbkc.gov.uk/communities/virtual-permit/”  

   

Post Do you want to keep virtual parking permits? Kensington and Chelsea Area 

reply Renewal Reminders needed........ Campden Hill 

reply My last physical permit fell off the windscreen on a hot day. Paperless is safer and more 

environment-friendly for sure De Vere-Cornwall Gardens 

reply Yay But a reminder would be great Chelsea Village 

reply I say nay!  How can we challenge the none-permit holders who "take a chance" as Residents we 

need to know if cars are parked legally or not and we don't have the equipment to verify!   I've lost count 

of the amount of Uber Drivers who pull over in Residents Bays to wait for their next fare.  I've see far 

fewer Parking Tickets recently as it is a fiddly for them to bother to type in the regs of every vehicle!  

Bring back the K&C permits for the windscreen - could be a small striker with a barcode and expiry date 

- similar to the Swiss Toll sticker. West Chelsea 

reply Unless you park on a boundary road with Westminster and it says that you can park with a K&C 

permit but the Westminster traffic wardens machine does not recognise that you have a permit and you 

get a ticket. Ladbroke 

reply Yes! Most other London boroughs have them, why make it difficult for residents? Surely cost of 

processing goes down massively as well. Camden and others even have visitor permits when you have 

guests come that you can scratch and put in their car. RBKC makes it difficult and expensive for no 

reason. Except that it is a revenue source. More taxation on us as residents........ De Vere-Cornwall 

Gardens 

reply yes Pembridge 

reply Yes Portobello 

reply Yes.  Its a good system which works and is sustainable St Quintin 

reply Renewal reminders needed Queen's Gate 

reply It would be nice to think rbkc would reduce permit costs accordingly but I sincerely doubt it. 

More taxation on drivers, yes, but only 25% of residents own a car Latimer Triangle 


